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Absbilct 
A descnpijve, mrrelatimlal daen  was used to explore nurres' 
perceptions of the ompan of health care reforms and woh-tahmd amtudes and 
behawoural intentions four years followng me impmentation of maim 
remucturing initiatives in the ?mvinee of Newfoundland and Labrador. The 
relationships between and among key study Mriables (i.e.. pemonal 
charactenotics, perceived impan of health care refwms, woh-related attitudes. 
and behawaural in(ention5) were also examined. A modfed version of the 
tntegrated causal model. The Conceptual Model of Beh&ural Intentions 
(CMBI), mnstrMcd the basicframewohforthir rasearch study. 
The study sample mnrirted of 181 registered nuner employed in direct 
care. admm#mon. andlor edm-on fmm all health care regions of the 
Provlnce of Newfoundland and Labradorham 1995 to 1999. Data were mllected 
Over a fwe-week period. from June m July 1999. using a mailed-out 
questionnaire. 
Study f indi is M i i t e d  that nu-- -ratty m m  negative man 
Porltive about me impact of heam care reforms. In camparison to baseline data 
mlleded ptiorm managerial restructuring and downsizing (i.e.. in 1995). there 
was a signikam wonening of nu-' amtudes toward the i m p n  of reforms. 
Respondents were mon negafive abwt quarty of care, emotional dimate, and 
standards of care. S W y  findings ako demonshted that rspondent. were 
nether totalb satisfed nor di%&fied with most aspects of restructuring, had a 
sligntiy l w d  or nwtral level of -to W aganizatnns, Mmat implied 
psycholwicai contncls wim the organization had been violated, and were 
uncertain about whether they would stay with their cumnt employer 
Pamal support for the major assumptions of the CMBI was provided 
thmugh the study findings. All of the reform variables (i.e.. importance of 
reforms. emofionai dimaW. pradicprelated issues. qua l i  of care, safety 
mncems, and standams of care) were signifcanny and positkely related to the 
nntewentng attides (i.e.. psychological contract violation, retwcturing 
sahsfadon. job satisfadon. and oqanirstional commh-em) and behavioural 
intentions (i.e.. intent to stay). As well, ail of me intervening attitudes daplctad 
mderate to strong. poswe correlations with eah  other and with behaviovral 
~mentions. While none ofthe personal charactenstics influenced the intervenrng 
attfiudes, geographic reglon ofwoMIace and lwel of education were found to 
onfluence behaviourai intentions. 
Study findings failed to support the causal, linear pro- proposed by the 
CMBI. where organizational commitment a represented as a key pred i i r  of 
behavloural intentions. Regression analysis supported general job ratidadon 
as the key predictor of behavioural imentiom. Furthw, the work-related variable 
of standards of care emerged as a better predimr of Dehaviaural imentions than 
rntewening Variables (i.e.. restructuring satisfadion and organhabbnal 
commitment). These two variables mmbined to explain 28% of the variance in 
behaviouni intentions (i.e.. intern V, stay). 
The findings of this study suggest that nu- working within the 
Newfoundland and Labrador heath care system four yean after the 
implementation of major health care reforms are experiencing high levels of 
diiatisfaction and hustmtion wRh condhions m h i r  work environment While 
these findings support the work of previous researchers. the generalikability of 
resub to other nvning populations is limited. Further research is needed to 
explore h w  other facton in the changing work envlmnment are Impacting 
nurses' work-elated amudes and behavioural mtentions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
The impiememafion of health care reform measures within health care 
deliiery oqanilations is in response to a national mmmitment to mntml mrts 
and lnzrease acmuntabilii for the state of health care of all Canadians. 
Governments have initiated systemwide reform m change the way publicly 
funded health care is managed and dcliired. This has reruned in the 
implementation of major reform initiafiver, including resw2u"ng. regionaliiation 
downsking, and raengineenng. in health care organhawm throughout every 
prownce and territory in the country (Church 8 Barker. 1998: Decter. 1997: 
Lemieux-Chades. L e a  8 Aird. 1994: Shamian 8 Lightsone. 1997). While the 
intent 1s to mntain costs integrate and coordinate services. and empaw 
regions. these reforms have precipitated many changes throughout health care 
OqaniBtionS. the ompact of which has been fen at many l e ~ i s ,  but m08t 
espeaaily by key h u h  care providers (Laschinger. Sabiston. Finegan. 8 
Shamlan. 2001). 
Regionaliitbn. one ofthe mast prevalent strategies in Canada in the 
1990s. transferred the responsibility and accountability for a l l d o n  of health 
care resources and service planning horn pmvindal govemmnt d e p a m  to 
regional health care boards (Decter. 1997: Jackson. 1995: Vail. 1995). Atme 
same time, a govemment-driven mandate required regionat boards to 
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consolidate existing locally-based community and inmutianal bards under one 
umbrella. and also forge diverse affiliations among hospitals and other 
msmutions. Wim this approach to health care delivery. mmmunity pamcipation 
and aentification of population-specific health needs are integral to decision- 
making (Decter: Vaii). Early research findings suggest that the authorily of 
regional boards vanes acmss provincial iurisdictions. and has not achieved 
projecred benefe. especially mst reductions and improved sewbs (Church & 
Barker. 1998: Lomas. Wmds. &Veenotra. 19978; Markham & Lomss. 1995). 
Further. mere. some evidence to suggest that nurser working in community 
and acute care settings are concerned about the emotional climate of the 
workplace. practics-related issues. safety issues. standards of care, and quality 
of care (Reutter & Fod, 1998: Shindui-Rothschild. Beny. & LonpMiddleton. 
19%. Way. 1995). However. l i i  attention has been given to the impact of 
reform lnitiatives on work-related amdes (i.e.. poychoicgicai contract violation. 
resbuchlring and general job sasfadon. and oqanizationai commitment) and 
behavioural intentions (i.e.. intent to stay). 
In additional to q imal i i t ion .  Canadian hospbls have been subiected 
to other types of reform. including dowbing. re-engineering. and resbuctudng. 
As a resun of radical redesign initiativer, there have been mutipie effects 
thro~ghout health care setlings. A marked reduction in service duplication and 
staff (i.e.. managecslsupwvsors) has led to changed roles and respmsib i i i  
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and increased job hsmxity demands and stress for wrres in acute care 
settings (Baumgart. 1997: Lean Baker. Halvemn. &Aird. 1997). Similarly. in 
the nxnmunity heanh sactor. an increase demand in SeNice requirements (i.e.. 
in the area of home care) and the elimination of specific heaith programs. as a 
resun of a paradigm shR to a population heanh model, have resulted in new and 
challenging role expectations for communiiy heaith nurses (Chalmers. 1995; 
Lesttet al.: Shamian 8 Lightstone. 1997). 
The current research study was the first stage ofa longitudinal study 
designed by Padrey and colleagues' to examine the impsd of health care reform 
on instftutions and pmvidars in the pmvince of Nemfoundland and Labrador. The 
mandate of the larger project is to monitor reform impact in several areas (i.e.. 
mcknq .  costs, acute care bed utilkxtion, qua l i  of care. employee attitudes. 
and patient satisfaction). The current study f o c w d  on one aspact of the 
employee attitudes component of the larger study. The focus ofthis study Was 
to expiore registered nurses' (RNs) perceptions of the impact of health care 
reforms !n all Clinical settings. A second purposa was to assess nunes'm&- 
related attitudes (i.e.. psychological contract violation. restructuring and general 
' Department of Health 8 Community &ices. Government of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Health Care Corporation of S t  John's. and the 
Canadian Heanh Services Research Foundation jotntly funded the pmject The 
impact 0fRestmtuting ,n Acute Cam Hospifals in Newfoundland and Labrador. 
by Parkey et al. (1999). 
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job satkfaction. and organizational commitment) and behavioural intentions (i.e.. 
intent to stay). 
Bac*pmund and Rationale 
A Substantial amount of empirical data supports the linkage between 
organizational pro-r and employea athdes (e.9.. job satisfaction. 
arganlzational commitments. etc.) and behavioural intentions (i.e.. intent to stay 
or leave) (Alexander. Uchtenstein. Oh. & Ullman. 1998: Mobley. GriReth. Hand & 
Meglino. 1979: Mueller & Price. 1990: Price & Mueller, 1981). Of late. a growing 
Interest has been demonstrated in the effects of change in job-related and work 
environment fanos on perceived violation in psychological contracts (Robinson 
& Rousseau. 1994: Tumley & Feldman. 1998. 1999). Research findings also 
suggest that contract violation may negatively affect employees' altiivdas (e.g.. 
diminish trust and loyany, decrease job and organizational satisfaction. etc.) and 
behavioun (e-g.. intentto stay. himover. etc) (Robion Rousreau: Robinson. 
KraaQ. 8 Rousseau. 1994). 
Research efforts have also been focussed on the impact of health care 
reform on employee job satisfaction, organizational commitment. and intedto 
stay of leave (e.g.. Annstrong-stassan. Camemn. & Hosburgh. 1996: Bmrvn et 
al.. 1999: Burke & Greenglass. 2001: Ingenoll. Kirsch. Merk & Lightfwt. 2000: 
Keddy. Gregor. Foster. 8 Denney. 1999; Fyne. 1998; ShinduCRDmxhild et al.. 
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1996; Wcdwmd. Shawn.  Lendrum. Broum. Mdntoah. & Cunningham. 2000. 
etc). It has been suggested that reforms have significantly altered the nature of 
employee mmmirment and the facton inRuendng it (Meyer. Alien. & 
Tapolnytsky. 1998). Although no studiiwere identiied mat examined the 
impact of health refon on perceived psychological contract violation. Tumley 
and Feldman (1998) found that employees subjected to major restructuring were 
signiiicanuy more likely to believe that violations had occurred than their 
counterparts working in more stable firms. 
Nuns. as me largest group of health pmfessionals in Canada. have 
been pmfoundiy sffected by health refon. Studies have demonstrated that 
changer in the health care system are having an impact not only on how health 
care is being delivered. but also on nurses' job expectations. values. beliefs, and 
bahaviours (AnnstmngStassen et al.. 1996 Biythe. Baumann. 8 Giovannetti. 
2001: Burke 8 Greenglass. 2001; Larchinger. Fincgan. Shamian. 8 Casier. 
2000). Nurses acmss various practice sem'ngs have reported multiple n e g a k  
effects including decreased job sew*, decreased morale, increased stess 
and frustration. and decreased satisfaction (Baumann et al.. 1996.2001; 
Lasdinger et ai.. 2001: R e m  8 Ford. 1998: Way. 1995). and expansions in 
mle expectations and responaibiM88 ( A m  8 Crawford. 1996; Ingerpall. Cook. 
Fcgel. Applegate. 8 Frank. 1994). Omer studies have aenliried poritive 
outcones of heaith care reform. sud as new and challenging mies, mare staff 
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and client involvement in decision-makmg, better interdisciplinary appmaches lo 
care, and greater staff empowerment (Remer a Ford; Way). 
De~pRe Some inconsistencies between studies, findings generally suggest 
that mukipla factors (i.e.. job-related. wok envimnment. and personal 
characterinics) exert separate and intersdive effects on provider outmmes. 
Meta-analyses of studies conducted wilh numr working in acute care settings 
pmvlde evidenca for the much stronger influence of job-related and work 
enwmnment factors on job satisfaction than economic or paycholOgicaV 
tndiv8dual factors (Blegen. 1993; lrvine Evans. 1995). 
PmMm Sbmment 
Llke many other pmvin- in Canada. Newfoundland and Labrador has 
been challenged to pmvide consistent. comprehensive health cam in a fiscally 
responsible manner. In the 1980s and 1990s. f a d  with a weakemnomy and 
decreased federal transfer payments. a govemment-appo!nted Royal 
Commission reviewed the mJfr of operating the pmvince's hospitals and nursing 
homes. Over 200 recommendations for changes were made to rationalike health 
care spending, whnch formed the foundation of and expedied health care 
restrumring in Newfoundland and Labrador (Newfoundland and Labrador 
Depament of Health. 1994). 
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Guided by prindples forfunding reduction and changing health care 
needs. the pmvincial government mandated reforms whld significantly changed 
the compositlan and mode of service delivery (Davis 8 Tilley. 1996). W i  an 
idenmed goal to better address the determinants of he& and access to 
sa~ces.  me g-men1 moved towards enhancing c~nmunihl seMcer and 
placing greater emphasis on the acquisnion of health care services outside the 
traditional hospital setting (Newfoundland and Labrador Department of Health. 
1994). TO accomplish this, regionalhation of health cart services. the fist level 
of health reform. began in 1994. Regionalization involve3 the integration of 
various heaith sector boards as well as the devolution of power and authority 
fmm pmvintial departments of heaith to the regional level (Dader. 1997). By 
1998. three main lpes  of regional health care boards had been created: SIX 
inSmutiOnal boards (i.e.. consisting of hospital. long-term care. and rehabilitation 
fatiliiies). four reglonal community boards (i.e.. including public heaith. home 
care. and community-based -ices). arvd huo integmtd boards that combined 
insWtional and mrnmunity boards (Davis. 199811999). In addition. wimln the S t  
John's region. two boards (i.e.. St Jahn's Nursing Home Board and the 
Newfoundland and Labrador Cancer Trearment and Research Foundation) 
remained separate fmm both the instiMiona1 and community boards. This 
restructuring of services significanw reducad the number of heaith boards 
across the pmvince horn forty to fourteen in a V r  period. 
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At the inotii-anal level. services were signacanthl being restructured (i.e.. 
lhmugh downsizing, reengineering. and mergers). In 1995. in the St. John's 
area. ebht ternary and secondary care institutions were conraliiated under the 
authorityofthe Heanh Care Corporadon of S t  John's (HCCSI). Additional 
downsang occurred with hospital dosures. consolidation of adminirtrafive and 
Supporl services. and the integration of hospital services into multidisciplinary 
prqlrams (Davir 189811999). While the intent of regbnalization was to d u c e  
msts and empower regions. these measures have precipitated a my~ad of 
change with," oganizahons and their employees. induding nurses (Davir & 
Thorburn.1999). 
Although large-scale health care reform initiatives in Newfoundland and 
Labrador ate in sixm year. a limited number of studies have been conducted 
that examnned nurses' work-related atbtudes before. during. or afler the 
implementation of health care reforms. In 1994. priorto major dmsizing 
inaiaiies in NewfDundland and Labrador. the Assodatbn of Registered Nurses 
of Newfoundland and Labrador (ARNNL) conducted a qualitative survey of 
nurses' perceptions of the impan of health care reforms. Following an anaiysii 
of SuNey responres. Way (1994) reported that mon respondem viewad 
anticipated system changes (i.a.. staff reducthns, overwhelming wonload 
demands. and increased mle responsibilii) in a neg& light Further. these 
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Changes were also viewed as having potential negative repercussians for job 
satisfaction. qualm/ of patiem care. and professional practice. 
The ARNNL conducted a subsequent survey. using a stra6ed random 
sample of nurses (N = 333). to gather baseline data on nurses' perceptions of 
the lmpact of heath care reform. This survey was conducted during 
regionalization but prior to managerial restructuring and downsizing initiatives. 
Way (1995) repolted mat respondents were nelthertotally positive nor negative 
about the overall impact of health care reform. SignRcaWy, the areas receiving 
the most negative ratings included quality of care. the emotional climate of the 
workplace. and standards of care. 
Pyne (1998) measured nurses' perception ofthe impact of health a r c  
reform and levels of job satsfaction in acute care oenings of the HCCSJ six 
moms into reengineenng (i.e.. implementation of a program-based 
management and professional practice model). The results indicated that 
nurses were slightly dissatisfied wM1 their jobs. were more ne9aiI-m than p a &  
about the overall ompact of heaith care reform. and were mmt negative about 
quality of care. emotional climate of me workplace. and standards of care. 
While reforms are intended to imp- the overall heaiih care o w .  il
has bem suggested that mere were more drawbacks than h e m s  in me e a i  
wars of reform (Davis. 1998l1999: Lomas. Woods. & VeeNtn. 1997a). The 
challenge for many nurses is to continue to pmvide qualii care while Qing to 
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deal with the st- snd uncertamty of a work envimnmnt undergoing extensive 
refom. While mere is a growing research base on factors influencing nurses' 
p b  satisfaction. mere are limit& research studies exploring the impsd of heaim 
care reform on other imwrtant wot-related atmudes (e.g., ormpation and 
proferrional satisfaction, organizational mmmibnem. psychological contrad 
violations. etc.) and behavioural intentions (e.g.. intent to stay. intent to search. 
turnover. en.) The present study war designed fo explore nurses' perceptions 
ofthe impad of reform and their wofk-~lated attitudes and behavioural 
imentionr withln the proposed Conceptual Model of Behavioral Intentions 
(CMBI). 
The CMBI is based on the integrated causal model of nurse turnover 
behaviours (Muelkr 8 Price. 1990: Price & Mueller. 1986) and the consequences 
of psychological contract violation rumley 8 Feldman. 1998. 1999). The CMBI 
identi%- several factors which influence behavioural intentions (i.e.. iment to 
stay). These factors include determinants (i.e.. impadof health care cefoms. w 
jobrelated and wofk environment factors). covariates (i.0.. intwvening auitudinal 
states which include psychological contract vio!aban, reobuch~ring satisfaction. 
job ratisfaction. and organuational commitment). and correlates 1i.e.. select 
penonal charaderkbks and staffing issues). The mvariateo also mnsfibne the 
imermediate outcomes whch exert a direct and indimt effect on each m, and 
t l  
are also influenced by determinants and correlatas. The propored relaionships 
among study variables are outlined in the -arch questions. 
The need and importance of furmar and continued reoeareh in thii area is 
critical to beuer undemtand and monitor how nurses are responding to changes 
brought aboutthrnugh health care reform mitiatives over time. This research 
study will extend the current body of research by comparing nurses' perceptions 
of reform over time and examining the impact of these reforms on perceived 
psycholqical contracts. job ratisfaction. organiratimnal comminnent. and intent 
to stay. 
P"rpM. and Rerclrch QuoltI0"s 
The primary purpose of the study was to examine nurses' perceptions of 
the impact of health care reforms in Newfoundland and Labrador in 1999 and to 
compare these data wlth previous data gathered on the Sam8 sample by Way 
(1995). A second purpose was to inveofigate: 1) how oathfed nurses were with 
their jobs and reshuctvring efforts 2) how commmed they were to their 
organmtions, and 3) their intentiDns of remaining wim current employers. A 
third purpose was to investigate which factors were me best predidon of 
imermedbte outmmes and behawmral intentions 
The study was dosign& to answerthe folkwing rerearch questions: 
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1. How do RNs working in diverse dinicai settings currerdy perceive me 
impact of health care reform (i e.. importance of reforms. motional 
climate, pracb-lated issues, qualny of care. safely concerns. and 
standards of care)? 
2 Is there a stgnificant change in nunes' pe-tions ofthe overall impact of 
ref- four yean following regional restructuring of the health care 
syaem? 
3 Wha are n-' 1-1s of psydlolcgical contract violation, remucblring 
saL%faction. geneni job satisfacbon. organizational mmmitment and 
behavioural intentions (i.e.. intent to stay)? 
4. Are the impact of heanh care reform variables significantly related to 
intermediate outcomes (#.e.. psycholog~cal mlmact nolation. r esWr ing  
satisfaction. job satisfaction, and organizational m m m h m )  and 
behavioural intentions? 
5. Are intermediate outcorner significantb related to each other and 
behaviouni mnteniions? 
8. Are perceptions ofthe impact of health care reforms. intermediate 
outcomes, and behavioural inm-ons a function of key personal 
characteristics (i.e.. age, gender. education. region of employment 
primacy area of respansibirly. cunwn posmn. nursing exp-nce, cumm 
position tenure. and employment status)? 
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7 .  What f a d m  investigated cn the curcent gtudy are the best prrdictm of 
i m e d i i  outcomes and behaviounl intenbbns? 
summy 
Nurses in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador haw! k e n  
subjected to externwe r emar i ng  efforts in the health care system. The 
resuliing changes have been mmplex and have challenged both nursing practice 
and tradhion However. few studies have been completed in the province to 
monkor me effects of health care reforms on nurses' *des and behavioun 
over time. Thls research study aims to explore nurses' pemptions of heanh 
cam reforms In 1999 and mrnpare mis infomlation wrth data mllected in 1995. 
CHAPTER 2 
Litemturn Review 
TO gain a more thorough understanding of the impact of health care 
reform on nurses, it r essential to examine those factors thought to influence 
key work-related amtudes and behavioural intentions. The linrature review 
C D ~ S ~ S ~ S  of three sections. The firat sedon presents a review of health care 
reform and [to implications forthe general nursing population. The semnd 
section p-m research findings on key predicton of intermediate olltcomap 
(i.e.. psychological contract wlation, general job sabsfection. restrucfuring 
sabsfactlon. organMona1 commment) and behavioural intentions (i.e.. intent to 
stayfleave). The final section presents an o v e ~ e w  ofthe conceptual framework 
for thls research study. 
Health Can Refem: Implicstionr for Numing 
Reform measures. like regionalii8fion. downsizing. restructuring, and re- 
engmeering. nave been impmnted in health care organMons throughouf 
Canada (Butke. 2001: DeRw. 1997; Shamian & Lighktone, 1997) and have 
muued m major changes for employees. Some of the more pervasive changes 
m the acute care sector have been in employee skill-mix rados. M n g  I d s .  
degree of professional ~sponsibiliiy. and managerial Nucblres (Davis & ?illey, 
1996: Leatt et al.. 1997). Health care reform, according to the researdr 
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kmture, has the ptential to signMntty affect the attitudes of all level6 of 
employees (Burke & Greenglass. 2001; Leanet al.). While the impkmentation 
of health care reform hap Deen extensive in Canada. much less attention has 
been given to invertigating possible effects on organizational. provider, and 
consumer outcomes. 
Empirical studies that fDQls on the consequences of reform, in particular 
the impan on nurses. are of great interest to researchers and health care 
organirations. The vast majority of studies focus on the impact of changes in 
pawm care delivery models on clients and heanh care providers especialhl 
nurser in acute care semings. There is limited research on nurses and nurse 
managers working an mmrnunty health and long-term care. The following 
sections provide an overview of the reform measures that have taken place in 
Canada. both nationally and pmvincialhl (i.e.. within the province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador). Empirical data on the impact of reform on nursing 
p~pulations and key work-related variables. during andlor a&r the 
implemenfation of malor health care reforms, are also presented. 
It should be noted that most research studies i d e n t i i  in the liNPBUlre 
examined the impan of reform on acute care pmviders. This is not surprising as 
mmt nu- (i.e.. M% overall in Canada. and 72% in Newfoundland and 
Labrador) are employed in hmpbl settings (Canadian I-B for HeaW 
lnfonnation [CIHII. 2000). The, while the impad of reform on nurses in various 
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practice settings (e.9.. acute care. wmmunity heaith. long-term care. etc.) and in 
&&rent WOR areas (e.9.. direct care, adminisbation. management, etc.) is 
!ncOrpDnted im the following discussion. the bulk ofthe laersture revfew 
discusses the effects of refonn on nurses employed in the acute care setting. 
Nation11 Ref.,"" 1 " i t i . h  
The implementation of refonn measures witnin healthdellvery 
Organhat~ons is in response to a national mmmment to control msts and 
tncrease acmuntability forthe state of health care of Canadians. When 
banslat4 into action. this has resulted in major resbuchlring effom, including 
reglonaiirafion, downsizing, and re-engmeenng. I" an effort to dehver health care 
in the most emnomically viable and comprehensive manner The follDwing is an 
overwew of the mam reform mate* i d e W  in me m a r c h  lWmtun. 
Rsgionalization. Health care regtonsliion. hequentiy depicted thmvgh 
inrdfubonal mergers and health bard  mml ia t ian ,  has ovurred in most 
Canadian provinces and territories (Burke, 2001. Decter. 1997; Shamian & 
L~gMstone. 1997). This her r e w M  m s reduction in the number of governance 
sbuctures wahin a drflned gaagnphic regno". Daeemrarmtion. also a key 
feature of this sbategy. mvoives the devolution of decisbnmaking powerfmm 
pmvincisl gwemments to local regions (Lomas et sf.. 1997a). k p i t e  
mnsiderable discussion in the liirature on the sbucture and function of regional 
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health a W W .  few studies have been undertsken of M y  dwe!eped heaith 
boards in Canada . However. there is smence that suggests. at least in % eady 
years. reglonaliition may not have been e beneficial as fimi prediied (Church 
&Barker. 1998: Lomas. el a1 : Markham & Lomas. 1995). 
Church and Barker (1998). in an examination ofregionsl?zation efforts in 
each Canadian provcnce (wah the excepbon of Ontario), hiihlighfed various 
challenges for decision-makers resuning hwn this initiative. Regionalization. 
according m the authors. has several defining features: a) the creation of 
regional governance bodies mnsisting of elected and appointed oRidak, b) 
regtonal control of budgee. c) a shR in the settings far delivering health care 
services from acute care to the community d) emphasb on outmme evaluation, 
and e)  restructuring and downshg of pmvincial govemmam departments. As a 
resun of changes in sewice pmvislon and delivery. several challenges have been 
enmumered by administratom. including: a) integration and modination of 
adminsbative functions and m i c e  de l i iv ,  b) inwrporatlon of funds. c) 
creation of infrastructure to suppo~t information mllecfion and mwsument of 
outmmes that perma outcomabased evaluation. and d) striking a balance 
berween enmuraging participation by 1- cmieM and prevenfing 1- gmups 
and professtonal agencler from dminating the pmcess. Whik the sumom 
acknodedge the potential of reglonalizatbn to increase me effemveness of 
hwlth care dervery. contain msk, imegrate and bettermordinate services, and 
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involve mnrumen. they expressed mncem averthe limited empirical evidence 
available to support these claims. 
h a s  et al. (1997a) surveyed board members (N = 514) of regional 
health authoms in fwe Canadian pmvinces (i.e., Prince Edward bknd. Nova 
Smtia. Saskatchewan. Alberta. and Briliih Columbia) to gather perspecfives on 
devolution. Analysis of resulb idemmed extent of institdona1 autonomy as the 
main differentiating factor between instiiuiions. However. there was lWe to no 
emplncal support for predictea organizational benefns (i.e.. finanaal savings. 
impmved service quality, human resource effaenuer. and increased 
coordination and degree of services) of such alrangements. Converse$. if was 
concluded that ~n the inrtial years of multiiintiiubanal anangemen*. there may 
have been an Inmase In costs to coordinate and increase services. a decrease 
in qualii due to reduced access. increased EtaRuncertainty and m s ,  and 
averall organaationsl instabilily. 
In a follm-up actid=. Lomas et at. (1997b) erplwed the background. 
resources. and acfiwiies of board members. Findings revealed that moot 
respondents were prewously employed in pectDn Dmer than heath care or 
social services but had experience serving on some type of beard. Respondents 
rated me onentation and training in general gwemance memods as substantial$ 
Petter than the information receNed on heath-relared matters. In relatim to 
availabilii of information for decision-making, respondents stated that seNlce 
to 
costs and utiliiation data were most read)ly auailabk. M i e  d m  related to key 
informants opinions. servlca benefls. and ciiizens' preferen- were least 
available. Finally. the main anivies ofthe boards consist& of priomzing and 
assessing health needs. followed by ensuring service efk3veness and 
efficiency. An important finding fmm this study war the revelation that most 
board members were not satisfactorily prepared to c a q  out their expected 
mendate. 
A second related repon by Lo- et al. (1997~) described board 
members' aniides and levels of motivation. Findings revealed that although 
most boa3 members fan that they made good deurions which were superior lo 
those prewously made by the pmvinciai government. they were st111 concerned 
with the Inadequacy of availsble data on which to base dadsions. Whik most 
board members believed that meir priorlly was 0 represent and w be 
accountable to the population which they sewed. they were equally divided in 
the~r attitudes W r d  their respec6ue pmtindsl governments (i.e.. restrictiveness 
of provincial rules). 
In a survey of elected and appointed board membm. Lewis et al. (2007) 
explored members' opinions of health care reforms, regionalition, and the level 
of success in a c h ~ ~ n g  1- effectiveness and effidency in Saskatchewan. Of 
the 30 distria health beards. a total of 275 board members participated in the 
survey. Overall. the results indicated that there were few differences in the 
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perceptions of key issues between elected and appointed board members and 
mat most supported the general goals of health care reform. The vast maiority 
of respondents believed that extensive reforms were necessary. that the 
changes had been positive. and devolution of authority had resuited in increased 
local mntml and. consequently, higher qua l i  health-related decisions. Further. 
most respondents perceived that tha local boards had public support and 
respect. were refkt i ie of local values. and were more responsive lo overall 1- 
wtshes as opposed to individual gtakehoiders (ie.. heam care pmvider groups. 
special intwest groups. or government agencies). Members felt that health care 
reform was designed tc improve heanh rather than reduce spending. However. 
most rerpcndents felt that a vision of the reformad system was not readily 
idenmable. that the boards were legally responsible for things over Mich they 
had littb governance. and that board aaivities were hampered by provincial 
government regulations. The authors concluded that issues and concerns 
related to health care reform and Rgionaliition are similar amor  provinctal 
iurisdictions. 
Davis (199811999). a Chief Executive mcer(CE0) wah the HCCSJ. 
reviewed the ivimpact of regionaliion and muM-instianal mergers1 
consolidations (implemented as part of a provincial mandate to reduce health 
care costs) in Newfoundland and Labrador Following regionalion, individual 
heaiih boards remgnked a number of benetits of this new system, including 
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increased involvement of consumers, public accountability, oppolwnities to be 
more Bmcient in heaith care spending, and staff invobement There were also 
challenges to face wah the creation of new boards, induding higher levels of 
anxiety and unceminty reportcd by staff and physidans fmm bairg ovetworked. 
underpsid. undervalued. and uninvdved. and ~ncreased We%s as a resuit of 
61cai restrictions. 
These studies have suggepled mat the anticipated beneftf of devolved 
de-ionmaking thmugh regionalhation have n d  been fully attained. To the 
mnmv.  a was indicated that reforms may have had a negative effect on quality 
of care. wokrelated aWuder, perceptions ofthe work envimnment and job- 
related variables acmss various practice setlings. While there was conrensuo 
that heaith care reform wss needed to improve the system. study resub. as 
illuswated above. during preliminary stages of heaith care refon indicated that 
board members idenMied both positive and negative areas of impact 
The move m streamline selvices through regionalmtion has abo mated 
nursing practice mncems at the wmmunity level. The reductbn in insmutional 
seMces has necessitated the expansion (at least in theory) of mmmunity-based 
SeMkes as a resuit of shorter haspita1 sfays and reductions in the number of 
inpatient bsdr (Decter. 1997: Shamian & Lightstone. 1997). W& a greater 
emphasis on the delivery of homebased r e ~ i c e r  to diems wim increasingly 
mmplex care needs. less time and m r c e s  are available to wmmunb-based 
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p m d m  for other health enhancement initkwes. such as heaiih pmmohhn and 
community development activiiicr (Orchard. Smillie, 8 MeagherStewan. 2000). 
Woodmx. Isaacs. Underwood. and Chambers (1994) explored publtc 
health nurses' perceptions prior to and following reorganbation of the Nursing 
Division of me Haminon-Wenworth Depamnent of Pubiic Heslth Sewices in 
Onmrio Using a longiiudinal shldy (i.e.. four data mllection perids over a 
threeyear period), and ptandardhed inrtrumentr, the reseamhers explored the 
perceived ampad of the change m p r a d i i  fmm a generalist to populafibm-based 
approach. The elements of p b  design (i.e.. task ideni'ky and signficance. sklll 
vanety. autonmy. and feedba&), job saIjsfaction (i.e , work, pay. pmmobon. 
supervlalon. and coworkers). and mle stress (i.e . mnflid. ambiguity. and 
ovedoad) were assessed. The response rates for the first time penod war 80% 
(N 5 92). followed by 58% (N = 54) for all remaining periods. There were 
srgnmicant differences found in public health nu-' overall job satisfaction and 
most mmponents of saWacJion. with the exception of job promotion. Findings 
revealed that nurses rap- a hlgher level of satisfaction at Time 4 man in the 
three previous time periods. However. there were no rignficant diiwn- m 
owtall job design over the time periods. The only mmponent of job design to 
eaibi a signifint change (i.c., decrease from Time 1 thmugh Tme 3. followed 
by s signmicant Increase fmm Time 3 to rnne 4) tart i d e m  (Lee, the 
perception of the impomnce of one's wor*). Fumer. there were no signfiram 
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differences noted in overall mk  atrezs and most of its components, with the 
exception of mle mnflict (i.e . significant decrease beween T i m  2 and 3 
versus a sqgnifcant ancrease between Time 4 and Times 1 and 3). Bared on 
inconsistent study findings and the limited significant changes in study variables. 
me auulors deduced that organkational change had lrme to no impact on public 
health nurses' perceptions of job satisfadon. job desgn. and role suers. 
In a study on RNs' perceptions of the impact of health care reforms. Way 
(1995) gathered baseline data fmm a WatiFd random sample of nurses 
(N  = 333) in Newfoundland and Labrador. Data fmm community heanh nurses 
(is.. 19 community health nurses and 45 nurses wott4i-g acrW settings. 
~ncludtng wmmuniiy health) were contained in this sample. The lmponance of 
health care re*rms, qualiity of care and safety concerns. pradb-related irrues. 
standards of care. and the emobonal cllmate of the workplace were assessed 
using a rerearcherdeveloped Instrument, the Impact of Health Care Reform 
Scale (IHCRS). Results suggested that while most respondents were neither 
nqauve nor positive about Um overall impact of health care reforms. community 
health n u e s  tended to be more positive than their wunterpartr working in other 
clinical areas Howwor, while this study provided useful barcline data. no 
cumnt or mmpa-e data are availabk on mmmunlty health nurses' 
-tion of the impad ofthese reforms. 
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Reutter and Ford (1998) used a descnplive study to invetigate pubiic 
heaiih nurses' (N= 28) percepMns of changes in practice in health "nib in bolt? 
urban and run1 Alberta. Individual and foara gmup sessions were guided by a 
semi-structured interview twl. Several Factors aentifed as having a d i rm 
impad on nuning practice, included pmt-i changes. budget cuts. changing 
community needs and demographis, health care m m  resbuduring. and 
nncreasing use of other pmfeuionals to provide health pmmdon a t i i i t b .  
Content analysis reveaki five related themes. including: a) 'pulling back" (i.e.. 
staff reductions and increased workloads resuited in the need to R~ONS efforts 
to mainly derwer mandated programs): b) %om hands on to arms length' (i.e.. 
transiiion fiom direct to more indirect involvement with clients); c) 'handing over 
responsibility" (i.e.. encouragmg clients to become mom involved); d) *developing 
working pmerships' (i.e.. facilitating pamuerships with Mher mmmunity 
agencieslpmviders and diems); and. e) -doing less surveillance' (i.e.. responding 
to needs identifed by clients andlor other pmfeuionab). While these findings 
suggest that some changes are perceived as increasing dlaboration and client 
conmi. other changes are s e n  as threatening dim accessibility to public 
health nu-. especiaily for pmgrarns outside of mandated service. Dw to the 
mail. convenience sample of nurses. the researchers acknowledged the 
limitation in generaliring the findings. 
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In a study of public health nurses in routhem Ontario. Rafael (1999) 
explored the w o k  and challenges faced by public health nunpi (N = 30) during 
a perid of downsizing (i.e.. reduction in health pmgrams, staft and 
management personnel). In addition to downsizing, public health nuning seMce 
delrvery was transformed from a disbict appmach (i.e.. pmviding forsll needs of 
a diirict) to a programspeciftc appmach (i.e.. providing rpedflc programs to a 
targekc population). Face-tc-face interviews and k u s  group were utilized to 
collect data. Both posme and negative eWecta were r e p d  by nu- as a 
resuii of the changer to public heaiih nuning practice. On the pcsi6ve side. 
pmgramlpedfic services were seen by some nurses as increasing their capacity 
to provlde higher quality care than before. especialiy when responsible for 
meeting the se~ i ce  needs ofa larger gwgraphical area. As well. respondents 
w e  posmve about new pradice oppcrtunities. developing c r e a h  pafinerships. 
and bemg more lnvolved in thew communies. In contrast. nurses sensed that 
their profession had lost itr voice in deasbn-making as a resun of practice 
divisions along multiple program lines (as opposed to disciplinary lines). having 
to compete wiVl peers for scarce resources. and having to repofi to non-nuning 
managen. Fulther, a reductjon in nunhg swvices to schwls and home vising. 
1x5 ofjobs. and distancing of nunpi fmm the client were also pc~clved as 
being negafive consequences. These extensive changes in public health 
nuning practice were seen by the researcher as having negaiiwiy affected 
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nu-' feelings of autonomy and empowerment whim may potentialiy impact 
future practice in this field. 
In summay, most study findings at the mmuniiy level indicaed that 
nunes employed in these settings have concerns about the impact of reforms on 
the emohonal climate of the workplace. quality of care, standads of care, and 
workload (Rafael. 1999: Reuner & Ford. 1998). These findings are consistent 
wdA studies of nu- employed in various health care pettings. Other reseam 
efforts have not pmduced consistem or rignmcam findings on the impact of 
organizational change on perceptbns of job satisfadon (Woodmx et ai.. 1994). 
Oespote reports of negative aspects of reforms. there is evidence that refom 
have also produced positive outcomes (Rauner & Ford: Way. 1995). 
Damsinbg. nowmisizing. most &en raReuec in an organkation's 
redudon #n Dtamng levels, is one of the most common initia6ves used in 
institufional Settings to control spending. Downsking includes measures such as 
elimination of Positions (e-g.. through redundancy. early retirement. poritbn 
cdacks. uSe of casual employees. etc.). contracting outside services. and 
organizational structural redesign (Lent et al.. 1997: Luthans & Sommer. 1999: 
Sochalski. Aiken. b Fagin. 1997). 
There are numwour research studies that explored the impact of 
downsking on the won Im  of nu- in various p d c e  settings (Acorn 8 
Clswfod. 1996: Aiken et at.. 2001; Baurnann et at.. 2001; Blyme et al.. 2001: 
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Burke. 2001). Existing empirical data support a decline in nurses' work-related 
amudes (e.9.. dissatisfaction with pay and pmmabian opponunitiis. loss of bust. 
lower pmduc t i .  etc.). workplace mndaions (e-9.. reduction in front-line staff 
and management positions. greater role expeclations and responsibilities. etc.). 
and qualty of care as a resuii of reductions m human and financial resources 
kg. .  ArmDtmngStassen et al.. 1996: Baumann etal.. 2001: Burke; Lean etal.. 
1997: Laschinger et al.. 2000.2001: Woodward at al.. 1999. ZOW). mere have 
also been signfieant repercussions for all levels of nurses. including front-line 
staff and management personnel (Baumann. et al.. 2001: Woodward. etal.. 
1999. 2000). The following is a discussion of the perceived impact of downsizing 
~nitialtves on nurses' perceptions of work I*. work-related amdes. and quality 
of care acmos various acute care work settings. 
Studies were identiid from the lite&re that focused on the smpe of 
downslzrng inMa11ves (Baumann et al.. 1996). perceptions of the mnsequences 
of downslzbng (ArmstmngStassen et al.. 1996: Baumann el al.. 1996. 2001: 
Burke. 2001: Laschinger et al.. 2000. 2001). and of changing mles and 
responsibilities during early stages of dawnsmng (Amm & Crawford. 1986). 
Baumann et al. (1996) used an unstructured interview technique to 
examine the impact of downsking stategies on staff nu- (N = 129) working in 
20 a M e  care hosprtals in Ontario. Focus gmups held with RNo (n = 104) and 
register& pracfical flumes (RPN) (n = 25) revealed several important isrues. 
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W i n g  diminished attention to the caring sspeca of their jobs and increased 
desire for management to involve them in decisionmaking and to indude them 
on committees. Further. nursing staff perceived M n g  adions such as 
transfers to dher u n b ,  reduction in work hours, early retirement packager. and 
permanent to casual status, as job loss. 
Anr tmn~Star ren  et ai. (1996) used a longitudinal panel study to 
examine changes in lob saosfacflon for full-time (n = 232) and pan-time (n = 112) 
nunes (i.e.. RNs and RPNs) before and afler downsizing in three community 
hospitals in southwestern Omrio. Baseline data on lob safisfaction ware 
mllecled in early 1991 prior todownsizing, and Mliow-up data were mllened in 
late 1992 post-lmpiemantation. Insbumenb induded Ule Minnesota Satisfaction 
Questionnaire (MSQ) to allsess overall jab satisfaction, and the Index of 
Organizational Reactions (IOR) to measure satisfaction with one's job and the 
wWk environment. AIi scales were reported as having welktablished relisbili 
and validity Study findings failed to document significant d i i n c e s  in overall 
safisfaaon. or satisfaction with aspects of me job and work envlmnment for work 
status (i.e. full- and part-time) before or aRer downsinng. However. mare were 
sngnficant time effects for rafisfadon. Bom groupe of nurses nparted lower 
ratings on most aspects of job satisfaction (i.e.. career fundre. hospital. 
supervisors. and m-workers. respectivehl) Foilwing downsmng. wah the 
exception of monetary rewads. Specifically, me nursing staffreported being 
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less satisfied with the organization (is.. pwr  heahnent of employees. not a good 
place to work. and employee well-being less important than financial concerns). 
s u p e ~ ~ r s  (i.e.. disappointment with managerial style and perreired negative 
impact on overall job auiiudes). co-workers (i.~.. lnueased tension). and career 
hrmm whh the hospital (i.~.. dacraassd feelings of job security and pmmotion 
oppolhunity. and consequential negative Ampact on oven11 job attaudes). 
Fmm the preiiminaly resuits of a study of staffing. organization. and client 
o w m e s  from 711 hospitals in fve countries. Aiken et al. (2001) repolted on 
select findings from nurses (N = 43.329) wrking in adult acute care hospitals in 
1998 and 1999. All nurses working in all hospitals within the three Canadian 
provinces of British Columbia. Alberta, and Ontario were included in the study (n 
= 17.450). A selfadministered. researcherdeveloped questionnaire was used to 
gather data on nurses' perceptions of their w rk  envimnmentr, qua l i  of numing 
cam. job satisfaction. career mntenliam. and burnout. Study findings revealed 
that the majority of nurses pemived staRing levels to be i- than sufficient to 
ensure the d e l i  of high quality care and to meet work expecfationr. 
Specficaliy. half of the respondents believed that the qualiq of patient care had 
deteriorated overthe past year Nunes reported that they were being assigned 
more pafientr. wwe offen completing tasks outside of their pmfessienal 
responsibilities (e.g.. ckaning. tnmpo*ng patients, ch). and were frequently 
not able to meet basic patient care needs (e.g.. p w n a l  care, teaching. p d e  
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comfort measures. ea;). As well, only onethird fen that their patisms wwe 
adequately prepared for discharge. Further. the majoriq of nurses reported 
receiving diem and family complaints and verbal abure more regularly in me 
past year. W i  regard to managwial relations. more than haif of the nurses fen 
that hospital management was not responsive to their concerns and did not 
provide opportunities for participatory decision-making or career advancement. 
Or acknowledge the important contribution that nurses make to care pmvision. 
Funher. the job dissatisfaction and bumat reported by almost hsif of the 
respondents were attributed to the jobrelated strain, emotional exhaustion. and 
overwhelming work demands due to insufFciint numbers of nurses available to 
provae care. On a pos8tive note, mmt nurses fen that salaries were satisfcidory. 
nu-hrjiuan relationships were positMe. and work colleagues (i.e.. physicians 
and nurses) were clinically competent and able to pmvide high qualify care. 
Based on the study findings. the rerearchers concluded that the cumnt hospital 
climate has cesuked in increased fwstradan and diisatisfadiDn to both clients 
and nurses. which has. in turn. contributed to higher rates of nursing burnout and 
greater intent to leave the pmfession. 
Through a pmrinciaCwie survey. Laschinger et al. (2001) inverfigated 
the perceived impact of restmaring on working conditions in Ontario hospitals 
in a subset of nurses (n = 230). Several themes emerged fmm the dam. First. 
nurses monhquenthl ciled wncems relatd to qualify ofwork life (i.e.. 
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increased workload. caoualikation, job inrecuri. and emphasis on m t  
constraints; and decreased career opportunms, financial rewards. rupprt for 
continuous leammg, and job satbfaction). A second expressed concern was 
with me perceived negative impact of system changes (i.e.. reduction in available 
resources. inadequate staff and skill mix leveh. increased safety issues. and 
increased cmss-sharing of personnel) on the d e l i i  of qua l i  of care. Third. 
relations wth management were felt to be strained (i.e.. lack of support p o s h  
feedback. and recognition: inadequate information flow about system changes: 
~ncreawd reliance on an authoritarian We: preoccupation wim finances: 
mistrust: and reduced accessibili subsequent to role changes). Finally. it war 
felt that work conditions had an additive effect on numes' feelings and attitudes 
(i.e.. increased burnout and I w  morale: increased sbesr, anxiety, and wonies: 
decreased loyaltylcomrnilment declining physical heatth; and greater 
turnoverfintent to leave). Overall. the reseamhen concluded that concerns 
expressed by this sample of nu- supportad increased feelings of 
powerlessness and decreased satisfaction with me q u a l i  of woh life. 
Other consequences of downsuing on nunes relatad to changes in mles 
and responsibilities. Acorn and Crawford (1996) reported an me job 
characteristics of fist-line nurse managen (N = 200) working in 41 a w e  care 
hospitab more man 100 beds in Brmjh Columbia in me aftermath of fiscal 
restaim measures. A researcherdeveloped instrument war used to collect data 
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on personal ~ s ~ .  The fmdings indited that most fespxdents had 
five or more years of supervisory experience. h& the pos8on We of head nurse 
or nurse manager. end were cumntiy members of the nunes' union. W well. 
slightly l e u  than haif had been in their c u m  pasmns for more than frve yean. 
and had ba-laureate or higher educational preparation. Wfih regard to mler 
and responsibilities. most managen reported bdng responsible for o m  unit w 
service area averaging 40 or less beds. supervising less than 50 staW members. 
managing an annual budget of more than $1 million, and having one hierarchical 
lwei between them and me chief nuning adminstratOr. 
Baumann et al. (2003) examined RNs' (N = 1.453) percepfions of lob 
change 1i.e.. new mle. new unit. or new hospital) as a resun of remumring (i.e . 
downsmng and merging of facilles) in two large teaching hospitab in Ontario. 
Comm&nent to the profession, qus l i  of work environment and quarq of care 
were assess& using The American Journal of Nuning Care Survey. Team 
efredieness. participahon in redeployment planning, and job change 
egeriences were measured using resesnherdweloped wales. Organizational 
commitment was measured the OCQ. Most respondents felt that 
restructuring initiatives resuiied in increased workloads. higher patient scuiiy. 
and more dient comptaints. Further. respondenis described feeling that they 
had less lime to devote to teaching clients and their famlies, pmvide basic care 
and comfort, interau with patients. and documant care provision. Almost one- 
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half of the nurses had expcknced iob changes wWn tha panfwr  yew. 
These nu- feu they were less able to meet pmfessional standards of care. 
and had less Ime to provide basic nuning care. m adaquateiy document care 
and to talk with and comfort diems than those who had not changed jobs. 
Furthermore. nu- in the job change gmup were more likely to perceive greater 
increases on wo*load, patient away. patilentI famiiy mmpbintr, unexpected re- 
admls81ons. and mediation ermn than those Who had not changed jobs. 
Nurses Who had moved to a new hmpbl expeeneed more grieving and were 
less wmmitted than those Who had moved to a new unit or remained on their 
unR In a new mle. SgnficanUy, nurses assuming a new mle within the same "nil 
fek more a part ofthe health care team, rated the team's efktivenesr higher. 
and perce~ved less need for new bawledge. new skllls. or a comprehensive 
orientation than nurses moving to new u n b  and new horpbls. 
Existing empirical data also support the far-reaching effecb of 
organizational change on nurses well-being. Using a qualif've design. Keddy 
et al. (1999) interviewed nurses' (N = 38) from all areas of Nova Swtia Who were 
experiencing job displacement. underemployment or unemployment to capture 
the impsd of healthcare reform w nurses' personal and social l i .  A feminist 
interactive technrque was used m interview pamcipamp on the following mment 
areas: present and past employment stabrs. erpedations wah regard to 
employment upon graduafian and wrreniiy, understanding oftha status of 
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nursing and health care refon in me province, and ma impact of their present 
s m s  on their pewnal and professional lives. Th-tic anawi was used to 
aentify major themes in the data. First. "living day by daye desmbed me 
uncertainty that accompanies carual i ion and job displacement and resuiiing 
anger and h u m o n  of belng easib replaceable. Second. "me effects of 
children. partners. friends and leisure" described how nurses were fa& with 
juggling chiacare responsibilities with work. and sacriftcing penonal and family 
Lime to be available to work on very short n n i i .  Third. *nancial burdens' 
characterized feelings of hopelessness about having to cnlW employment 
insurance benefm or depending on others to support msmselves and their 
famlbs. 
Usim a cmJssecIiona1 survey design. Maurier and Northmn (2000) 
explored nurses' (N = 271) perceived sb-essors and effects on health while 
working m the midst of heaiih care rectrumring in an urban acute care teaching 
hospital in Alberta. A reseamher-dewloped W - t y p e  yak measured phwtdl 
heath (i.e.. tiredness. loss o f a p p d .  initabilii, sleeplessness. dmmess. 
headaches. mus~ la r  aches and pains. and depression) and the 2Wiem CentRr 
for Epidem~ological SUdw Dep-ion Scale measured depressbn (i e.. 
depressed mood. feelings ofguin and worthlessness. feelings of helplessness. 
loss of appetite. and sleep disturbances). Resum m a k d  mat out of 14 
possible strepson. me single mwt rtreafvl work condibim was ma pos ib i l i  of 
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job loss. This was fobwed by replacemem of nu- wah nursing aides (iieee job 
uncertainty). lnabili to meet the demands of patients and their families, as well 
as other heanh professionals (e.g.. phys~cians, cc-workers. etc.), insufficient time 
and resources to provide emotional support to patients and theirfamilies. and 
mnmg with inexperienced nurses (ass resuil of bumping of nurses into othw 
units based on senlomy versus experience). In relation to health. jab uncertainty 
(i.e.. job loss as a result of bumping and layow was significantly assoc~ated with 
poorer physical health (explaining 16% of the variance), followed by physical 
mmlng mndibons (explaining 6% of the variance). The avthors concluded that 
the hlgher the prceoved threat to job security, the pwrer the phys8cal and 
mental health of the nurse. These resuffi suggestmat nurses are axperiencing 
dramam heanh effects as a resun of healthcare restructuring. 
In summary. the findings horn the preaeding studies indicated that MBTB 
have been signficant effects on nu- amps  vanour pracb'ce sedings. There 
IS also an extenswe research base suggesting mat nurses are percemg many 
of the changes assoclama dowmbing in a negame light For su-ful 
downsizing. it is particularly important to deploy a planned st-ategic approach 
that Will mmimh the negative effects on all &Is of employees. Whik 
decen t ra l l n  seeks to increase deckbn-making and responsibilii. it can also 
i n m a s  job demands and SVess. role c~nffict and ambiguity, as well as other 
joLwelatec factors. E m p i ~ l  evidence suggests that achieving a meaningful 
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balance between work demands and d'versitf, and having autonomous dacision- 
making are integral to nurses' satisfadian and well-being. 
Re-enginwrins/rubveIYring. Reengineering and restrumring are 
common approaches implemented by acute care institutions. Raengineering 
involves re-thinking work pmwsses wiUI the goal of increasing efKciencies in the 
sptem of a r e  delivery. This is acmmplished by ~ r i o u s  means, including 
reducing labour costs, increasing the skillmix of W, a s s  training employe-. 
reducing lengths of stay, and implementing client-focussed care thmugh the use 
of a multidisciplinary team approad. Remumring involves realigning the 
Strateg~c goal of an organization so as to pmvlde a comprehensive range of 
services a c m  a care continuum. To improve efficiencies. programs are 
evaluated based on their ability to provide essenhal services and strategic 
alliances and inter-rganbtional arrangements are created to impmve service 
deliwery (Lean et al.. 1997). Several Canadian shddies were idenMed fmm the 
research IRerature that repomd on the negative impact of hwpital mergers an 
work envimnment and jobrelated factors, and employee amtudes (Best. Wabh. 
Mmin. & Berkowitz. 1997; Blyiha et al.. 2001: Woodward et al.. 1999.2000). 
Best et al. (1997) used a longitudinal study design to uplore the e m  of 
a "Heaiihy Hospital" pmien directed toward impmving staff padcipatory 
decisionmaking. Baseline data wee gathered from various employe gmupr. 
including RNs (n = 164). wlh supplementary data gathered at 1 and 2 years 
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postimplementation (n = 102 and 82. respec6vely). Additionally. focus groups 
were utllized to collect data twice during project implementation. The Job 
content Quertionnaire (JCQ) measured job stress. the McCloskey Mueller 
Satisfaction Scale (MMSS) as- job satisfaction, the Work Environment 
Scale wluated relationships, personal growth, and system maintenance and 
change, and the Organization-Based Self Esteem Scale measured woh-related 
self-esteem. Nunes reponed a signficant increase in job demands. decision 
latiude. and soda1 support from baseline to one war post-implementation. 
While signficant changes were obselwd between baseline and year one for 
0vem11 job sa@3faction. me gains in self-esteem and select sadsfaction factors 
were eiiher maintained or lost by lime 3. Similar inmnsiptencies were observed 
for the work environment variables. The findings from the focus group 
d i im~ ions  indicated mat pmgram pnoimes should focus on impmring 
mmmunications and increasing participatory decision-making. Fumer. maw of 
the group members feltthat only moderate progress had bean made toward 
developing a cuiture of partimatory management and that management was 
not visibly mmmitted b participatory decision-making. 
Following re-engineen'ng inifiatives and a mergerwith another hospital. 
Woodwsrd et al. (1999) used a random sample of staff (N = 346) working in a 
large leaching hospital in Ontario to document the perceived impact of refons 
on relea pex%onal, job. and won environment facton. as well as quality of care. 
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Several scales. with raported acceptabbe bds of reliabii. were used to collect 
information on job charaderistis. psychological distress, emotional exhaustion. 
depression, personal resources. family and work interference, perceptions of 
horpiial as employer. perceptions of qualii of care and services, overall quality. 
and demographis. Findings i n d i i  that there were signficant increases in 
job demands. job insecurity. and lack of mle clam but no signficant changes in 
job lnRuence and decislon latilude. There were also significant imases  in 
prychoiog~cai distress (i.e . anxiely. depreoson. and emotional exhaustion), as 
well as imrference wilh work and famiiy lire. Signifcam decreases were found 
in perceived co-worker and supe~isory suppon and effeliveness of learnwork. 
as well as staff perceptions of quality of care. qua l i  Improvement initiatives. 
staffIorganizational relations, and overall ~mpressions of the work envimnment. 
In a second. related amde. Woodward et at. (2000) repomd on change 
in selecf lob charactenstics. personal resources, home and job interferences. job 
saNfaCdon. and laveis of among front-line staff. designated. and non- 
designated rupwvisorr (N = 380). The findings demonsbated that all levels of 
workers experienced rignnkant increases in job insecurity, demands. stress and 
inte-nce wilh their personal lives. Significant decreases wwe repcried in mle 
clanly. supwvtsor and m-wo*ersupport teamwork, and job sawadion. Non- 
designated supemso% and staff had significantly higher job insecurity, and 1-r 
job influence and dedsimaking I h d e  than supewisors. It- ako revealed 
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that Fmnt-line staff worked less hwn than bath nondesignated and -oat& 
superviso~~. and non-designated supervisors had lass dedsion latliude and job 
influence than designated suprvisors. 
BWhe et al. (2001) used semi-structured fDNs group interviews to explore 
the effects of restrumring on the work and personal lives of acute care nurser 
( N -  59) in three Ontario mmmunnies. All three hospital sites had introduced 
remucturing strategies (i.e.. closing units. merglng unb and hospitab. laying off 
employees, and eliminating middle management pooitions) prior to the study. 
Cantent analysis revealed three themes which dernied the major effects of 
remunuring: "fragmentation of relationships.' 'increasing unceminw and 
unpredictabiirtf. and 'dirsmpowermam." Participants identifed individual effects 
(i.e.. lass energy for family needs. less separation of home and work lives. more 
distant relationships with colleagues, decreased w m l .  difflcuhy meeting patient 
care needs. maintaining professional standads. role rerponsibiliis. and 
acceptable levels of pafie* care), as well as nursing team effects (i.e. loss of 
experiencedlskilied nu-, greater mle uncertainty, heavier workbadr. 
decreased socialition. and decreased leadership). and organizational effects 
(i.e.. decreased stafflmanagemem relations. decline in quali, poor 
mmmunication. lnsufflcied support lack o f w  breaking of psychological 
mnbact. and aitered mmmiimem). The aulhors a c k n m g e d  the mnneuion 
beween job satisfafadion and organkational mmmilment in this study. 
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Summaw. While them was consensus mat h e m  care refom was 
qeeded to improve the system. study resub during the preliminary stages of 
reform indicated that b a d  members and all levels of employees identmed both 
pmltive and negative areas of impact. Signacant areas of perceived nega6ve 
effects were related to quality of patient care and sewral job characteristi- and 
work environment fadon (e.g.. autonomy, role darn. job demands, uncerlainty. 
stress level% job satisfaction, etc.) More specifically, nu-' perceptions of the 
tmpact of reg iona l i in  and downsiong on key job-related and work 
envtmnment factom (a.g.. decreased lab influence and job recurQ, increased 
worklaadldemands. decreased co-wwkcr and supervisor supports, incxeassd 
stress. decreased quality of care. etc.) were more negative than positive. 
Pmvincial Refom InitiaUnr 
In the province of NewfDvndland and Labrador, ragionaliration of health 
care services was the first level of reform. Between April 1994 and Janvary 
1996, changes in the governance of health servi- occumd as a result of 
~mtitutional mergers and regianaliition of heallh boards (resulting m a reducfion 
I" boards from 40 to 14) (Davis. 199811899). While there were a number of 
pr-ed advantages ofmis move (i.e.. mst eff@cfivenesr, increased consumer 
invobement and public aocountabirtf. and greater iMuence on health public 
policy and determinant$ of health), there was increased concern and uncertainty 
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among health care staff, including nurses. who fenexcluded from the decision- 
making process. 
There were three studies conducted in Newfoundland and Labrador 
during the earty stages of health care reform. The Arsociatbn of Registered 
Nurses of Newfoundland (ARNN) commissioned fwo sNdies, one q u a l m  and 
one quanmve. to investigate nurses' percepfions of the impact of heanh care 
reform (Way. 1894. 1995). A thinl study was undenaken with acute care nursing 
staff in three hosp.&lls one year (i.e.. 1998) aRer inmutional con~l 'a t ion (Pyne. 
1998). 
In the initial study. the ARNN used a qualaative survey to assess nurses' 
(N = 347) pereeptiins of the impact of heakh care reform throughout the 
pmvince. The ARNN Health Systems Changes Questionnaire evaluated 
anitudes towards heanh care reforms, negative changer experienced in the work 
environment. impact of negative changes on patient care and nursing p r a h .  
and the potential for pasfive changer or opponunh. Anabig of responses 
revealed that most nurses (86.5%) perceived changer resuiting horn reform 
measures m be negative and that the demands of caregiving under current 
conditions wore stressful (Way. 1994). Sp&cally, job satidaction. quality of 
patient care. and pmfessional practi& were negatively Mected by reductions in 
staff, overwhelming workload demands. and increased role responsiblii. 
Fumer. resub indicated mat workplace and quality ofcare issues were more of 
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a concern than professional practice and Eafeiy concerns. However. some 
nurses (42.4%) identified several areas in which change pmduced positive 
results (i.e . improvements in resource Irtilition. health care delively. and 
innovative mles and opportunities). 
Fo lhng  this study. Way (1995) used a survey design and a Rndom 
Sample of RNs (N = 333) to acquire baseline data on the peneived effects of 
heakh care aform. The IHCRS was used to asserr importance of health 
care reforms. qualii of care and safety wncerns, practi-ted issues. 
standards of care. and the emotinnal climate o f w  workplace. Study findings 
indiwtsd mat most respondem were nenher totally negative nor positive about 
the overall tmpact of health a re  reform Compamly, nuvses mewed the 
importance of reforms. pactice-related issues, and safety irsues more positively 
man qualm, d care. the emotional dimate of me workplaoe, and starrdards of 
care. These flndings are congruent those repmed by Way (1984). 
espetially concerns shut the work environment and q u a l i  of care. As well. 
managers and older, highereducated nurses p e w  all arpem of reform 
more porWely man staff. younger, and less educated nurser. 
Pyne (1998) used a desaiph. wmlational design to explore a M e  care 
nurses' (N= 2981 perceptions ofthe impact of health care reform and job 
satisfadion Ieveb. One year prior to data coilecfion. me h~spitals had been 
consdidated under me HCCSJ. and at six momhs prior to data wllac6on. 
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p m g r a m b d  management and a pmfessional practice model were 
implemented at ail sites. Data were collected fmm nurses w o ~ n g  incritical 
care, medical. and surgical area using me IHCRS and me MMSS. The MMSS 
assessed job satisfaction in eight content domains (i.e.. earinsic rewards. 
scheduling, workmmily balance. m-wohen. interaction opportunities. 
pmfessional oppcmniliis. praisdremgn~on. aria contmUrespons#bilii. The 
findings indicated that nurses were more negative than porilive about me impan 
of healm care reform and slightly dissatMed wah theirjobs. m e  majorlly of 
respondents were most positive about me impoRance of reforms. Safety is-. 
and practice-relatea irsues, respeniveb. Conversely, nu- were most 
negative about qualii of care. emotional dimah, and standards of care. 
respecbvely. Whde many of mess ratings were similarto that of Way (1995). 
mere was a statistically SignRcam decline in Vie mean scores for me overall 
impact of reform. as well as me subscale scores. In relation to levels of 
Satisfaction. the majority of nu- were most satisfied with mworken and 
interaction oppomn*s. and least satism with rnntmlllesponsib~lity and 
extrinsic rewards. The use of a non-pmbabilii sample limits the generalizabilii 
of study findings. 
Summary 
While there has been considerable research on the impact of reforms. 
such as regionaliition. downsizing, and mngineen'ng. shxly findings are 
vaned and re fk t  a wide range of possible effects on nurses (e.g.. front-kina staff. 
managers, administrators. etc.). Conflicting findings exist an the type and 
~ntensily of str-n leg.. job security. jobs-. workload. mle changes. 
responabiliies. etc.) repaltad by nu- in the midst of ref- initiatives. as well 
as the Impact of reform on job-related Factors, the work envimnmenf and nunas' 
attitudes acmss various practi~e settings. Further research is needed to expbre 
the separate and interactive effects of refonns on omviden 
Factors lnflumsing Pmvider Ovtsomu 
Numerous models and hameworks have been generated to explain the 
m e  and impartance of fauon lniluencing nurse turnover behamour (e.g.. 
Alexanderet al.. 1998. lrvlne 6 Evans. 1995: Mobley etsl.. 1979: Muellar 6 
Price. 1990: Parasuraman. 1989: Price6 Muellw. 1981, 1986). Whilethe 
models differ in the 1- of compiexily and tho number of facton th- to 
prediu behav~our. m m  dencribe a causal. linear appmach involving 
determinams (e-g., job-related facton, employment envimnmenf efc.), 
intervening atmules (e.g.. organbafional and job satisfaction, organizatbnal 
mmmibnent ete.). intwvening behamours (e.g.. intentto stayfleaye. efc.), and 
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wrrelates (e-g.. personal characteristics, demographic, etc.). M c d i i  versions 
of a particular causal model have been used in muilipie studies to guide the 
research process. The conmun of psychologicai mmract violation has not 
received any attention in models of nursing turnover. HDweuer. * has recently 
been lntegrafed into causal models in me business liWcJture. Tumky and 
Feldman (1998. 1999) proposed an imegrated causal model that depicts 
psychological wntract violation as resulting f m  changes in job-related and work 
environment factors It is conjectured Mat me scope and magnrmde of contract 
violation may be moderated by situational factors and personal characteristics. 
Finally. psychoioglcal contract violation is believed to rmpact organizational 
wmmienent and intent to engage in job search or quit sdviier. 
The follovvlcg sections idem& the various levels of wtcome in Me wmn t  
research study according to select intervening and outcome varisblas (i.e.. 
psychological contract wolation, job satisfaction, remuduring satisfaction. 
organizational c o m m h n t  and intent to stay). 
Psychological ConPKt Viation 
Psychological contract is defined as a belief in me emtence of an implicit 
reciprocal agreement established between two pamea. usually an employer and 
an employee. that a continuous and lowterm (Rousreau. 1990). Such a 
conbact commences when one party bdieves that a pmmise of future rahlm has 
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been made kg.. job sear@. etc). a contributii has been given (e-9.. loyaity. 
etc.). and that the terms and conditions of the contract have been accepted by 
both partier (Rousreau). The psychological contract extends well beyond 
employee expectations: rather. R 8s comprised ofthe perceived mutual 
0bligLMnS that characterize the relationship between the employer and the 
employee (Robinson 8 Rousreau. 1994). These contram may be interpreted 
as transactional (i.e.. shofl-term. monetary based) or relational (i.e.. long-term. 
non-monetary based). 
Breaking or violahng a psychological contract ceurs when an 
organization fails to respond to an employee's conhibution in the way the pamn 
believes they are obligated to do so (Morrison 8 Robinson. 1997: Robinson 8 
Rousseau. 1994: Rousseau. 1989). When an organization ir either no longer 
able to pmmise the traditional career and job security, or it vioiatas b promises 
to the employee as a result of these changes. distrust and dirradsfacbon and 
possibk dissolution of the employer-employee relationship can occur. Morrisan 
and Robinson (1997) proposed s theoretical model to explain the Daquence of 
events that precede the development of a perceived nolation. The researchers 
conceptualire the formation of psychological contract woMon as having born 
cognitive (i.e.. perceived breach) and aRecfive (is.. peroeived violation) 
components A perceived breach refers to an employee's interpw-on that 
there is incongruence beWeen expeaed and met obligations. Volation referr to 
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the emotional response of the employee to the failure of the emplww to m e t  
the expectations of the psycholqlicai wntnd. It should be noted that the 
perception of psychological conmu violation is dependem on me associated 
meaning of percaived breach held by the individual employee. 
Heanh care refon can bring about unexpected resuits despite extensive 
preplanning and employee preparedneos. One potential effect of health care 
reform IS me impact on mntracts perceived to exist between employees and me 
organizations who employ them. During times of organizational restructuriwg and 
change, there can be fluctuation in, or mnrformamn of. an employee's 
pycholqical mntract Although studies exist on the nature of +he psychological 
contact. me pmcess by which it develops -ins vague. The following 
diswssion presents an Overview of studies that examine the nature. effects, and 
mnsequenceo of psychological wn tnn  violation. The role of sluational factors 
in moderating the impact of mnhact violation on employee behaviours and 
attitudes is also presented. 
ConteIlUaUp~onmI hmrs and 50nMcl vioIaUon. Robinson and 
Rousseau (1994) used a iongitudhal design to examine the nabre and 
occurrence of psycholqical mntnct violation in a sample of MBA alumni (N = 
209) immediately folowing recruibnent and two year. after iniiial emplopem 
Contranv!olation was measured using a single 5point item scale. a Yeyno &em. 
and an open ended quesiion that asked palhtipanr. to describe the violafnn 
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expenen-. The majority of respondents (54.8%) reported they experienced at 
least one lnrtance of contract violation by the employer. Analysis ofthe coment 
of responses #dentied ten categories of violation (i.e.. compensation. 
trainingldevelopment promotion. job secum, nature of job. management of 
change. feedback. people. responsibilii. and other). The tra8ningldevelopmant. 
compensation. and promotion were the most commonly repom nolationr 
Further. the resub suggested that t h w  respondents who tried to rectify the 
percerved violation were more likely to report higher levels of contract fuhilment 
than those wno dgd not peek to remedy the situation. Shldy limitations included 
the use of a single-item to measure psychological conhact and the 
reslhmness of the sample. 
Tumley and Feldman (1998) examined the nature. exient. and 
con~equen-a of psycholagid con- violation experienced by managen and 
executives (N = 541) from three arenas 1i.e.. bank. state agency, and business 
Khool graduate alumni) during organirational change eRorts (e.g.. restructuring. 
downodng. mergers. acqusaions. eh.). A Ciem researcherdeveloped scale 
was used 13 assess psychol~ical mnmct violation (i.e, overall violation and 
discrepancies In mmmltments and rewards). The internal mnsistency of the 
scale was reported to be high (o = 0.86). SWen job factors gained fmm 
previous repearth (i.e.. job sscunty, inpvt inm decisions. o p p o m n k  for 
advancement, heam care beneW. ~aponsibilii and power, bare salary. 
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feedback, overail benm.  orgsnmonai support for penonal pmblems. 
reguianty of pay raises, job challenge and excitement. supervisor support for 
work problems, career development. mining. retirement benem. and bonuses 
for exceptional work) were used to measure perceived violation. A Spoint scale. 
rangtng fmm -2 (recekdmuch more man promised) to +2 ( m m h d  much less 
than pmm~sed). was used to rate obligations. S i ~ ~ o n a l  v riables (i.e.. 
procedural justice or faimesr of organizational decirion-making policies. 
likelihood of tuture violation. and quality of work relations with supwvisom and 
mlleagues). Mieved to moderate the lmpan of employee reactions to 
psycholqlcai contract violation. were rated dichotomouriy (low or high). Resub 
indicated that approximate& one-quarier of the sample experienced 
psy~holqical mntrad violation. When respondents perceived the siblation to be 
beyond the mntml ofthe organzation. mntract violation was not reported. In 
mntrast. when the organwon's actions were perceived to be deliberate and 
unnecessav. respondents were more Weiy to repoRconAmctv~olation. Further. 
In organizations that had undergone rbnifmnt restructuring. managem were 
much more likely to reporl violation than those in securer work envimnments. As 
well. managers in more extensivety restructured organhations wwe significantly 
more likely to repon pmbkms with job seam. input into decisionmaking, 
OppalUrnlties for advancement health care benm,  and amount of ~sponsibility 
and power. Lady, the situational factors of high procedural jurtice, pay raises. 
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and pmmotions. low iikeiiiood d future uiolathn, and posi6ve wotCiryl 
relationships wth supervisors cushioned the impact of psychological wntract 
vtolation. The researches wncluded that clearer Wmmunications end initiatives 
to create more cohesive dationshlps between staff and managers were 
necessav to mediate the negative impacts of psychological contract violation. 
In a follow-up study. Turnley and Feldman (1999) -valuated the 
relationships among employees' psychological contract violation and their 
~nsequence~. as well as Me effects of situational factors on these relationships. 
Afourth group (i.e.. expatdates and manages in international business. n = 263) 
was added to me original sample (n = 541). The same scales reponed by 
Turnley and Feldman (1998) were used to measure the consequences of 
psychological contract violation vanabler. Select situabonal varhbles included 
availabiiii of amacme emplqment afiernatiues. the external juswlcation of the 
contract violation, and the degree of procedural justice in the employer's 
decision-making practicer. The results demonstrated mat psychological conmct 
violation occurred more often and was more axbema among respondents 
woming in environments Mat had experienced mapr restmuwing, panieutarly in 
relation to the aspects ofjob oecurily. compensation (1.e.. pmmired and actual 
pay r a m .  salaries, and bonuses). and oppornnities for advancemem 
COnsequmce~ of C O n b x t  vioI.60n. In a sample of MBA alumni (n = 
209). RDbin~n and Rouoseau (1994) explored the impact of psychologicai 
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contmctvicAatMn on employees' a w e s  and behavioun. Resea*- 
developed scales that were reported to be reliable and valid were used to milact 
data. The scab  evaluated employea careerism orientstion (i.e.. orientation 
w d  the employer as an influential means of progressing in one's career), trim 
(is.. degree of mrst in the employer). satisfaction (i.e.. satisfadion with both mrk 
and me organization). psychologteal mmract vnlation, and remaining with one's 
employer (i.e.. Intention to remain and actual rnmouer). Greater psychological 
contract molalion was stmngly a-iated with lDwer levels of satisfacfion. mat  
and intent to remain with the employer, but mderately associated mith actual 
turnover Perceived contract v i oh in  accounted for 16% of me explained 
variance m intent to remain. Funhermore. careerism mitigated the relationship 
beween violation and trust but did not iMuence the impact of violation on 
satisfacfion, intentions to remain. or actual turnover. itwas mncluded mat 
contract violation may have a similar negative ompact on employees who intend 
on maintaining long-ferm employment with an organizalion orwho mnsider 
current empioyen as por i t i i y  influencing career advancement 
The consequences of psychological contract violation for employees (n = 
541) in fin% undergoing eatensie re*rucblring and downrfing were aim 
explored by Tumiey and Feldman (1998). The mt?sequencer of mnbaQ 
violatMn (i.e.. exit voice. loyaw. and neglect behanoun) were examined using 
four well-estabnshed tools having good reiiabirny. Findings indicated mat higher 
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levels of psychological contract violation were signifcanfly associated with lower 
levels of loyaky and higher exit, voice. and neglect behaviours. Moreover. 
managers employed in fims experiencing reshucturing were much more likely lo 
contemplate quilting, more likely to search for a new job. and kss likely to be 
loyal to their employers than their counterparts working in more stable firms. In 
admion. managers who peneived a nigh degree of p r d u r a l  justice (i.e.. in 
relaDon to fairness of lawff pmceduns and pay raises and promotions), law 
bWihmd of future violation. and good relationships with supervisors and 
Mw~rkers were signifcantly more likely to remain loyal to their organizations. 
lass likely to lntend to qu* orengage in job search behaviaurs, and less likely to 
engage In "Diced opposoions to upper management. In contrast only managers 
who peMiMd a low likelihwd of Mure violstion and good working sr~ociations 
with coworkers were signficanay less likely to engage in negled behaviours. 
In a subsequent study. Tumky and Feldman (1999) re-evaluated the 
relationships among perceived psychological contract violation and their 
consequences, as well as the moderathg effects of select situational factors in a 
sample of managerial-level personnel (N = 804). Tha findings indicated that the 
greaterthe level of psychol~gical conbad violation, the more Iwly managers 
were to consider leaving the organization. voice their objections to upper 
management. negkn an-role job pe-ance, and have l o w  levels of 
oqani?ational lbyalty. Furthenore. it was w a l e d  that all the stuational 
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variables had a buRervog eRed on relationshi between conisaUuioiation 
and exit behaviours (La.. managers were more likely to saarch for otherjab 
opportunities when contract violation was high, attractive jab alternatives were 
available. insufficient jusfiflcation existed for the organimtion's actions. and 
pmcadural justta was low). Conversely, situational factors did not moderate the 
relationships between psychological contract violation and voice, loyaity, or 
neglect bahaviours. Age. gender. and tenure were n d  associated with 
situational faclors. 
Summary. Whik psychdagical cantract is a comparatively new mnsrmct 
in both theoreflcal and mseamh literature. consistent empirical support appears 
10 emst for the negative influence of psychological contract violation on employee 
ma. job satisfaction. job security. organizational loyaty, and likelihwd of 
remaining with current employers. In addition, it has been proposed that the 
psychological cantract is a significant factor in detminrng the relationship 
between an employer and empi-, and perceived violation of implied 
cantracts can significantiy weaken this relationship. 
Job Swti.faction 
There are numemur deflnitionr of job satisfaction idenMed in the 
research litemre. M m  frequdy, job satisfadion is described as me affective 
response of an employee to hipher job or rpedtc components of the job 
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(Mowday. Steers. &Porter. 1979; Price 8 Mueller. 1986). Research studies 
have explored bath overall job satisfaction and satMaction with speciftc job 
components (e.g.. work envlmnment, pay, workload, relations with mworkers 
and supervisors. etc.) (Price 8 Mueller, 1986). The concept of job satisfaction 
has been included in all major hlmover models (Alexander et al.. 1998; Cuny. 
Wakefield. Price Mueller. 8 McCloskey. 1985: Irvine 8 Evans. 1995; Mueller 8 
Price. 1990; Parasuraman. 1989: Price 8 Mueller. 1986). To better 
operationalize this construct. a number of measures have been generated that 
explore various components of job satisfaction (e.g.. index of Job Satisfanion. 
Job Satisfaction Scale. MMSS. etc.). 
Within the changing heanh care environment. much thought has been 
glven to jab satisfaction as il has been conslstenfly amciated with other related 
heanh outcome measure, such as nurse performance. qual i i  patient care, and 
mst savings (Davidson. Folcarelli. CRWford. Dupm 8 Cl i i rd.  1997: Fyne. 
19981. Higher levels of employee job have been associafed with 
greater decisionmaking abiliis, an environment conducive to employee input 
and autonomy. greater prospects for promotion and career advancement. and 
won diversity (Blegen. 1993; lrvine 8 Evans. 1995). 
&the malority of nursss are employad M i n  acute care settings (CIHI. 
2000). the bulk of * d i i  have been conducted wahin thi environment Thus. 
me foil--ng discussion is largely representawe of this population of nurses; 
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however. attention has been given to studies mat represem nu- acmss all 
settings. where availabk. 
Mehnalylle sbldiu Two meta-analytic studieo defied Key variables 
which influenced nurses' job sati-n (Blegen. 1993: irvine & Evam. 1995). 
These studies present the most comprehensive reviews, as well as the mast 
armrate documentation. of me W e  and magnitude offactors influencinp nurses' 
job ratisfacfion. 
Using data gained from a revlew of 48 studies of staff nu- (N = 15.048) 
woti~ng in geographicaliy dive* heanh care semngs. Blegen (1993) 
investigated me strength and direction offactors thovgM to influence job 
safirfacfion. Only those studies which used quantitative measures. investigated 
nurses' providing direct care. reparted an overall job satisfaction smre. and 
reported biiariate conelabon5 between job satisfacfion and other Independenfly 
measured factors were nncluded in me meta-anaiy5ir. Thirteen variables 
associated with job satisfaction mnaisted of pemnal mbutes (i.e.. age. 
educsfion. yeam nursing experience. and locus of contml). and organizational 
charaderistics or j& amtude. (i.e.. stress. supervisor mmunicatbn, peer 
mmunication. autonomy. mutinmon. remgnlion. fairness, and 
pmfessionalism). The variables depicting the strongest and mast consiPtem 
relationship with job oatisfaedon were job-related and work environment factors. 
Fmdings also demonstnted that g-r job saisfzdrn was strongly ass- 
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with 1-r nbess levels and greater o r g a n h t h d  oommirmem lnueaaed job 
satsfaction was mDderately swim with greater wmmunicsfi.on with 
supewisors and pears, greater work autonomy and remgnitionifeedba&, and 
less mutinhation. Perceived fairness of pay (i.e.. salaries and benefis) exh ib i i  
low to moderate correlations wIVl greater job satisfaction. In relation to persoma1 
characterim+s. less external lmus of wnb'ol demonstrated a low to moderate 
association wiih greater job satirfacfion. whik greater age. more years 
experience. and lower education levels depicted low but signscant comlationr 
wnh greater job satisfaction. The researcher dentifed job satisfaction ar being a 
mmplex mnmvR warranting further Investigation so as to examine the separate 
end lnteractiie effects of influencing fadors. 
In a second meta-analytic study. lwine and Evans (1995) utilhed a 
modified version ofthe causal model of turnover (MM!er & Price. 1990) to 
8enWy me most important determinants of job satisfaction for nurses. The 
modei proposes that emnomlc (i.e.. pay and other jab oppomnides). 
socrologicallstruCNral (i.e.. work cnvimnment and job attnbuter), and personal 
(i.e.. age. work experience. and organiznional tenure) variables have a direct 
Impact on job oausfaction. The findings indicated that most of the job 
charactemtics and work environment variables depicted moderate to mng 
mrrelatiam wIVl job satistacbon. However. emnmic and psycholcgicsl factors 
were in the l m r  range. SpecifcalW. higher 1-1s of,& ratisfaction wwe 
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mmlated with greater autonomy and feedbacr less roudnization, role conflict. 
role ambiiuw, and work overload. In relatlon to wornrelated vanabler, higher 
levels of job satisfaction were assauated with more effective supwvisory 
relations and rupervbory leadership. greater advance opportunity. greater 
pancipatlon. and less stress. Higher pay war mcdentely associated w'th higher 
job saikfaction, w i le  greateremplqment opportunity depicted a small 
mneiation with 1-r levels of job satisfaction. The pnsmal characteristic6 
dep~cted low. posmve mrrelali3n wim job satMaction. Lastly, higher job 
saisfacfion was mongly associated with less intentions of leaving and a greater 
intentto stay 
Overall, the resub of the studies inuuded in the meta-analyses supparted 
contextual factors as having a shngw influence than p m n a l  factors on 
nurses' job satisfaction It should be noted that % is me contexhlal famrs (e.g.. 
job cantent. work envimnment. eh.) that are most easdy manipulated by 
admmistrators and managers lhmugh such stratapi as iob eesign. apprwriate 
leadership, and human resource management practices. 
Divvse nursIngpopul.bo~ Camnagh and Coffin (1992) investigated 
key variables believed to Impact turnover behaviour in a ram- of full-time RNt 
(N = 221) working in hospitals in the Unaed Stares. Scaler developed by Price 
acd Mueller (1981) were uxd to awzss key deteninsntr (i.c.. job oppormnities 
in me external environment kinship reqmnsibiliity, mmmunity pamcipatian. 
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educafion and training. pay. pmmotion. routine. and hsbunenml 
wmmunicafion). job oatisfamon. and intentto stay. The findings demonstrated 
m a  greater kinship responsibilifies. opportunities for promotion. participation in 
decision-makrng, and mutinuation demonstrated moderate to stmng c~rrelatiotions 
with hlgher levels of job satisfaction. In comasL greater external job 
opportunities. higher pay, and higher education depicted mcderate to sbong 
wmlatlons wnh lower levels of job satisfaction. Pah analysis revealed that 
participation decislonmaking. mutine. opporfunilies for pmmotion. kinship 
ieopansibiliies. and aiiemative job availabili were the most signficant 
predictom of job satisfaction, respectiweb. 
Acom. Ramer. and Crawford (1997) investigated the predictive effect of 
relectfactDrs on job saosfactbn in a sampk of firs-line nurse managers 
(N = 200) working m acute care settings in British Columbia. me Index of 
Centralization. the aumnomy subrcaie of the Job Characterisbc Inventory, the 
OCQ, and MMSS were used to assess decenhalbation. aumnorny. 
oqanmonal commirment and job ssdsfanion. rerpactively. Findings indicated 
that nurse managen were generally very satirfrd with meirjobs and reported 
hlgh levels of autonomy, organhafional wmmibnent. and decentralikation. 
During path anaCis. higher degrees of decentralization and autonomy were 
found to have a direct, posmive effed on job satisfaction. That ir. managers who 
rated their organizations as being very or extremely decenhalizd and perceived 
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mat they had greater autonomy also had higher levels of job satisfadon than 
their wunterpam in more centralbed systems with less autonomy. M particular 
signficance was me finding that decentralition and autonomy combined to 
explatn 32% of the variance in job satisfaction. The mmiates (i.e.. age, marital 
Status. gendw. education. yean of management and heathhitali status) f a M  
to enter the regressicn model. 
Sn months post-hospilai redesign but prior to hospital closure and merger 
of PeMCe6. Pyne (1998) examined the influence of the impact of health care 
reform and personal characteristics on the lob satisfadon of nu- (N = 298) . 
Strong. positive comiatlons were depicted be- all impact variables and job 
satisfadon. Dunng regression analpa, four impact vaMbln (i.e.. workplace 
mndnions. safety concerns. quality of care concern.. and pmfessional %sues) 
and three mrrelates We.. age. area of employment. and wmm position tenure) 
mmbined to explain 48.8% of the variance in job oatisfac(ion. The research 
concluded that heaiih care reform appeared to have a negative impact on jab 
satisfBClion. 
Usmg an exploratory mmistional design. Cumbsy and kxandar (1998) 
explored the relationships among three organiza6Mlal vahbles (i.e.. structure. 
technolqly, and environmental uncedainty) in a public health depamnent's staff 
(800 RNs. 31 licenced pmckal nu-. and 7 unc&egomed respondents). 
Three dimensions of structure (i.e.. brrnalm~on. wrtiral pactidpation. and 
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horizontal participMon). and technology (i.~.. variabiiity, instability, and 
uncertainty) were assessed. Uncertainty and jab oatidaction were measured 
using the Environmental Uncertaintq Scale and the MMSS. respectively. 
Reliability and validity were reported as acceptable for all study instruments. 
Findings revealed moderate levels of overall job sadsfadion. Greater verdcal 
and horizontal participation were strongly correlated vd?  higher levels of job 
satisfamon. and greaterfonnaliion war mcderatek related to l m r  levels of 
job satiiamon. Technology and environmental uncertainty were not signifrcantiy 
related to job satisfaction Yeam of experience with the public health depamnt  
deplcted a bw positive relationship with job sa11sfauio During multiple 
regression anamis. rmaure emerged as the critical predictor ofjob &sfadon. 
accounting for 41 %of the explained variance. The authors emphasized the 
importance of creating more flexible work environments and facilitafing staff 
involvement in decnionmaking in relatnn to the job satisfadon of public heam 
nurses. 
Priorto the rmplementation of hospital eengmeenng. Bmwn el al. (lgSS) 
investigated the mfluence of key work and penonal attributes on the stress 
levels and job sadsfaction of hospital worken (N = 654) in a large teaching 
hospital in Ontano. The Job Characteristics Scales assessed aspects of the 
work environment (i.e.. interference, decisiohlat%ude. role clarity. demands. 
influence. mworkersuppon supwvisory suppan t e a m *  job security. job 
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satisfaction, and family ~nterference). Information was also mllected on 
demcgraphic variables (e.g.. age. gender. weekiy houn spent on jab amvifies. 
etc.) and penonai CharacteMcs (i.e . acwe coping style, readinerr for 
Drganirational change and seif-eRicaol). Findings revealed that all levels of 
worken (i.e.. des~gnated and nondeslgnated supewkors, and staff) were vety 
satisfed wth their jobs, and experienced m a d m  stress lev&. Higher levels 
of job mess were also signiflcantb associated with 1-r levels of job 
satisfaction. Fw aii gmups, the greatest predictor of hiiner job raM&-on was 
greater coworker suppon. which accounted for up to 23% of the explainad 
variance. For staff, additional predictors of greater job satisfaction included 
increased decision latitude, increaoed mk  clam, and greater supe~rwy 
support For nondesignated supervisors. 1- job demands and increased 
deoston iatiaude were pred im of greater satisfaction. Last&, for supervison. 
younger age and less job influence were preditiive of greaterjob satisfaction. 
LUthM and Sommar (1999) expbred the eik& of sew p e m a l  
characteriofia (La.. age. gender. marital status. and job tenure) on the)ob 
satisfaction of heaiih care managers and fmm-line employees (N= 848) working 
an a rehabillation hoopital abrthe impleMntstion of major downsizing 
mitiatives. Study results suggested that managen and emplqees who were 
alder and had longer tenures ware more satisfled wth their jobs than thore who 
were younger and had shorter tenures. A higher level of job oafisfaction wss 
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moderately to stmngly -elated with omer WMC inmUde fackm (i.e.. greater 
organaationai mmmibnent supervisory support and wok gmup hue). 
In a group of acute care personnel (i.e.. fmm-line. supervisory, and non- 
supewkory) (N = 380). Woodward el ai. (2000) Bxplored the predictive power of 
s e w  job and personal c h a r a ~ s ~  on levels of job satisfaction. Levek of iob 
sabsfaction two years prior lo tte inmation of re-engineering pmce- 
acwunted for 17 1% of the expiatned variance in uirting levels of job 
satisfaction in front-line workers. Several lob-related and work-envimnment 
factors (i.e.. prior levels of supervisory suppolt. increasing supervisory support 
prior levels of mie darily. increasing role darily, prior kvels of family 
mnmrference. less formal education, increasing teamwork. and job influence) 
amounted for an addifionai 25.3% of me expUned variance. in mmpahan. 
prior levels of job satisfaction, mcreasing teamwoh, and decialon Swde  over 
ome were signmeam predictors of higher levels of job satisfiction for non- 
designated suprviron. accounting for 38.8% of the explained variance Prior 
levels of job satisfaction and increasing teamwork were prediuk ofgreaterpb 
Saijsfaction for supervisors, mnmbufing 35.7% of the explained variame. 
Rovt (2000) used survey data fmm a random sample of health care 
pmvlden in nonhwee England lo SmNy the greatest p d i n  of job 
saijsfactia in a subset ofdii- nun- (n = 79). Job ~atkfa&n was 
measured with the Job Satisfadon Scale and job sues was a-ed using a 
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resesrcher-dBv&oped scak. D i  nu- were most W W  wah mwo-kerr 
and the amount of job variely, and leapt s a w  with elations beween 
managers and coworkers and prommion oppomnitier. The greatestiob 
stressors included time pressure. adminiWati rerpomibilii. having too many 
things to do. not having direct mntml. Intermptions. keeping up with 
organizational change, dealing with terminally ill padients and their relatives. 
taking work home. and lack of resou-. During regression analysis. four 
stressor factors mb ined  b explaln 31% of the variance m satisfaction k W s  
(i.e.. hrgh job demands. lack of wmmunication, woh envimnment, and career 
development). Conversely. fewer patient pmbkms were predictkive of high levels 
ofpb satisfaction The researchers noted the limited genenlibllity of study 
findings due to the small sample size. 
Summaly. Study findings suggest that job satisfaction. as a 
multidimensional concept is influeneed by many jobrelated and work 
environment factors. which fluchlafe across d i i r e n t  practice Kttings. The 
resub of many of the stud ' i  were consisrent wah the metbanalNcfindings of 
Elglen (1993) and l ~ i n e  and Evans (1995) in idenwmg jobelated and woh 
environment factors (e g.. stress, supportive smtchlms, autonomy. 
blreractiolVmmmunicadon, job importance. etc.) as having moderate to Ptmng 
relationsh~ps m job sawaeion. 
Orgmizatmnal Cornmifirant and 8.h.viaunl Incentions 
Within the thwrefical and empirical literature. mere are a number of 
disparate but slmllar conceptualions of o rgan~ona i  commitment As a 
meoretical consmct. the mmponenk of mmmitment have been identiIied as 
behavloural. adrmdinal. or a combination of born. The most prominent dcflnition 
depicts organtzational commitment as a unldimensional concept cornpored of 
bath amtudinal and behsvloural components (Mowday. Porter. & Steers. 1982; 
Price & Mueller. 1981: Weisman. Alexander. & Chase. 1981). Mowday et ai. 
(1982) defined commitment as the strengm of an md~uidual's attachment to and 
involvement m a panicular organization. It is #M&e of me degree to whid  the 
indivlduai a m p s  wgandonal goals and valuer. is willing to direct efbrtp 
toward achieving organizational success (i.e.. atlnudinal mmponent). and 
intends to remain or stay (i.e.. behavioural iMon) wivl me organi81ion. 
Concurrent and su-ive causal models of turnover delineafed 
attiYdinai commmnent and behavioural intentions as conceptually dipfinct 
variables in the turnover process (Curry et al.. 1985; Mobky. 1982: Mobley et al.. 
1979: Muelkr & Price. 1990: Price & Mueller. 1986). This conceptual distinction 
h depi- in me causal model of nu-' voluntary turnover behaviour by 
Mueller and Price. In this model. mmibnent (i.e.. *de). defined as loyaw to 
me organization, and intent to lea- (i.e.. behaviour), the penepton of 
terminating employment in an organhation. were b3th viewed as indivkiualirtie 
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and sublectie in nature. Thk model aM depicted mmmibnent as a highly 
subjective, mediating variable that precedes intent to stay in influencing turnover 
behaviour. 
it has recently been argued that organizational remctuting has 
mncumntly ~nfluenced me nature of me wo#kplaae and employeaemployw 
relationships. In recognizing the effects of massive arganiradonal change. 
Meyer et al. (1997) defined commitment as a multidimensional mnsmct wah 
mree lnteranive (aMudina1) mmponents. which influence a person's intent to 
remain (behavloural) the organizaton. A f f e d i  commitment is descrhed 
as emotional affinrty for me organization. as well as idenlcabon with. and 
involvement in, the organization. It is manifested in one's level of mmfon. 
wodhiness. and feelings of competence vdthln the organization. Normative 
mmmitment IS charammed by a moral imperawe to remain with the 
organization. usually creafed by a fett need to repay the organization for benew 
reDlVed (i.e.. training). Continuance commitment represents the perceived 
costs of terminating mployment and is sRected by me value placed on benems 
(i e.. status and medical m g e )  pmvided by the apanization. The authors 
pmpwe mat these three mmpments ultimately link me employee to me 
organnafion and rubstamally b n  intentions to leave. While aRecdve and 
normative mmmitment represent the e d i n a l  component of mmmitmenr 
mntinuance commitment is mmparable to the intentto staylleave mncept 
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Otganizationai mmmimurnr Numarous authors (e.9.. Mamiu 8 Zajac. 
1990: Mowday et al.. 1982; Mueller 8 Price. 1990: Parasuraman. 1989: Price 8 
Muallar. 1986) have established suppon for the stmng effects of determinants 
(i.e.. job-related and workenvironment companenb) on oqanirational 
commtment. The same authm repow that personal characteristics had very 
lmle eRea on commament. 
One meta-analytic study of 174 independent studies examined the 
antecedents and correlates of oqanizational commitment (Mathim 8 Zajac. 
1990). The antecedent variables consisted of personal charactaristics. 
organizational and job characteristics, gmupneader relations. and mie states 
(i.e.. ambiguity, conflict and overioad). Findings demonstrated moderate to high 
positive correlations betmen most job characteristics (i.e.. skill variety. lob 
challenge, and job smpe. respectively) and organizational commitment, with task 
autonomy being the only exception. Ganerally. gmup-leader relations variables 
were low to moderateiy. positively correlafed with commitment. The only 
exception leader communication, which depicted a high. positive correlation. 
Organizational characteristics, such as sire and cenhaiiition were found to only 
have a small. negative cornlation with commitment. /Ui of the mle state 
variables were moderately and negafively correlated with commitment Lastly. 
saverai pemnal characteristics (i.e.. marital m r .  salary. job level. position and 
organizational tenure. and ability) demonsbafed small, positive mrrelations with 
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job  tis sf action, and degm of ?ratisfaRion with im-nsic and exbinsic rewards. 
supervision. pmmotion. pay. mwrkero, and the wo* itsem on organizational 
mmmitment The findings indicated mat higher imemal and overall m&aUon. 
greater iob involvement. occupafional mmmitment overall job satisfaction. and 
satkfactian wah rupervislon were strongly a-iated with greater organ!zatbnal 
mmmhn t .  Further. leu stress, greater sabsfaction with mworker relations. 
greater pmmmon oppwtunities. and higher pay depicted moderate mmelafions 
wLh greater organlzationai commitment 
Mathleu and Zalac (1880) went on to examine the effects of organizational 
m m m h n t  on employees. Higher job p e h a n c e  and greater attendance 
were associated with greater mmmlbnent but me relationships were low. Low 
to moderate mmlatiano were also obrewd between greater commimRnt and 
less perceived job altemafivop, less work-relatad tardiness. and 1-r tumwer. 
The strongest mrrelatlons were obswved be- greater mmmibnent and less 
Intent to search or leave. SuppMtfm the signiflcantassociah M n  
oqanhational mmmitment and select outmmes is also found in the heam care 
Inerature. Comer (W98). In a re- ofthe health care liferahre, noted 
documentabon of signRcam relationships be- higher 1-!s ofmmmirment 
and greater job  sfac action and job performance. fewer incidents of job 
tardine%. l a  job -in and bumout. and 1-hm- rites. 
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In a comprehens~ve suwey offiw-line nurse managers (N 1200) working 
In acute care hospiials in Bntish Columbia. Acorn et ai. (1997) investigated the 
eRBm of select factors on organizational mmmitment. The findings indicated 
that nune managers working in ememeiy deaentnlred organizations -ned 
higher levels of organizational commitment than their counterparts in less 
decenbalied systems. During path analysis. higher degrees of decentralization 
and greater job satisfaction were associated with greater organizational 
comrnment. Jab satisfam-on was found to have a direct positive effect on 
Organlzationai mmitmem. Of particular significance m8 ths finding that 
decenbaliion and job sakfadon combined to explain 44% of the variance in 
organizational commment. 
other research studies examined the effect of job-reW and personal 
characterishcs on commitment. Lee and Henderson (1996) explored the 
relationship between occupational stress and organizational commitment, as well 
the Influence of pemnal and organizational factors in a gmup of nurse 
adminishators (N = 78). The Maslach Bumout inventory measured occupational 
stress, or bumout (i.e.. depersonalization, personal accomplishment emotional 
exhaustion) and the OCQ assessed levels of organizational commitment (i.e.. 
intent to stay). The findings demonstrated that all burnouf  are^ were 
slgndicani3 and inversely related to mmrnihnem Em=. There was no 
significant mrrelation between depemnali ion smres an me bumuf invemry 
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and any personal or organizatbnal variables. However, higher levels of 
organizational commitment were sign6anUy associated with greater feelings Of 
personal accomplishment, greater colleague support and lower kvels of 
depersonaliiion. emotional exhaustion. and overall bumout 
McNessaSmith (1997) examined the perceived influence ofthe 
bahaviours of nune managers on staff nurses' (N = 30) organikational 
commitment during implementation of managed care in a teaching hospital. 
Thrwgh mntent analysis, several managerial behaviors (e.9.. visionazy, positive 
influence, open mmmunication. role model, education focus. supportive, etc.) 
were #dentif& as exerting a p w i t i i  effect on perceived levels of organizational 
mmmiiment. Conversely, feelings of being unappreciated and unsupponed by 
managers contributed to l m r  levels of mmmitment Unresolved unii isues. 
lack of communication, and a general mistrust of management were other 
contributing factors in "uses' perceived lack of cammhent. 
AS well. using a sample of managen and fmnt-line employees, Luthans 
and Sommer (1999) examined the dfects of s e m  personal characterinics (i.e.. 
job tenure, age. gender, and marital status) on organizabonal commitment 
Findings revealed that older and longer-tenured employees were more 
committed to their organizations than younger and lesr tenured employees. The 
personal atuibuteo of being married and female were also a&ated with higher 
leveb of organizational mmmhem Moderate to strong. positive conelstions 
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were demonstrated as well between work-related a m d e  variables (i.e.. job 
satisfaction, managerial support, and gmup trust) and organizab'onal 
commament. 
Ingersoll et al. (2000) used a longitudinal. pmrpedbe study design in a 
sample of staff (n = 535) and managers (n = 120) to explore the reh~nships 
among organizational cuihlre. commitment, and readinas. St* of which most 
(80.3%) worked in the nursing depamnent. were employed in two tertiary care 
hospitals during a time when a patiint-focussed delivery system war being 
implemented. Organizational culture was evaluated along three dimensions (i.e.. 
wnsauniie. passive, defensive, and aggressiveiddefensive) using the 
Organaational Culture Inventory. Two subscales of the Pasmore Sociwhnicai 
Systems Assessment Survey (i.e.. CommlrmentlEnergy and lnnwativeness and 
Cooperation) were used to evaluate organizamnal commiiment and readiness. 
Strong internal consistency was reponed fw each of the scales. Fmdingo 
demonstrated that consrmcfive organizational dimafer were moderately 
correlated with higher levek of organizational mmmibnent, while passivel 
defensive and aggrersiveldefensira organizational climates were moderately 
associated wim lower levels of organizational mmmibnent In addition. greater 
readinas for organizational change was moderately conelated with greater 
commitment Regression anaiysis revealed that the b a t  predictor of greater 
organkamnal commitment was greater perceived organizafional readinasp. 
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followed by wnmunive culhlre. An addiinal signmcant predictor was 
PassWdefensive cubre. The reseamhers infemd mat in ordw to facilitate 
more positive perceptions of organmtional wmmitment managers need to 
direct more energy and &on into building more constructive or empowering 
environments for nurses 
In a random sample of RNs (N = 412). Laschinger et al. (2000) examined 
me influence of workplace empowerment (i.e.. formal and informal power. and 
access to empowerment rtructures) and organizational trust on mntinuance and 
affective m m m h m  following major downswnglre~cturbg of ternary care 
hospitals. Greater bust in mamagement was stmngly associated rn higher 
affectiie mmmmnent Further. perceived awes. to greater empowering 
muaures was moderately associated wiUl afledve mmmiment. During path 
analyss. empowerment was shown to have a direct pasme effect. as well as an 
lndired effect through organizational trust. on aRective wmmhem Lastfy. 
greater empowerment and greater organizational Vust mmbined to explain 28% 
of the variance m affeaive mmmitment 
In summary. organkational commitment k rec~gnbed as an important 
OuhDme which has implicaLbns for heath care organirniolls and nu-. There 
appears to be mnsensur that jobrelated and work environment variables have 
stmnger relationships with mmmiment than personal charactedst-. As wen. 
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job ratisfanion demonstrates a wnsistent, pmitive relaionship Mlh 
Organizational wmmirment 
Intent m m y .  As a concept. intent to stay has been defined by some 
authors as the pmpensily for an individual to stay with an employing organbation 
(Cavanagh. 1990: Yoder. 1995). While many mearchers we Single-item 
measures of intent to stay. rnuiii-dimgnsianal twls may be used to explore this 
wncapt in more depth (e.g.. Tumley 8 Feldman. 1998. etc.). Thrnugh the work 
of Other researchers. support has been gained for the effedo of personal (e.g.. 
paining. education. kinship responsibilBes, etc) and job (e.g.. anemawe work. 
pay. promotion oppomnity. etc.) characteristics on intent to stay (Cuny et al.. 
1985: Mueilcr& Price. 1990; Price & Muelier. 1987. 1986). However. there are 
studies where no support exists for the direct effect of antecedent variables on 
antent lo leave (e.g.. Parasuraman. 1989). 
The causal proMs between job sabsfadion. organizational wmmirment. 
and intent lo stay in predicdng hlrnover is weU supported in the rerearch 
litemure. Mmt of the empirical and theoretical litemtun wpport intent to 
stayhave as the best Predictor of voluman, turnover bahaviour in nurses (Borda 
& Nonan. 1997; Cavanagh. 1990: lNine 8 Evans. 1995: Mueller & Price. 1990: 
Parasuraman. 1989). Empirical suppon also exists for the direct effect of 
wmmirment on intent to stay (Mathim 8 Zajac. 1990: M- &Allen. 1997; 
Mueilw & Price Parasurnman: Price & Mueiler. 1986). Lass suppon is evident 
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for the direct effect of commitment on blrnover bahaviour (Mueller & Price; 
Parasurnman: Price 8 Mualier). There is also evidence that intent to stay/?eave 
is influenced by perceived psychological mntract violation. Higher perceived 
contract violation has been associated with greater intentions of leaving an 
employer (Robinson 1 Rousseau. 1994: Turniey & Feldman. 1998.1999). 
Further suppon was fwnd for the mediating effects of select situational factan 
(e.0.. alternate job availability, procedural justice in relation to layoff procedures. 
etc.). 
lwine and Evsns (1995) mnduc(ed a meta-anaiysis of studies whlch 
explored the relationships among job satisfaction, behaviwral intentions (i.e.. 
Intent to stayrleave), and nurse turnover bahaviour. Findings supponed a strong. 
negative relationship between job satisfaction and behavioural intentions buf a 
slrong. posltive relationship between nurses' behavioural intentions and Nrnover. 
Only s small. negative relationship was evident between job satisfaction and 
Nrnover. which demonstrated that behavioural intentions mediated the effect of 
job radsfaction on turnover 
Hasfings and Wak  (1995) also explored the predictive powerof select 
aspects ofthe job and work environment for intent to leave in a study of staff 
nurses working in organizations (i.e.. Univenity Hospital Cancer Center and 
Shack Trauma Center). Data were mllected before and after the implementation 
of a pmfessional practice made1 using researcher-developed insrmmems. Job 
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ratisfadion war measured wah the McCloskey-Mueller Sati- b k  
(MMSS) and the Hackman-Oldman General Job Satisfaction (WS) scale and 
turnover intent was asseosed using the Michigan Organizational Assessment 
Questionnaire. The Pametahip Perception Scale measured partnership 
Functioning and amdes @wards the quality of care. Through regression 
anabis, was demonstrated that 35% of the variance in intern lo leave was 
explained by three sasfadion components of me MMSS (i.e.. satisfadion wah 
conboUresponsibilitV. praiseirecognition, and scheduling) and ability to give high 
quality care. 
In a random sample of RNs (N = 412). Lasdinger et sl. (20W) 
investigated the effects of workplace empowerment (i.e.. formafinformal power 
and access to empowerment structures) and oqanizauonal trust on continuance 
commmnent atter the inhation of major downsiring and restructuring inhaties in 
acute care hwphls. Path analysis revealed that the greatest mntnbutor to 
overall empowerment was a-P to empowerment Empwverment was not 
found to exert a direct effeQ on continuance wmmhent. but rather exerted an 
lndirect eRRt through organizational structure. Additionaliy, oniy 4% of the 
variance in Continuance ~ m m h n t  was explained by oqanizatiinal mut 
Using a sampk of RNs (N = 241). Shader. Broome. Brwme. West. and 
Narh (2W1) sought to investigate the best predictors of anticipated turnover 
The findings show4 that higher antimated turnover demonmated lw to 
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moderate correlatians with increased work stseas, mare stable scheduling. actual 
turnover. l o w  levels of job satisfaction. and decreased levels of group 
cohesion. Regression analysis revealed that four variables (i.e.. job stress. 
p u p  mhesion, work satisfactian. and weekend overtime) combined to explain 
31% of the variance in anticipated turnaver. Using diRerent age rangas. 
additional regresion equations were generated. Whale work satisfaction 
remained a constant predictor for most agegroups (i.e.. except in i57 years), job 
stress emerged as a rBnifcant predictor for younger nurses (i.e.. 20 to 30 years) 
and gmup cohesion for older nvms (i.e.. 40 to 51 yeam). 
The preceding studies suppoR how attitvdinal variables, such as job 
satisfaction and organizational mmmibnent. exert a direct iMuance on lntent to 
slay. while personal and sihlationai variables (e.g.. age, years experience, job 
stress, level of autonomy, work environment workload, etc.) influence nurses' 
intentions in a more !"direct manner. It is importam $3 remgnize the influence of 
hlrnover on employee and gmup morale, as weU as on the success of heam 
care organiwonr in maintaining qualm care. Funher ~nvesWation into factors 
affecting nurses' intent to stay with their employing organizations. as &I as the 
lmpan of health care r e f m  on intent to stay and turnover, is needed. 
Summary 
This secbon has provided insight into some of the factors thought to 
imluance work-related a w e s  (i.e.. psychological mnmct violation. job 
satisfac(ion. and organizational mmmmnt) and behavioural intentions (i.e.. 
intent to stayfleave). While there is evidence to support the strong Me& of job- 
related factors and work environment factors on employees' atmudes and 
behaviou~~. there are multiple factors pmwsed to have separate and interactive 
effects on provider outcomes More -arch is needed to more clearly 
understand the fanon iMuendng nurse outcomes in light of major heaith care 
restructuring in~fiveo. 
D i ~ y u i o n  
Health care reform ~nmtives, such as regionalizaiion. dawnskhg. and re- 
engineering, nave bean ut i l i id axiedensiveiy in the Canadian heaith care system 
In a move to improve effecfivenesr and reduce inefficiencies. N ir mnjermred 
that nurses. the largest gmup of health care pmviders, will be most affected by 
these reforms. Research findings suggestthat system changes have had born 
p o s h  and negatke repercussions for nurses am- all pracfiee settings. 
Some research studies have reported on the negative outmmes of reforms (e.g.. 
greater anxiety and uncertainly. greater parceived strerr, innswriiy, loss oftrust 
decreased job ratisfafaction. greater burnout. deueased pmduciiwily, ah.), while 
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others have idenHed pooitiw outwmer (a.g.. greater autonomy, new and 
challenging mles. more staff and d i i t  involvement in decision-making, greater 
wmmun.%y invalvemem. better interdisciplinary approaches m care. greater staff 
empowerment, etc.). 
The review ofthe laenture highlighld the complex nablre of provider 
OutcOmes and the multiple factors influencing them. The variant 
wncept~alizations and operational measures of pmider outcOmes (i.e.. job 
satisfaction, organizational wmmbent  and intent to stay) makes meaningful 
~ros-study comparisons more difflcuit Despife these inwnsistencies, the 
empirical data suggest that muniple fadan (i.e.. job-related. work environment 
and personal characteris&) exert separate and interaclk effects on most 
provider outcomes. Funhermore. research findings suggest that wntermal 
facton (t.e.. job-related and work envimnment) have a much stronger infloeme 
on pmvider outcomes than personal fanon. 
While there is some empirical support for the rok played by psychological 
Wnbacts in me business work envimnment there is limited evidence on the 
Impartance of specific job-related and work envimnment factors for increasing or 
demeasing p e ~ l v e d  wnbact violation. Nevermeless. there are indications that 
mare extensive restructuring and perceptions of employer colmol omr signifcant 
changes may vwy well innease perceived w n t n d  violation. Signifcantty, no 
studies were identified that addressed the W r e  and importance of 
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psychologd cantacts and the wcditians for their violatim. as well as the 
consequences. in me health care field. 
Given the predicted nursing shortage and werzhanging won 
environrnenb. it is imperative that heanh care organizations develop a greater 
undemanding of the potential implications of system changes for all providers. 
More research is needed to examine the major premises of ihtegmted causal 
models of nursing turnover, and to determine the importance of m i f a :  j&- 
related and work anvnronment factors in the aflermath of major restructuring 
inlbatkes. This is panicularbf important as there has been iimbd research 
efforts diRCted towards examining the impact of health care refonn on provider 
groups. 
ConeaptVal Modal 
A number of theoretical perspectives and wnwtual  models have been 
suggested to explain turnover behaviour. Besides me broader 
wncepwalirations. there are causal models of turnover behaviour for nurses 
wowing in a variety of workplace settings (Muelier 8 Price. 1990; Price 8 
Mueller. 1981. 1986). The Price and Mueller (1981. 1986) causal model has 
been tested with nu-. either in whole or pan. by several suihors kg.. Curry et 
al.. 1985: lwine 8 Evans. 1995; Price & Mueller, etc.). 
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The revised btqated causal mode[ developed by Mueller and Prioe 
(1990) incorporates economic. psydolqlical, and sociological factors as 
determinants of nurse turnover behaviour. This ibltegrated model is mrnpnoed of 
three variable clusters: causal. mntervening, and outcome. Causal variablaa or 
determinants refer to svudural aspects of the work Selting (i.e.. pay. 
roufin#zation. autonomy, feedback. work group mheslon. work load, and task 
identay). envimnrnemal wnrtnints (i.e.. nurses' waii list kinship responsibtrw. 
wmmunw panicipajan, and perceived job oppomnities), and employee 
chsracteristicr (1.e.. general training. work motiwtbn. prof-ionalism. leaving 
plans. publi4tyfrlends. violation range, violation-external, and upli&essl. 
Intervening vanables include psychological contract violation (i.e.. perceived 
breach of expected rewards). job satkfaction (i.e.. degree of mntenbnent), and 
organizational comrnment (i.e.. loyaw and attachment). Intent to stay 0.e.. 
likelihood of staylng) IS the end outcome variable. 
Accoding to this model. lob satisfaceon. organirahal commitment and 
intent to stay i n t e ~ n e  b e m n  causal variables and organizational turnover 
(Mueller & Pnce. 1990). Thus, each intervening vanable is also treated as a 
dependent vanable or intennedii outcome. The integrafed model depicts each 
intervening variable as a dependent variable or intermediate outcome in the 
pmcsss of turnover. In addition to causal and lhtervening variable. the mdei  
accounts for the pasrible direct effeds of cornlatee (i.e. demographichwrk- 
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related characferida) on satisfadion. m m m m n t  and intent to stay. The 
csusal sequennng of me model demonsbates lob satisfaction as exening a 
stmnger influence on mmmitment than either intent to stay or turnover. Further. 
wmmhent is vinmd as the d i r e  causal link with intent to stay, and onty 
influences turnover indirecay thmugh intent to stay. 
In addition to me causal models oftumover behanour, interest has been 
mcreadng on the eRem of restructuring on perceived psychological mnbactp. 
Whre it has been acknowledged mat employee mnhacn have changed as a 
resun of restrumring effortr. not all of these changes have been enmuraging 
[Momison 8 Robinson. 1997: Robinson 8 Rou-u. 1994: Robinson et al.. 
1994. Turnley & Feldman. 1998. 1990). In reality. many are mncerned wRh me 
potential negabk impact of peneived mntnct violation on employees' 
saafiC60n. commitment to their employing organization. and intentions of 
staying Or leaving. 
Turnley and Feldman (1998.1999) proposed a fnmewmk mat illusDates 
me internlaionships among psychol~gical mnbact violafion. sihlational 
modentors (i.e.. avaclabilw ofamac6w employment anemahles: pmcedural 
justice during byoft. pay raiser, and pmmotional decisions: iikeiihwd of Mvre 
violation: quarry of supervisory relamMhips: and qual i  of relationrhiw 'dh 
colleagues), and Wnsequen- [i.e.. exit voice, lqaiiy. and neglect) of 
percewed violan. This linear model pmpored mat employees respond to 
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psychological mnbad violation by increasing ext behaviours and m i d  
objections to upper management and decreasing loyany to the organization and 
neglecting in-mle responsibilities. The d e l  also p m p d  that situational 
moderators buffer the impact of perceived violation on sekted behaviourai 
outcomes. 
A mdfication of the integrated model ofturnover (Mueller a Price.lSgO) 
and the model of psychological contract violation (Turnley & Feldman. 1998. 
1999) was developed by Way. Gregory. BaW.  and P a w  (1999) m provide 
the framework for the overall longlhldinal study (see Figure 1). The Conceptual 
Model of Behaviourai lntentims (CMBI) is designed to represent the conceptwal 
links among determinants. coMtiates a intermediate o m e s .  and behavioural 
intentions. That is. determinank exert a separate and inters* effect on the 
intermediate outcomes and behamural intentions. Each intermedii outcome 
directly lnflven- the other and exerts an indirectefkdthmugh each 
SUCOeSSike Outmme. AS well. each immediate outwnu, exerts a separate and 
interactive effect on behavioural intentions. Finally. emelates or personal 
characteMtics influence behavioural intentions di&y and indirectly through 
determinants and intermediate outcomes. 
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Ds6nMons 
me following sections ouiline the major components and definitions of the 
conceptual model for the current study (i.e.. CMBI). 
DsLvminants. The determinants selected for investigation in the current 
study were limited to the overall pemptions of the impact of health care refonn. 
More rpecificaliy. the determinants included perceptinns of the importance of 
reforms and other job-related and w r k  environment factors (1.e.. emotional 
dimate of the workplace, pram-latcd issues. quality of care. safety 
mncemr. and standards of care) (Way. 1995). 
ComlaM. The correlates represented key personal characteristics (i.e . 
age. gender. education. region of woikpiaa. area of responsiblli. c u m 1  
position. years experience. cumnt posiiion tenure. and employment status) 
which could patentialiy explain MtiatiDnS in nurses' perceptions of the impact of 
health care reform, work-related attides. and behavioural intentions. Many of 
these characteristics are wnsistent with those used in previous research on 
work-related attiides (Blegen. 1993; lrvine 8 Evans. 1995: Mathieu 8 Zajac. 
1990: Mowday et al.. 1982: Mueller 8 Price. 1990; Price & Mueller. 1981. 1988: 
Tumiey & Feidmsn. 1999; Wwdward et ai.. 2000). 
Infemwdim outeonmu. For the current study, intermediate ouhomes 
(i-e.. psycholqical wntract violation. restrudyting satisfadion. general job 
satisfaction. and organirationai commitment) were defined by the won of several 
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researchen. A psycholog~cal mntract is deflned as a belief in me exisle- d 
an Implrcit. reciprocal agreement established between two parties, usually an 
employer and an employee. that is mntinuous and long-term (Rouroeau. 1989. 
1990). The basle principle of psycholqiwi mntncls involves the employee 
expectation of employer obligations to them (e.g.. job securily, fair wages. 
appreciation. etc.) in exchange for posit i i  employee performance (e.g.. hard 
won. loysny. etc.) (Robinson 8 Rousseau. 1094; Rousseau. 1989). Perceived 
psychologiwl contract violation -6 when an oqanhtion fails to respond to 
an employee's contribution in the way a pmon believes the employer is 
obligated to do so (Robinson & Rousseau). It is also thought that psychological 
contract molation tnfluen- both employee auih,des and behavioun. and oRcn 
leads to strong emotional and affective state. which have negative implications 
forthe employment relationship (Morrison & Robinson. 1997: Rousreau. 1989). 
Restructuring sabsfaction. for me purpase of the current study, pertains to 
an employee's satisfaction wN, overall health care swtem reform and quantifies 
an employee's satisfaction with managerial support and interdisciplinary relations 
(Way. 1999). The stafi-cupervisory relationship is an integral part ofjob 
satisfaction scales (e.g.. MMSS. JSS, ek) .  As a jobrelated orwork 
environment factor, relations with supeMMM6 has been shown to depict 
maderate to stmng assodalions with overall job Misfaction (Blegen. 1983; lrvhe 
&Evans. 1995). 
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General lab satisfacrion has been identified ass major mrnponent in 
casual models of nuning turnover behaviour Broadly. a is defined as an 
employee's overall pmpensny for me job (Price & Mueller. 1986). 
Oqanizational mmmibnem is defined as an amtude, which reRect. an 
employee's relationship with. and invobment in. the employing organization 
(Mowday et al.. 1979). The rbngth of this relationship is dependem on the 
employee's belief in the orgsnizamn's goals and values. willingness to expend 
eara effon to meet organizational goals, and propensity to remain with ma 
employing organizafion. 
BehawiounI inhnuom. As an o w m e  variable for the mrmm study. 
intent to stay is deflned as an employee's perception of the likelihood of staying 
wlh me employing organization (Turnley (L Feldman. 1999). These researchen 
define an employee's internon of staying with the employing organization by 
demonstrated or anticipated job search behavioun. 

c-R 3 
Memodolo(ly 
This chapter provider a discussion of the research design. the study 
popuiatim, the recrumnt of the sample and the Itudy procedure. The 
Employee Attitudes Sumy (EAS) was used for d a t a  The EAS is 
mprtsed of a General Information sheet and six scales: Organizational 
Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ). Psychological Contract Violation (PCV) 
scale, Intent to Stay (IS) wcale. General Job Satisfaction (GJS) scale. 
Restructuring Satisfaction (RS) scale, and Revised Impact of Health Care 
Reform Scale (RIHCRS). A brief oveer'ew is presented on each section of the 
survey instrument. as well as reliabilily and validii findings. The ethical 
wnsiderations of the study and the statistical dala analyses used to answer the 
research questions are also presented. 
Research Desgn 
A dam~pfve, wrrelatimal design was used to evaluate nurses' 
percemons of health care reforms and their arndes toward the woh 
environment and employing organizations four yean afler the ihtrodu&n of 
major restnrcUlring initialives. Nurses who were previously surveyed by the 
Assccia~n of Registered Nurses of Newfoundland and Labrador (ARNNL) 
Way. 1995) were again selened to monkor changes in their perceptions of the 
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impact of health care refon. The relationships among demographics and key 
study variables (i.e . impact of heanh care reforms. general job ratisfiction. 
restructuring satisfaction. psychological contract violation. organizational 
commibnent. and antent to stay) were also examined. 
Population and Sample 
The Carget population was all RNr curremiy working in direct care. 
B h n i i W o n .  andlor educatjon from all heaim care regions of the province of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. In order to compare nurses' perceptions of heam 
care reform measures over time. the accessible population was resbicted to 
those RNs who were currently registered and practising wahin NewfDundland 
and Labrador and who had participated in a 1995 survey commissioned by the 
ARNNL. 
The onginal survey (Way. 1995) was used togather baseline data on 
RNs' perceptions of health care reform initiatives during regionalizat'on of heanh 
SeMCeS (but prior to managerial restruchlring). The sample for the 1995 study 
was a pmportional stratifed random sample of RNs working in all health sectors 
in six regions of the pmvince generated fmm the accesslbk population (i.8.. 
*me whose name appeared on the most cunem mailinp list of the ARNNL 
and who agreed to participate in reseanh: N = 3.982). To ensure that the 
number of subjects reladed was pmpwtional to the shC of each ptratum in the 
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tots accessible population. a weighting factor- used. Based on these 
calculations. 368 respondents were required to enable gene ra l i i n  of the 
study resuns to the total population of nurses with 95 percent confidence. The 
desired sample size was increased by 100 percent per region to bring the total 
number of potential participants to 736. of which 333 nurses responded. 
For the current study. questionnaires were sent to all respondems in Me 
onglnsl study who met the criteria of being cumnUy licensed and working in the 
pmvlnce (N = 290). Of these. 181 respondents mmpkted the survey for a 
resmnse rate of 62 4%. 
RDced"R 
TO fanlitate data collmron. telephone contact was made with the ARNNL 
to gain suppolt and permission to access the list ofparlfcficlpants fmm the 1995 
study. A W O ~ S  reference and mmpatiron ofthe 1995 list of participants and the 
mosl cumnt 3999 nurses regismtion list (generated by the ARNNL) was 
conducted to determine the exact number of participants ofthe 1995 study who 
were continuing to practising in Newfoundland and Labrador 
Data wwe coileaed from early June to midJuiy 1999. Queotnnnaires. 
accompanied by a cover iener explaining the study and tk value of participatnn. 
were mailed out to potential subjects in the fim week of June (see Appendix A). 
A pre-addressed, stamped return envelope was enclosed with the quem'onnain 
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package to enmurage patem pmpan ts  to respond. F o l W w  reminder 
letters were sent to potential rtudy subjects two week after me initial maii-out 
(see Appendix 6). Termination of data mllection occurred in midJuly with a total 
of 182 returned quertionnaires. One questionnaire was deemed unusable due 
to mlsing data. The total number of usable questionnaires for analpis was 
181. 
lnsbummtr 
The Employee Atmudes Survey (EAS) consisted of a desctiptive pdtle 
and six work-related wales: Revised Impact of Heaiih Care Reform Scale 
(RIHCRS). Psycholqlrcal ConbaU Violadon (PCV) scale. R&ruuuring 
Satisfaction (RS) scale. General Job Satisfac6on (GJS) scale. Organkatbnal 
Commitment Queeonnaire (OC). and Intern to Stay (IS) scale (nee Appendb: A). 
The following is a brief overview of each component ofthe survey imtmment. 
~ncluding details of reliability and valiiw. 
Gcneml I n f o m e n  
A tenjtem General lnfomhon S e a n  was used to gamer data on both 
personaVdemographic (i.e.. geographic region, education. gender. and age) and 
won-related (i.e. ocwpnion, primary area of responsibility, nablre of 
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employment, position. mtsl years experience, and mtsl years in current position) 
variables which could otherwise amount for variations in nurser' resoonses. 
Organizational C o m m h n t  Quutnnnaim (OCQ) 
Organizational commitment was measured with the Sitem m i o n  of the 
Organizational Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ) developed by Mwuday. 
Steels. and Porter (1979). It is designed to assess employees' overall 
commmnent to an organization on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (sfrongiy 
disagree) to 7 (&"ply agree). Porsibla scores range fmm 9 to 63. wlh higher 
scores illustrating greater organmtional commitment. Both the15- and 9Ram 
scales have been used extensively in studies with health care p d e n .  
including nurses. and has a consistenuy high internal consistency (a = .84 to 
90). 
PtychobgkaI ConPKt VmIafion (PCVJ Scale 
Prychological contact violation was measured using the Psychological 
Contract Violation Scale ( P W  (Turnley 8 Feldman. 1998). which a- both 
transactional (i.e.. exuinsic) and reMona1 (i.e.. inbinsic) components of 
psycholasical contraclr. This C i i  scale uses a W i n t  rating scale ranging 
from I ( v e r y m y  fuhiled, very inhuenUY, much less than pmmk& or much 
less than it shoow to 5 (w w%lI fufiIW, very hquentiy. much more man 
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pmmised. or much more UIan it should. Possible score ran- fmm 4 to 20. 
wRh higher scores representing 1-r deg- of perceived contract violation. 
One negabvely worded item was re-e-scored prior to data entry TUmley and 
Feldman (1998) wried nigh intemal consistency (a = .86) forthe PCV Scale in 
a sample of managers and execudve-level patsonnel (N= 541). To the authots 
knowledge, this is the first testing of this scale with heaith care pemonnel. 
alent to say (rs) sede 
The Intent to Stay (IS) scale IS adapted fmm the Snem Intent to Quit and 
Job Search Scales (Tumlw & Feldman.1998). The 3-ilem versaon used in thls 
study assesses likelihood of staying wnh a present employer, potential for 
leaving if anotherjob opponunify presents beL and search efforts for another 
job. Items were ranked on a he-point scale. ranging fmm 1 ( very 
onlikely/in~~enfIyJ to 5 (very bkelyhquently). Possible scores for mis score 
range fmm 3 to 15. with higher scores indicabng an increased likelihoad of 
remaining wrm the current employer. Two negatively worded itwno were reverse 
scored pmr to data entry. When uhed in a sample of managers and executive- 
level personnel (N  = 541). a high intemal consistency was repow (a = .92). 
General Job Satisfaction (GJSJ Sul. 
Three of Lhe rive items of the General Job Satisfactron (GIs) scale of the 
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78-item Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman & Oldham. 1975) were used to 
measure nurses' overall job satisfadim. The items are each ranked on a 7-point 
Liken scale ranglng fmm 1 (rtmnglydsagree) to 7 (stmngly agree], with possible 
smres rangiw f m 3  to 21. Higher scores indicate greater levels of satisfaction. 
The GJS scale has been used extensively to explore job satisfaction in nunlng 
populations. wiih reliabill meffidents reported to be 2.76. 
Restructuring SaUst.etion (RS) Ssrh, 
The Siem Restructuring Satisfaction (RS) scale was developed by Way 
(1999) to measure nu-' smsfadion with managerial support and 
medisciplinary relations in the health care system. It was used to rate nurser' 
sat~sfaCtlon Ynth dmnsbing and managerial changer in h e  h e a l  care system 
Items are rated on a €-point scale ranging fmm 1 (stmngly disagree) to 6 
(strongly agreel. Poteml scores range fmm 5 to 30, with higher scores 
denoting greater satisfaction with rermRuring. Tha is a h  the %t 
psychometk testing of his scale. 
Revisedlmpct of mUm Cam Reform Scale (WHCRSJ 
The RIHCRS Way. 1999) is a mcdifed version of tb Impact of H e a l  
Care Refom (IHCR) scale Way. 1995). It was used to measure nurses' 
perceptmnr of the impact of health care Rform in sb: mntem domains (i.e.. 
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importance of reforms, emotional climate of the rmrkplace, pram-lated 
issues. qualii of care. safely concerns. and standards of care). Respondents 
were asked to rate the 30 items on a &point Likert Scab ranging from 1 (stmngly 
disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Thirteen negati~hl warded Bems were reverse 
Scored prbr to dam entry. The possible score ranw for the total scale s 30 m 
180. with higher scores indicating more posiuve atmudes towards the lmpact of 
heaRh care refon. 
Way (1995) reported on me reliabiRy and Mlidii ofthe IHCR scak. The 
mtemal consistency of the subscab ranged horn a = .61 to .79. High internal 
consiaency was atso obtained for the mtal rcak (a =.87). Conrmct v a l i i i  was 
supported by the strong, posni i  mmlationr batween t k  subscales and total 
scale (range: r=  .54 to 90). and exploratwy and confirmatory factw analysis 
(i.e.. 7-factor solution explained 59.3% of the total valiance). 
Pyne (1998) also reported on the reliabilii and m l i i i  of the onginal 
IHCR scale wah a sample of 298 nurses. There war a high level of internal 
conasteno, (a = 33) reported for the tdal insmrmenr While the alpha 
COefMent for the tmportance of reform subscale was lower (a = .46), the sipha 
mefbems for the remaining four subscales r a m  fmm .57 to .67, indicating 
moderate infernal consistency (Pm 8 Hungkr. 20W). Consbud valany was 
supported by the staWkalhl signifcam ihtermmlatbns among the subscales 
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within a mcdeate range (r= .61) and the positive mnelations between the 
subscales and the total scale (range: r =  .6t to .TI). 
P r n M  Considentionz 
Approval of the research project was granted by the Human Investigation 
Commatee. Faculty of Medicine. Memrial U n i v w r i  of Newfoundland (see 
Appendix C). Letters of support fmm key stakeholders were also obtained for 
the current study (see Appendix D). To maintain anonymity and mnf&entialii. 
questionnaires did not require the respondent to provide any f o n  of 
identiicahon. Retum envelopes were numbersoded to mrrespond wim a 
master lin of pofential respondents (to allow tracking of non-respondents for 
follow-up reminder letters). Once returned, envelopes and questionnaires were 
pmmptly separated and stored in a locked area independent of each other and 
the master list to ensure anonym@. Only the researcher had access to the 
master an: the anonymous quesfionnaires were accessible only to the 
researcher and thesis supervisor. 
ha  Analysis 
The Statiotical Package for Saial Sciences (SPSS) forwnd- pmgram 
was used to a n a l p  the data. Descriptive statistics wwe m-l'irad 10 assemble a 
profile of personal charactedrtics. and the disbibutiDn of subscales (i.e.. RIHCR. 
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PCV. RS. GJS. O m .  and IS sca!0s). and total scale smres. M w g h  the same 
gmup of nurses was surveyed in 1995 and 1999. it was mt possible to match the 
responses of each participant between the two time perids (i.e.. ARNN 
registration number not used as an identifier in me 1995 study). merefore, the 
independent groups t-test was used to -pare me resub garnered horn me 
two tlme periods. The strength and direcfion of relationship among study 
variables were established through use of the Pearson prdm-moment 
conelalion coefficient (Pearson's r). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
and the t-testfor independent groups wwe used to identify group differences for 
h e  total and subscale smres of the RlHCR and the PCV. GJS. RS. OCQ. and 
IS. The Bonferroni. a multiple mmparison p-dure, was used to identify 
d i i r e n m  in group means for ANOVA. This part hoc test was used to reduce 
the risk of making a Type I error. that is. rejecting a m e  null hpothesas (Polii & 
Hungler. 2000). A signmcsncc level of a = .05 was set for the tests of 
asaaciation. 
Stepvase multiple regression analysis. using a sequential or hierarchical 
approach based on the lkgic ofthe CMBI, was used to i d e r n  signifcant 
predictom of intermediate outmmes and behavioural intanfions. D i n t  
mmbinations ofprediaorvariabk were used to identify me best reg-ion 
mdei  for each olnmme variable. 
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Reliability and validity tWng of inmmenk was also examined. 
Crnnbach's alpha was used to a- internal consislemy reliability of the 
RIHCRS. PCV. W S .  RS. OCQ. and IS. lntercomlations among subscales and 
total scores were used to detenine mnsmct validity of ail inmments. Results 
of these analyses are presented at the end of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER I 
R u v l h  
Study findings are presented in three sections. The first section presents 
sample charademtics and key shdy variables. The m n d  section summarizes 
the relationships among vsriabls, as well as the results of muwple regression 
analyois. The final section discusses the reliabili and validii of the lnsbuments 
bared on study findings. 
Sample Chanetadstlcs 
This section presents an avewkw of nudy findings on penonal 
characteristics. Descriptive findings are alro presented on key stvdy variabb: 
perceptions of the impact of heaiih care refoms and wok-related variables (i.e.. 
psycholqical contract violation, organkationai mmmirment job sawaction. 
re~buchlring satisfaction. and intent m stay). 
pcmnaf Charaemfscrcs 
Tabk 1 summarizes key characteristics of the 1999 (N= 181) and 1995 
shldy samples (N= 333). Forthe 1999 study. the majority of respondents had a 
diploma level e d h o n  (79.6%) and were primarily responsible for d i d  care 
(85.6%). A signifcant number of respondents were employed in the S t  John's 
Region (47%). worked on a full-time permanent basis (72.4%). had 10 or more 
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Table 1 
Dwcription of the lOa9 Sample (N n 181J and the 1995 Smmpk (N = 333) 
C u m t  ARNN' 
(June 1999) (1995) 
Education 
Diplomdcetiicate 
EN or higher 
Primary Area of Responslb~lay 
Direct Care 155 85.6 281 84.9 
Admtnistration 19 10.4 24 7.3 
Other 7 4.0 26 7.9 
Region 
St John's 
Eastern (Avalonl 
Peninsulas) 
Central 
Employment Status 
Full-time 
Part-time 
Casual 
'Sample size varies depending on number of missing valuer per category 
Way. 1995). 
Description of  the TO99 sample (N = T8T) and the 1995 Sample (N = 333) 
Nursing Experience 
5-9years 27 14.9 119 35.7 
10-19years 80 44.2 147 44.2 
120 years 74 40.9 67 20.1 
Years m Cunent Position 
r4  pars 
5-9years 
:I0 years 
Age 
23 - 29 years 
30 - 45 vears 
> 46 years 
Sample slre varies depending on number of missing values per cafeOMy 
Way. 1995). 
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years of nursing experience (85.1%). and held their cumnt positions for 5 or 
more years (71.3%). Study subjects ranged in age from 27 to 57 years with a 
mean age of40.5 years (SO * 7.5). 
Ths diirences betwrrn the 1995 and 1999 samples on select 
daraaeladcs (i.e.. employment stahrs. years in cunempositian. years nursing 
experience. and age) is a function of both time (i.e.. the wmnt  ludy taking 
Place four years later), eady retirements due to dwsir ing, end mnbact 
negotiations to convert a number of casual Positions lo regular full. and/or part- 
time positions in the pmvince. 
Impact of Heam Care R e f o m  
me areas addressed under the RIHCRS included the importance of 
reforms. emotional climate of the workplace, practi-lated isues. and 
mncems related to quality of care. safety, and standards of care. Table 2 
presents the means, standard deviations, and waigMed means for me total and 
subscale scores for me mmnt 1999 sample. 
The weighted mean score (M = 2 82) indicated that most nurses had 
negative amdes toward the overall impact of health care reforms. The 
weohtea mean scores for all ofthe rubrcales were in fhe ncgativa range (i.e.. 
< 3.5). w%7 the exception of importance of reforms. Respondents were moDt 
negafive about quality of care. followed by the emotional climate of the 
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T a m  2 
Mean and Standard Deviation Sco- for ma RIHCRS in f999 (N = WfJ' 
Weighted' Rangec 
Subsules M SD M 
lmpoftance of Reforms 18.5 3.91 4.13 1 - 6  
wokplace Issues 
Emotional Climate 17.1 6.73 2.44 1 - 6  
QuaiiW/Safeh Concerns 
Quality of care 9 3.82 2.25 1 - 6  
Safely concerns 14.15 4.53 2.83 1 - 6  
Standads of care 1009 3.71 2.52 1 - 6  
Overall Impact of R e f m s  84.53 19.04 2.82 1 - 6 
Note RlHCRS = Revised Impact of Heanh Care Reform Scale. 
Sample size is a fundon of missing dam. 
Subscale scorer were summed and divided by the number of items to generate 
a weighted mean for comparison purposes. 
'The rating scale for all of Vle subwales ranged from a low of (1) to a high of (6). 
with a mean of 3.5. 
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workplace, standards of care. prad-ce-related bsues. and safety wncemo. 
rerpecthely. 
Table 3 displays the weighted means for each subsale and overall sale 
swre for both the current 1999 and the ARNN 1995 shldysamples. The results 
of the independent gmups t-1st are also presented. Alihough the rame group of 
nurses war surveyed in 1995 and 1939. R was not possible to match the 
responses of each panicipant beween the two time periods. The findings 
indicated that therf! was a rtarBticaly signiticant decline in the overall scale 
swre and most subscale scores between the two time periods @ c .001). That 
is. nurser' ware significantly mwe negative aboutthe overall impact of reforms. 
me importance of reforms. the emotional climate of the workplace. practice- 
related rssues. quality of care. safety w n m r ,  and standards of care. 
impomnsr of  dorms. Study findings indicated Ulat most respondents 
supponed health care reforms (M = 4.13). The individual items comprising Me 
scale pmvide meaningful insight into how nu- were viewing refarms. Over 
half of me respondents indicated that they undersmod the importance of 
dDwnsiZinglrestructuring (52.8%). fen empowered to be a u i e  parkipants in 
affirming an imponam mle forthe pmfession (M.2%), and were mgnizant of Me 
dlallenges facing the nusing pmfession (88.9%). As well. many fen mat current 
chanoes wouM Increase mnsumer aCmuntabilm,IrerponsibiI_ty (78.1%). 
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Tabla 3 
Comparison of 1999 and 1995 R&m l m w t  ~ u v l h r  
c u m r  ARNN- 
(June 1999) (1995) 
Subssales Weighted Weighted t 
( w (w 
Importance of Refoms 4.13 4.31 2.10' 
Workplace irsues 
Emotional Climate 2.44 3.02 5.10- 
Pracfice-Relafed 2.80 3.56 7.08- 
QualiSafety Concerns 
Quality of Care 2.25 2.86 6.87- 
safety Concms 2.83 3.55 8.52- 
Standards of Care 2.52 3.14 6.44- 
Overall Impact of Reforms 2.82 3.27 6.77- 
'Sample size forthe anent study is 181. 
'Sample size for the 1995 ARNN shldy was 333 (Way. 1995). 
'p s 05. - p  < 001 
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EmoLionaIclimate. SStvdy findings indicsted that respandents were very 
cmlcal of the emofonal climate ofthe workplace (M = 2.44). A greater insight 
into the spe&c areas of mncem is provided by referencing the individual items 
wmptising this subscale. Most nurses fa i t  frustrated with the && level of 
care being provided due to increased workleads (87.8%). found their jobs 1- 
satisfying and challenging since restructuring (90.4%). and did not feel they 
receved recognition and appreciation fortheir work (79.3%). The majority of 
respondents also believed that increaoed demands and stress in the workplace 
had led to unpleasant working rewons with co-wockers and other health care 
pmwders (70.6%) and had engendered a sense of disillusionment and low 
morale (95.5%). nnally, a significant number o f  respondents fen that the 
absence of a supportive envimnmem prevented them fmm doing the *emas" 
(55.2%) or from bang mMvated to act as patknt ad-s (55.2%). 
P n m m l a k d  i r rug.  Tle findings indicated that most respondents 
viewed prad-lated issuer in a negafive l i t  (M = 2.80). Specmcally. most 
nurses fen that they had limited mntml over their practice (80.9%) and that 
cominulngfinservice education oppomnities were inadequate to keep pace wah 
Lhe Latest developments (53.1%). Further. a significant number of respondents 
perceived that they had l i m M  a- to management for discussing wornlace 
mncerns (54.7%) and possible ways to molve pmblwns (67.4%). 
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Quality of cam. The mean score for this subscale (M = 2.25) indicated 
that a signi6mnt number of nurses were concerned about the quaW of care 
being deli- to consumers. Most nurser fen that suppliedrerources were 
inadequate to ensure pstient comfort (84.4%) or meet pHenh' baslc care needs 
(74.3%). Furthermore, most respondents fen that increasing acuw levels made 
d more diRicun to adequately assasdmeet patiems' emotionaVpsychosociaI 
needs (89 2%). Finally, most nurses believed that paents do nof have 
reasonable access to sewices rlnce d~wnsizinglmanagerial resbuctvnng 
(69.8%). 
Slhty eoncvns. The *dings i n d i  Ihat the majority of nu- had 
concerns about safety measures present in the work envlronmem (M = 2.83). 
Although many respondents feltthat pmcedum were being perfoned safely 
and competently (67 8%) and phrj~cal resources were sufficient to pmvide safe 
care (61.7%). most fen that human resources were inadequate to pmvide safe 
care (72.2%). Imwmntly. most nurses believed that consumers were 
inadequately prepared for discharge (76.5%) and that mmmunitpbased services 
were not always available for patients follawing hospbl discharge (89.9%). 
Standards of urn. The findims indiited that most nurses were 
concerned wth the care standards present in their organizations (M = 2.52). 
Specmcally. most nu- fen thatthey ware dten forcad to 1-care standards 
because of overwhelming work demands (87.6%). and found it diffarii m always 
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meet professional care standards due to increasing awty and decreasiq 
lengtk of stay (78.4%). Furthermore. respondents fen that consumers were 
betng placed at greater risk because of inadequate inservice education for staff 
members (56.7%) and were more susceptible to potential ham because of 
mcreaced work demands and Jtressors (90%). 
won-R.1aL.d Vsrl.blsr 
Workelated anitudes were measured with the PCV scale. RS scale. W S  
Scale. and the OCQ. Behanoural Intentions were asserred with me IS scale. A 
Summary of the mean. standard deviation, and wenghted mean scores fwthe 
work-related variables are presented in Table 4. The findings are rummadzed 
according to each work-related variable. 
PrychoIogieaI conact VnI.6on. The findings suggested that most 
nurses fen that their psychological contracts had been nolated (M = 2.65). W i  
regard to how well employes had fumlled commlboents upon hiring. onk a small 
perantage of respondents (37.5%) fen original commitments had been fuifilled. 
A slightly greater number of respondents felt that employers only infrequemiy 
failed to meet commibnents (43%). As well. most respondents (52%) fee that 
the amount of rewards received from the organization failed to match what was 
promised and was lower than expectations (89%). 
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Table 4 
Mean and Standard M a r i o n s  for PCK RS. QJS, OC andlS (N 1 18TJ 
Psycholog~cal Contract Violaion 10.59 2.55 2.65 1 - 5 
(PCv) 
Rastruchrring Sab3fanian (RS) 13.98 5.74 2.8 1 - 6 
General Job Satisfaction (WS) 11.66 4.1 3.99 1 - 7  
Organizational Commitment (OC) 33.57 12.21 3.73 1 - 7 
Intent to Stay (IS) 9.2 2.73 3.07 1 - 5 
* Subscale smres were summed and divided by the number of terns to generate 
a we~ghted mean for mmpanson purpares. 
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RutmcturingurWaclian. The Wtngr indicated that ceepmdents 
were generally dissatisfied with mast aspcds of restructuring (M= 2.80). More 
specifcally. many reopondenb tended to be dissatbfied with the visibility and 
accerrlbilii of management (68%). the degree to which managen m g h t  input 
on professional care standards (65.7%). and the amount of informationlinoervice 
received on organuational manges (66.7%). Aithough most respondents were 
diiatisfied with the amount of time spent dealing with interdiiplinary WnRids 
(63.5%). they were equally divided on the degree of satisfaction with 
intedirciplinan/ approaches to palknt care. 
Job Satisfacrion. Study findings indicated that most nu- were nemw 
mnpletely satisfied nor d i u M e d  wilh theirjobs (M = 3.99). Generally. 
respondents were divided in relation to satisfaction wiih their present lob. While 
most respondents were satipfied with the type of work required in their present 
pasrion (75.7%). most believed that their coworkers were dissatistkd wim their 
lobs (61.7%). 
Oqani&ml eommimnm Overall findings indicated that m n d e n t r  
had a slightly low to n e w 1  level of mmmitment to their organizations (M= 
3.73). Respondents were equally divided on whether or not they told othen that 
their organization war g o d  to work for. and how proud they were to be a part of 
the organization. As well. respondems were equally divided on how h a p p y w  
were in selecdng their organization werothers and whether a war the bast of all 
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LLL 
Scale Current Primary Educadon 
Position Area' 
Importance of Reforms F =  4.29' t =  -2.69- t =  -3.31- 
(p = -015) (p = .008) (p = .001) 
Emotional Climate F = 4.96" t =  -2.85' t = 3.42" 
(p = .006) (p = .010) (p = ,001) 
Practice-Related F =  2.16 t = -7.99- t = -1.76 
(p= 119) @=.OW) (p= .086) 
QualtyISafety Concerns 
Quality of care F  = 1.48 t = -2.48- t = -2.28' 
(p= 231) (p= ,015) (p = .024) 
Safely concerns F =  0.87 t = -1.29 t = 0.39 
(p = ,419) (p = ,197) (p = .698) 
Standards of care F =  0.16 t =  3.39- t =  -1.78 
(p = .857) (p = ,001) (p = .082) 
Overall Impact F =  3.72 t =  4.94" t = -2.75" 
l~ = ,026) (p = ,300) (p = .007) 
Due to me dose pmnmty of me means and non-sngnficam dtrerences, two 
categories of pnmary area of rer~onsrbllty (I e direct care ana speoalty 
areas) were wmolmd mto one group for mmpamn mVI me management 
group 
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toward refom. t (172) = -2.69. p c .O1. the em~onal  dimate of the workplace. 
t (26.7) = -2.85. p c 05. practica-ralated issues, t(1741= -7.99, p < .001. quality 
of care. ((172) = -2.46. p c .05. standards of care, ((173) = -3.39. p c .Dl. and 
the overall impact of health care reforms, t (157) = -4.94. p 4.001, than their 
wunterparls working in dired care. Finally. nu- wiih baccalaureate or higher 
education tended to view the imporfance of reforms. ((76.6) = 3.31, p c .Ol. the 
emotbnal climate af the workplace, t (1741 = 3.42, p c .01, quality of care. 
t(172) = -2.28. p = .05, and the overall impact of heanh care reforms. 
t(157) = -2.75. p z 01. more positively than those wth diplomdcerlificate 
education. 
Work-Relafed and Pemnal Cha~shn'stks 
The findings revealed few signifcant dfferenees for the wohelated 
variables (i.e.. restructuring satisfaction. organizational wmmiment. and intent 
m stay) across several pemnai daracteriotics. No signifcant differences were 
observed for psychological wntract violation or general job satisfaction on any of 
the personal characteristics. Table 6 summarizes the shrdy findings for yean 
nuning experince, age. geographic region ofworkplace, education. and primary 
area of respons~bilii. 
Wfi regard to restrumnng satisfaction. nu- who were primarily 
responsible for adminismLion dlmes or had 20 yean or more of nursing 
Work-Relaled Variables by Psnonal CharactsrlsLs 
Variable 
Yarn  Age 
Expsrlence 
Organizational Commitment F =  2 80 r =  ,150' 
(p  = 084) (p  = 046) 
Intent to Stay F=4,88" r =  188" 
(p = ,008) (p = ,008) 
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experience were signitieantly more satisfied wah reSNcbMng eRMo than t h e  
responsible for direct care. t (178) = 4.46. p c .001. w who had 10 to 19 yean of 
experience. F ( 2 .  178) = 3.50. p c 0 5 .  In addition. numswho were primarily 
responsible for administration duties. who had baccalaureate w higher 
education. or who worked outside of me St John's region were oignitiwntty more 
mmrnmed to their organizationr man those primarily responsible for direct care. 
t (177) = -2.82, p c .01. who had diplomdc&ikate educaion. t ( l V  = -3.76. 
p c 001 .  or who worked in the St. John's region. t (177) = -2.37. p 4 .05. Finally. 
nurses wah 20 yean or more of nursing eqerknce or who were older were 
signiticamly more likely to stay wlth their anent employer than those wth 5 to 9 
yeen of nursing experience. F (2. 178) = 4.98, p C .01) or were younger. 
r= .198 .p=  01. 
Reform Impact w(m War*-Related Variabks 
Tabk 7 presents me Pearran's r correla8ans between the total and 
subscak scores ofthe RIHCRS and work-related variables (i.e.. PCV. RS. GJS. 
OC, and IS). There were statistmfhl signifcant pwitive relatianships among 
most major RIHCRS components and work-related variables. Many ofthese 
relationships were in the moderate to strong range. The a x w o n s  were the 
impottance of refoms, quality of care. and standards of a r e  variables which 
depicted low to moderate correlatians wiih most&-related variables. The 
codat ion ofRlHCRS with Work-RehW VariabIu (N 787) 
Variable PCV RS GJS OC IS 
r r r  
Workplace 1ss"er 
Emotional Climate 
Practice-Related 
QualWISafety Concerns 
QualW of care 
Safety Concerns 
Standards of care 
Overall Reform Impact 
Note RIHCRS = Rensm ImwR of Heam Care Refonn Sa le  PCV - 
Psycnolog~cal Conma Vimanon RS = RnVuchlnng Sadamon W S  = 
General Joo Satlskfanlon OC = Organlnnona Cornmmem IS = I m m t o  Stay 
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findings suggested that nurses with more posifive percH,Wns about the impact 
of heanh care reforms were more likely to feel that the oqanlration had fuffiikd 
its mmmdmentr, were more satism wNI health care restructuring effons and 
their iobs, were more cammated to their organizatnns. and were more likely to 
stay Mth their cunem employers. 
Based on the cwffwnt of determination (i.e.. r 3 .  the importance of 
reforms accounted for 4 4%. 5.3%. 7.3%. and 2.6% of me variance in 
restrumring satisfaction. genwal job sadsfaction. organizational commitment. 
and intern to stay. respedieiy The emomnal climate of the wonpiace 
accounted for 26%. 41%. 38.4%. 37.2%. and 19.4% ofthevariance in 
psychological wntract wolation. restructuring satisfaction. Wneral job 
satisfaction. organizational mmmibnent. and intent to stay. mpectiively. 
P n c t i i l a t e d  irsueo accounted for 13%. 49%. 16%. 17.6%. and 7.3% ofthe 
vanance m psychological wntrad violation. restructuring sadsfaction. general job 
satisfiction. organizational mmmitmcnt, and intentto stay, rewecsvely. a u s l i  
of care accounted for4.8%. 8.4%. 5.8%. 5.3%. and 6.3% ofthe variance in 
psycholcgicai mmract violation. resmcturing esfaction. general p b  
satisfactiin. organizational mmmitmmt. and imem to stay, respecfively. Safety 
concerns accounted for 19.4%. 27%. 23%. 17.6%. and 9.6% of the variance in 
psychol~lcal mnmct violation, restructuring satisfaction. general job 
sadofaction. organizational mmmibnent and i n M t o  slay. respectively. In 
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addinion. standards of care concerns accounted for 4%. 9.6%. 8.4%. 8.4%. and 
7 8% of the variance in psychological conbactviolsfion. restructuring 
rafisfactbn. general job satisfaction, organizational commbnent and intent to 
stay respectively. Final$, the overall impact of reforms acmunted for 24%. 
49%. 33 6%. 36%. and 18 5% ofthe variance in psychological antract violatbn. 
rearumring Patiictron, general p b  sstisfanion. organizational mmmbnent. 
and iment to stay, respectively. 
InternIationshipr Among Work-Related Vatiablrp 
Smstically s~gnificant posilive relationships were observed amow all of 
the work-related variables (see Table 81. Moderate to strong mmlations were 
observed among most of the work-related variables wnh the exception of infent 
to stay In terms of the mefficimaf determination (i.e.. r2).  psychological 
m m c t  vialation semumed for 28%. 30.3%. 42.3%. and 13.7% of the variance 
in remctuing oatisfadi. general satMaUnn. ~gani2abOMI mmmilmem. 
and iment to stay, respecfive$. Re~mcturing Misfaction acmumed for 29.2%. 
29.2%. and 10.2% ofthe variance in general job sabkfacticn. organizational 
mmmmnent. and ~ntent to stay. respectively. General job satisfaction accounted 
for 42.3%. and 24% of tha variance ~n organua6onal commitmem and intent to 
stay. respenwely. Final$. organhational mmmimeb acmumed for 14.4% of 
the Mnance in mknt to stay. 
ComlaUon+ Among W o r k - R a ~ S c ~ e s  (N = 787) 
SUIea 
Variable PCV RS GJS OC 
r r r r 
GJS 55- .54- - - 
OC 65" 54" .65'" - 
Note. PCV = PsycholDgical Contract WolaUon; RS = Restructuring Satisfaction; 
GJS =General Job Satisfaction: OC = Orgsnkational C a m m h n t :  IS = Intent to 
Stay. 
PndictDra O f  outsom 
Stepwise mutiple regression analysis was used to idenfify significant 
predictors of intermediate outcomes (i.a.. psychological wntract violation. 
remctuting satisfaction. general job satisfaction. and organizational 
mmm8ment) and behavioural intentions (i.e.. intent to stay). D i i rem 
combinations of predictor variablw were used to identify the best regression 
model for each variable. The reform impact variables ware entered first as a 
gmup. followed by each intermediate outcome, and finally me statisticaly 
signficant wmlates (i.e.. personal charactetisticr). The findings are presented 
acmrding to each major autmma vatiable. The results of me muniple regression 
anahlses are summanzed in Tables 9 and 10. 
Psycholopaeel ConVKf Yiolation 
The first level moddling was resbicted to a consideration of me predi* 
power of me reform impact variables on psycholDgical contract violation. 
Correlation anaiysis demonstrated significant positive *onships between 
most reform impact variables and psychological contract violafion (see Table 7). 
NO personal characteristics influenced psycholDgical contact violation. 
The results of regmion analpis indicated that emotional climate and 
safety wncems wmbined to explain 28.7% of me varianca In psydological 
contract violation (see Table 9). Emotional dimate entered me regression 
Table O 
Stepwise Multiple RegrMslon on PCV. GJS andRS (N = fa? 
Multiple Adjusted ff F P 
R ff change Value 
Psysholagiul 
Contract Violation 
Emotion .492 238 242 51.55 000 
Safety .536 278 045 32.26 000 
Restructuring Saisficlion 
Pradice .727 ,525 ,528 177.02 ,000 
Emoflon .798 ,632 108 137.52 ,000 
Safety 810 ,650 .020 99.34 .OOO 
PCV 816 657 009 7715 ,000 
Qenenl Job Satisfiction 
Emotion 604 .361 365 90.93 .OOO 
PCV .651 .416 .058 9 . 6 0  .OOO 
sf* 676 .447 .034 43.81 ,000 
Note. EmDlion = Emotional Climate: Safe!y = Safety Conarnr: Practice = 
PmrAe-related Issues: PCV = Psychological Contract Volafion. 
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Table 10 
Stepwise Multiple Regmion on OC andlS IN = l8fJ 
Mulliple Adjustad R F P 
R R change Value 
WS ,644 .411 415 111.29 ,000 
PCV 727 .523 114 87.45 .OOO 
Emotion .747 549 029 65.15 ,000 
Region .757 563 .a16 51.83 .a00 
Education .767 575 ,014 43.69 .a00 
Intent to Stay 
GJS ,500 245 .250 52.67 .OOO 
STD 529 ,271 .030 30.51 .OOO 
Nore GJS = General Jon SaBsfafactlon PCV = Prychokqlol Contract Vo!abon 
Emohon = Emouonal Cl mate Regson = Geognphlc Reglon of Wornplace STD 
= Slnaardr of Care 
1 2 j  
equation f i e  accounting for 24.2% of the variance. This variable was followed 
by safety mncems whid acmunted for an additional 4.5%. Importance of 
reforms. pracLckreiated iuues. qua l i  of care mncems. and standards of care 
failed to enter the regression equation 
ResVushrring Satidacfhn 
The second level modelling considered the predictive p m r  of reform 
Impact variables, psychological mntract violaban. and personal characteristi- 
on restwctunng sabsfactian. Correlation analysis revealed moderate to strong 
positive mrrelahanr with all of the reform impact variables and mntract vio!ation 
(see Table 7 and 8). Only two personal characteristics (i.e.. prirnaw area of 
responsibilii and years nursrng experience) were found to inRuence 
restructuring satisfaction. 
During the first step of regression analysis. practicerelated issues. 
ernMona1 climate, and safety coneems mrnbined to explain 65.8% of the 
variance in restructuring satisfaction. Practi-lated issues entered the 
rqresion equation fimt accounting for 53.1% ofthe variance. This variable 
was followed by emotional dimate and safety mneems which accounted for an 
additional 10.7% and 2%. respukely. ImpoMnce ofrefons. quafay of care. 
and standards of ofre Failed m enter the regression equation. 
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When psychological contract violation was added at the second step. it 
also entered the regression equation. The final model revealed that p r a t i i  
related issues. emotional climate, safety concerns. and mnbact violation 
combined to explsln 68.5% of the variance in resrmcturing satisfaction. Practica 
related Issuer entered the regression equation first. a-nting for 52.8% of the 
explained variance. This vanable was followed by emotional climate, quality of 
care. safety mncems. and contract violation which contributed an additional 
10.8%. 2%. and 9%. respdely. At the final step of regression analysis. 
Personal charactenstics failed to enter the equahan. 
Job Satithction 
The thlrd level modding considered the predictive power of reform impact 
variables. psp!?olagical contract violation. and restructuring saisfaction on 
g e m 1  job ratisfadon. All of the reform impact variables. as well as 
psycholog!cal conbad violation and restructuring satisfadan. depicted moderate 
to strong po* conelations wah general job ssfisfacfion. None of the personal 
characteristics were found to influence general job safisfaction, and themfare 
rn not entered into the regression equafion. 
During the first step of the regression analysis. two refon impact 
variables combined to explain 40.6% ofthe variance in general p b  sa6sfaction. 
Emotional climate entered the regression equafion 6 s t  accounting for 36.1% of 
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the variance. This variabkwao folbwed by safety con-swhich a t~un ted  for 
an addidonal4.5% of Be variance. Importance of reforms, practicerelated 
i s u s .  quali%y of care wncerns. and standards of care failed to enter me 
regnasion equation. 
When perceived wntnd violation was entered at the second step. 
emotional climate remained the best predictor of general job oatisfactbn. The 
final model revealed that emotional dimate, mmract violetion. and safely 
concerns combined to explain 45.7% of the variance in general job satisfadon. 
Emononal climate enterad the regression equation Rnt amounting for 36.5% of 
the variance. Thi i  variable was followed by psychological contradviolation and 
safety concerns which accounted fw an additional 5.8% and 3.4% of the 
variance. rerpediihl. When restructuring satisfaction was added at me mid 
step. d falled to enter the regression equation. 
OrpninUonal Commitment 
The founh level rndelling considered the p red i i e  power of r d r m  
impad variables. psychological wnuact violation. remuduring satisfadon. 
general job satisfaction, and personal charaderisks an orgsnizadonai 
m m m h n t  Organizational mmmiment depined moderate to m n g  pwbVe 
cornletions with all of the reform impact MriaMes. as well as pychological 
contract vioktion, remuauricg =a-sfadon, and general job satisfactbn (see 
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Tables 7 and 8). Sevenl personal characterimia (i.e.. age. geographic region of 
employment education. and primary area of responsibility) signifcantly affected 
organuationsl mmmihnent (see Table 6). 
During the first step of regression analysis, emotional climate and safely 
concerns combined to explain 40.3% ofthe variance in organizational 
commitment Emotional climate of the workplace and safety concerns 
accounted for 35.6% and 4.7% of the explained variance. respectively. 
Importance of reforms, praclicerelated issues. quarny of care. and standards of 
care failed to enter the equation. 
When perceived contra& violation was added at the second step, * 
became the best predictor of organdzational commitment foilowed by emobonal 
climate and safely. respectively Peneived contra* violation. emotional dimate. 
and safely concerns combined to explain 51.3% ofthe variance in mmmibnem 
accounting for 38.9%.10.9% and 1.5% of the variance, respectively. 
When restructuring satisfaction was added at the third step. t failed to 
enter the regression equation. When general job satisfaction wao entered at the 
fourth step. a became the most powerful predicmr of organizational mmmibnent 
and safety wncems failw lo enter the equation. General job satisfa&n. 
psychological contract violation, and emotional climate wmbined to explain 
55.8% of the variance in mmmitment conm3uting 41.5%. 11.4%. and 2.9%. 
res-. 
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TWO personal character-mmcs (i.e.. region and education) emered the 
equation at the ffth step (see Table 10). The flnal mde l  revealed that general 
job satisfaen. psycholcgicai contract violatian. emotional climate. geographic 
region of wokplace. and education mmbnned to explain 58.8% of the variance in 
commitment. contributing 41.5%. 11.4%. 2.9%. 1.6%. and 1.4%. respectively. 
mmnt m stay 
The ffih level modelling considered the p red i t i i  power of refon Impact 
variables. pMhalogica1 contract nolation. restructuring satisfacfion. general job 
sabsfaction. oganizabonal commitment, and personal charactewcs on intent to 
my .  Intent to stay depicted moderate to otmng positive correlations wim all of 
the reform impact vanables. as well as psychological contract vioMon. 
remucturing satisficlion. general job satisfaction. and organizational 
commitment (see Tables 7 and 8). Only the personal characteristics of years of 
nursing experience and age significantly influenced intent to stay (see Table 6). 
During the first step of regression analysis, only emotional climate entered 
the regression equation to explain 17.9% of the variance in intent to stay. 
Importance of reforms, practice-rdated isues, quality of care, safely concerns. 
and standards of care fiiled to entw the regogression equation. 
When pemeived contract vmlsbon was added at the 5-nd step. a 
combined wiUl emotional dimate to account for 20.4% of the variance in intent m 
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stay Emotional climate acmunted for 18.4% of the variance, and contract 
v~olatlon added an additional 2%. 
ResVuctung satiisfacton was added at the third step, but fanled to enter 
the regression equation. When general job satisfacton was entered atme fourth 
step. both wrce~ved mmnct valation and emotional climate failed to enter me 
regression equation whik standards of care rpentered the equation. 
O~anbational commitment war added at the ffth step. but failed to enter the 
regression equation. At the slxih step. none of the personal characteristics 
entered the regression equation (see Table 10). The final model revealed mat 
genwal fob sstisfacflon and standards d care mmbii to explain 28% of the 
vanance in Intent to stay. contributing 25% and 3%. r e r p u i i l y .  
Reliabiliwand Validilv of Study lnstwments 
The reliabiliiand va l i i io f  me RIHCRS and PCV. RS. GJS. OC. and IS 
scales. were also examined for me study populahbn. Cronbams alpha was 
used to assess internal mnrirtenq. The intemoll-B(ahbns among rubscale and 
total smres were used to determine construct v a l i i i  of the RIHCRS. 
MHCRS 
Wmin me current study sample. the tdal instrument had an alpha 
coefficient of .87. indicating a high W of intwnal mnslstmcy. Alpha 
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mefficienh for the subscales ranged fmm .60 to .82: importance of refom 
(.60), qualii of care mncems (.69). safety concerns (.W, standards of care 
(.71). prac6cprelated issues (.SO), and emcdional climate (.82). These findings 
indicate that the total scale and the subscales have good internal consislency. 
Most of the intercanelations among the rubscales were statistically 
qnmcant and within the moderate range (sea Table 11). T k  only exceptions 
were the low correlations beween the importance of reforms and the subscales 
of pranicarelated issues. safety mncems. and standards of care. There 
findings suggest that me subscaler ere related and represent distinct dimanoims 
of the impact of haaiih care reforms (i.e.. gocd discriminatory power). 
PCV. RS, GJS. OC, and IS Scales 
Alpha M c i e n h  were also generated for the sales measumg 
psychoicgical contract violation (i.e.. PCV scale), rePtruChlring satisfaction (i.e.. 
RS scale), general job satisfaction (i.e.. GJS a l e ) ,  organizational mmmirment 
(i.e.. OCQ), and intent to stay (i.e.. IS Kale). The internal consistendes for the 
PCV scale (a = .75). RS scale (a = .89). GJS scale (a 1-78), OCQ (a = .92). 
and IS scale (a = .73) were quite strong in the c u m  study sample. 
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Table 11 
Cornfatiom Among RIHCRS and Subscales (N = Ia?)' 
Variable EC PR QC 51 SC RIHCRS 
Imponance of Reforms (IR) .26- .la- .24- .18- .14- .48- 
Emotional Climate (EC) . 4 F  .38- .51- .51- .83- 
Pradce-Related (PR) .31- .36- .25- . 6 F  
Quality of Care (QC) 45- 41- 6 7  
Safely Issues (SI) .43- .73- 
Standards of Care (SC) 64- 
Note RIHCRS = Revired Impanof Health Care Reform Scale. 
'Sample slre is a fundon of mlssing data. 
- p c 001 
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Summary 
The nurses in mii 1999 riudy were generally mom negame than positive 
about the impact of health care reforms in comparison to baseline data mflecfed 
in 1995 prior m managerial restrumring and downsizing. Respondems were 
most negative about the qualii of care. emotional dimate, and standards of 
care. Two personal charactensbcs (i.e.. primary area of rssponsibilii and 
education) had the most inilwnce on nurses' perceptions of reform impact 
Study findings atso demonstrated that respondents were neither totally 
satisfied nor d s s m e d  with the~r jobs, were generally d '  most 
aspeas of restructuring, had a slightly low to neutral iavsl of mmnhent  to their 
organlzafionr. fen that their psycholcgical contrack wlth the organization had 
been vialated, and were uncertain about whetherthey would staywim current 
employem. Several pemnal charactenstics were found to iMuence the 
outcome variables, including yeam nursing expe*nce. age. geographic region 
of employment education level. and ptimasy area of responsibiriy. 
Mast of the wob-mlated Mriables (i.e.. psycholcgical mnbact violafion. 
restructuring satisfacdon. general job satisfaction. organizational mmmhent. 
and Intent to stay) were signmcamly and pesitivaly relatad to the total RIHCRS 
ware and %e of the subscales. The only exception was the assodation 
between amact violation and importance of reforms. As well, all of me work- 
related variables depided significam psifive relationships wim each other. 
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Di~erentcombinations of reform impadand ~ - e W  variables 
emerged as significant prediion of psY+h01og1caI conhact vblation and 
satisfaction (i.e.. restrumnng and g e m 1  job satisfaction). No mmlates (i.e.. 
personal characteristics) entend the regresoon equation to explain any of the 
vanance for these vanabk. Two determinanfr (i.e.. emotional climate and 
safety concerns) emerged as significant predictors of psycho(ogica1 contract 
violation, accounting for 28.7% of the explained variance. Three determinants 
(i.e.. pramicerelated Issues, emotional climate, and safety mncerns) and one 
wok-related variable (i.e.. psychological contract violation) emerged as 
srgnificant predicton of restmeluring satisfaction, accounting for 68.5% of me 
total variance. Two determ~nants (i.e.. motional climate and safety concerns) 
and one work-related variable (i.e.. psychological mntrad violation) emerged as 
srgnificant predtcton of general lob SaMaction. accounting for45.7% of the 
explained variance. 
Web regad to organikational mmmibnem. one determinant (i.e.. 
emotional climate). two work-related variables (i.e.. prychol~gical mntract 
VIolabOn and general lob satisfaction). and two personal charactenstics (I.=.. 
geographnc region and education) combined to explain 58.8% of me variance. 
Finally. one determinant (i.e.. standads of care) and one work+lated variable 
(i.e.. general job satisfaction) emerged as sgnficant predictors of intentto stay. 
accounting for 28% ofthe expbined variance. 
CWTER 5 
D i s c m i o n  
The Conceptual Model of Behavioural Intentions (CMBI) p m d e d  the 
framework for this study. The CMBl th&s fhat several factors exen a direct 
and indirect effect on behavioural intentions (i e. intent to stay). These facmN 
include determinants (i e.. perceptions of the impact of health care reforms on 
~obrelated and work environment factors). msriates or mtermediate outmmes 
(i.e.. intervanlng annudinal states). and conelate$ (i.e.. pencnsl charadeMii) .  
It 4s pmpopec by the CMBl that the determinants mwriater or intermediate 
outcomes, and the correlates exert a direct and indirect eRct on behavioural 
intentions. The following is a discussion of study findings organized acmrding to 
the major mmponents of the CMBl and the relationships depoded by h 
Dehminanb 
The determinants for the current study mnsikted of the importance of 
heanh care reforms, emotional climate ofthe woWlace, practice-related issues. 
qual i  of care. safedy mncema. and standards of care. One focus o fmi i  study 
was to investigate and compare nurses' perceptions ofthe impact of health care 
reforms four years fdl- restructvring of the heath care system. In h e  
anent M y .  most nurses had negative attitudes t w r d  the overall impact of 
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health care refom. Nurses were ody positive about the inworkme d &om. 
Quaiih, of care was viewed most negatively, follDwed by the emotional dimate of 
the wodcplace, standards of care. practice-related issues, and safety clmcerns. 
There findings on the most positive and n e g m  areas of reform impact are 
similar to those found by Way (1995) end Pyme (1998). The weighted means for 
the total scale and ail subscales were below the baseline values reported in a 
mmpara i i  study by Way (1995). There war a otatisticaiiy signifcant decline on 
the mean scores b e w n  the two time pencda. This supports the position that 
nus%' attitudes toward the impact of reform have signmcantly wosened over 
the fouryear time pencd. 
In the cumm study, the mwt negative impact of system reforms was an 
the quality of care avaibbk to consumes. While the desired outcome of health 
care reforms (i.e.. regionaliration. downsizing, and restNcturinglre-engineeting) 
s lo impmve the quality of care. them is empirical support fw RNs' perceptions 
of tne n e g a h  impact of there initiatives on the quality of care available to 
mnsumers (Blythe et al.. 2001: Mauner 8 Northcon 2000: Rafael. 1999: Reuner 
&Ford. 1998: Vail. 1995: Way. 1995: Woodwad et al.. 1999). 
m e  maiorih, of nurses in the current study fen that increasing acuity levek 
made if more diRiwU to adequately assessheet diema' emotional/psychosocial 
needs. Further. most fen that supplies and humanlphysical resources were 
inadequate to ensure client comfDrt or meet basic care needs, and maf pafients 
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did not have reasonable a m u  to D~M- rlnce downshinglmanagerial 
restructuring. Similar rapom of negative effects of d c t u t i n g  (e.g.. decline in 
the numbers of nursing personnel. avanlable resou-. etc.) On the ability of 
nurses to del~ver qualm nursing care were reported by seven1 authors (Aiken et 
al.. 2001: Baumann etal.. 2001: Biyihe etal.. 2001: Laschinpretai.. 2001: 
Mautierg NorthwU. 2000: Pyne. 1998: Rafael. 1999: Reutter8 Ford. 1998. 
Way. 1995: Waadwsrd et al.. 1999). 
Concern about changes ~n the emotional climate ofthe workpbce were 
also reponed by participants In the wrrent study. Spacifcaliy, most reawndents 
felt that their jobs were less satisfying and challenging since d c t u ~ g ,  were 
feeling hustrated wth the reduced level of care being pmvided due to inmared 
wohloads. and felt that they rarely received recognition a awreciahon. 
Canadii studies lend evidence of the -tie impact of reforms on the 
emotional climate of the warnlace (e.g.. Aiken et al.. 2001: ArmsmngStsssen 
etal.. 1996: Bbthe etal.. 2001: Laschingeretal.. 2001: Maurier 8 NorlhwU. 
2000: Woadvrad. etal.. 1999. 2000. etc.). 
Respmdents also expressed concerns over care standards present in 
their organMon. Mmt felt that dkents were mom susceptible to potential harm 
because of increased wotk demands and rbezsors. that nunas were often 
forced to lower care standards because of overwhelming work demands. and 
found it d i iw l t  to always meet p M a n a l  care standards due m inmasing 
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patient acuity and d==creasing Wths of say. Fu*. respordentsfeti that 
consumers were b ~ n g  placed at risk because of inadequate staff irrrewking 
opportunittes. Sirnilark Baumann et al. (2001) reported that nu- who 
exprienced resbuctunng measures (i.e.. downsang and instiional merges) 
fen mey were less able to meet pmfessional standards of care. had less time to 
provide basic nusing care. and to document the care they gave. There IS 
addiiional ruppon in the laerature for the negative impad of reforms on 
standards of care (Blythe et al.. 2001: Laschinger et al.. 2001: Maurier & 
North&. 2000: Woodwad et al.. 1999). 
Practicerelated issues were mmuy viewed in a negave ligM as mmt 
nurses fell they lacked sufflaent urntmi over their practice and had limited 
aCCess to managen to discuss the resolution ofworkplace pmbkmr. Several 
research studies recqnne changes in manageriaVDtaR relaiionr (c.g.. decline in 
mllaborative culture and support feelings of isolstion, fragmentalbn of 
relationships, decreased kadeship. etc.) in the aftermath of W m  changes 
(BWe et al.. 2001: Larchinger. et al.. 2001: Mauner B North&. 2000: 
Woodward. et al.. 1999,2000) and nu-' desire for improved relations 
(Baurnann et al.. 1996). 
In the current study. mast nurses related concerns oversafety measures 
In me work nvimnmem Most f& that mmmunily-based sewice8 were not 
atmw availabk hr diints on hosprtal discharge and that clients wen! not 
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adequately prepared for di-rge. Sirnikr fiN!w were related in a study of 
nurser' perceptions of job change in which nurses reponed feeling they had less 
time to devote to teaching and preparing clients and their families (Baumann et 
al.. 2Wl). In addition, while nurses did feel that pmcedures were baing 
performed safely and that there was adequate physical resources. they did not 
feel that there was adequate human resources with which to provide ssfe care. 
Lasdingw et a1 (2001) also found that nurses frequently voiced wncems over 
the increase in safety concams (due to inadequate staffing and skill mix levels. 
redudon m avaikbie resources. etc.) as a rerun of restructuring in+a%. 
Similar fmdings were reported by Blyme et al. (2001). where nurses described 
diicunie~ in meeting pabent care needs. maintaining professional standards and 
acceptable levels of patient care. and carrytng out expected role responsibilities. 
In spm of me negative worts of the effects of reforms. the current sNdy 
lends support for perceptions of the impwtance of reforms. Spedfically, most 
nurses were cognizant ofthe challenges facing the pmkrslon. felt that the 
current changes would increase mnsumer accounmbilifil and responsibility. and 
fen empowered to be auive paldcipants in affirming an impoltant mie for the 
profession. Camparabk findings on soma ofthe positive impact of reforms (i.e.. 
greater individual and professional g m  opportunk, new and challenging 
roles. and improved wmmunicadon and greater mllaborafian with d iem and 
other health care p d e r s )  have been reported by several authors (Baumann at 
1;s 
ai., 2001; Bestet d.. 1997: Pym. 1998: Rafael. 1999: Re- &Ford. 1998: 
Way. 1995: Wacdcox. et al.. 1994). 
I n h ~ i a b  Outcomes and Behrviounl intentions 
The intermediate outcomes of the current study included levels of 
prycholqical contract violation, restructuring satisfaction, general job 
satisfaction, and organizational commitment Behavioural intentions ware 
measured through intent to stay. The discussion of findings is organized 
according to there variables. 
Plyehoiogis.i Conmet YiDlaUon 
Slightly more than onehaif of the nurses in the current study fen that their 
psychological contracts had been violated. Similar findings were reported by 
Robinson and Rousseau (1994) who found that 54.8% oftheir sample of MBA 
graduate alumni experienced at least one case of contract violation by 
employers. In contrast. Turnky and Feldman (1998) determined that only on* 
quarter of manages and exeves employed in organizations which had 
undergone some form of restrumring reponed contract violation. There were no 
omer studies idenliiied in the literature that explored employees' feelings of 
prycholkglcal contract violation. 
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Spedflcal$. most nurses reported thatthe amount of rewards receive5 
fmm the organization was l w r  than e x p e  and faW to match what war 
pmmisd Smaller numbers of nu- fen that amployerr infrequentiy failed to 
meet commiaents and failed to fulfill the 0"giginal commiaents made to them 
uwn hare. Comparable findings on the increased likeiihood of perceived 
violation with forms of monetary compensation (e.g.. base pay. employee 
benems. bonuses, atc.) were reported by Robinson and Rourseau (1994) and 
Turnley and Feldman (1998.1999). 
Resmreturing SatMacrim 
Findings in the cumnt study ~ n d i i  that nu- were ganeralw 
dissatisfied wth most aspect. of restrucfuring. In paldcular. many nurses ended 
to be d i e d  wth me vsbiNly and amesbiii of managemwlt the amount 
of information and staff in-servicing received on organizational changes. and the 
degree lo whlch managers sought input on pmfessional care standards. 
Abhough most nurses m the anent study were dissatisfied wiih the amount of 
time spent dealing w m  interdisciplinary conflicts. they were equaib $bided on 
the degree of ratisfactim with interdisciplinary apprw6-e~ to patknt care. 
Cornpacatbe$, other researchers nded that anne care nu- were 
d issamd with managerial relations (e.g.. Wine6 relamnshipr, lack of 
support inadequate information flow on system changer, lack oftrust etc.) 
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(Eaumann etd.. 2W1: Wythe et al.. 2W1: L a x h i  atal.. 2001: Maurier & 
Northcott. 2WO: Rout. 2000: Woodward. 1999). As well. changes in 
relationships with other staff have been rrcognized (e.g.. decline in collaboative 
cultYre and support feelings of isolation, fragmentsfion of relationshii, etc.) 
(Baumann etal.. 2001: Maurier & Northcon). In contrast there is support for 
inmead satisfachon with Uw grealer f-s on intedsciplinary appmach to care 
following the implmentsfion of health care reforms at the community k w l  
(Reutter & Fod. 1998). 
Job Satisfamiion 
Study findings indicated that most nurser were neither completely 
satisfied nor dissatsfed with thew jobs In contrast Pyne (1998) reponed that 
nunes were slighUy d i s s a m  with their jobs. Omer studies of nu- acms 
settings and levelr have reported moderate levels of job IJatsfaction (Acorn et 
al.. 1997: 6- et al.. 1999: Cumbey & Akxander. 1998: Luthans & Sommer. 
1999. Woodwad et al.. 20W). 
In the current study. most nurses reponed being satiskd with the type of 
work they were requlred to do in their presem position. In conhast findings by 
Woodward et al. (2000) depicted a decline in job safisfachon of all employer 
following resrmQuring. Similar support far Lhe perceived mgahe inpact of 
s m  changep an nu-' mles and responsibilities (e.g.. increased woIMoad. 
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--sharing of personnel. assrgnment of non-nursing dmer, redishibufing 
p*ents across unb ,  etc ) have been reponed by several researchers (Amm 8 
Crawford. 1996: Aiken et al.. 2001: Anstrong-Stassen et al.. 1996: Laschinger 
et al.. 2001: Wodward et al.. 2000). 
O~anizMionaI CommimMnt 
Overall findings indicated that respondents had a slightly low to neutral 
)eve1 of wmmmnent to their organ.a(iono. Mher nurs~ng studier have reported 
higher wmmlbnent levels man that of the w m t  study (Acom et al.. 1997: Lee 
&Hendemon. 1996: Luthans 8 Sommer. 1999). However. Luthans 8 Sammer 
(1999) reporled that nurse managers experienced a decline in feelings of 
wmmiiment following the lmplementsdon of resbxrmring measures. Decreased 
comminnent of staff nurser. as a result of rertrucOlring efforts. e r e  also 
reported by other authors (Baumann et al.. 2001: BlyVle et al.. 2001: Lascninger 
etal.. 2000. 2001). 
btent m stay 
Study findings suggest mat most respondents were uncertain aboul 
wh&er or not mey would stay with their o~ankatbn. These findings are similar 
to more reponed by Laschingw rt al. (2000). Appmximately one-ha@ of 
respondem indicated m a  they would likely stay with wrrent employers despite 
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the impact of recent remucturing efforts. Similarly. Cavanagh and Coffin (1992) 
found that nurse managers exhcbited a high propensity m stay wth their current 
employer. The findings from the health care recmr contrast with those studies in 
business, which descrite how empbyees waking in organizations vith more 
enenrive restructuring (venus mow working in more stable work environments) 
were more likeiy to intend to leave or search for other employment opporhlnilies 
(Robinson 8 Rousseau. 1994: Tumley & Feldman. 1998. 1999). However. 
Lasdinger et al. (2000.2001) describe that RNs in their studies reponed being 
more unCeItain about staylng wiih current employen following resrmnuring. 
Faslon Ifluencing Intenmediate Outcomes and Behwiounl Intentions 
The CMBI theodzes that determinants. intermediate outcomes, and 
mrrelates exert direct and indirect e m  on behavioural intentions. A causal. 
linear pmcass with ~ntennediatc variables influena'ng each other and intervening 
between preceding and subsequent variables 8s refmeted in this model. The 
relationships between and among key study variables were explored and are 
di~cussed in the following section according to the relationships o u t l i d  by the 
CMBI. 
I .I> 
Defenninank, Outcornas, andintentnns 
One ofthe research questions in the current Dtudy examines me effects of 
deermmsnb on intermediate outmmes and behavloural intentions. The 
following discussion is presented according to each intermediate outcome and 
intent to stay. 
Pryehologieal conban violation. Moderate to strong, positive 
relationships were obse~ved beween paycholcgical contract violafion and some 
major RIHCRS components. The exceptions were quail of care and standards 
of care. which depicted low wrrelatlonr wah psycholcgical contract violation. 
The findings suggen that lower levels of psychological contract violation are 
significantly assmated wah more postbe perceptions of the overall impact of 
refonns. the emohbnal climate ofthe wol*place, safety measures. praclicp 
related issues. qua l i  of care. and standards of care. 
There were no comparable studies idemifIed in the literature that explored 
thus relationship However. study findings reported by Turnley and FeMman 
(1998. 1999) Indicated that business empl~yees in organizations that had 
undergone extensbe resbucluring wwe more Iaeiy to repart psychological 
contract violation than those working in more stable firms. This adds support to 
me suggested relaonship berween contract violation and practiccrclated 
issues. Further. these researchers found that key situational f a m  (1.e.. 
posiirve working relations with S U ~ ~ N ~ M R  and a strong sense of produral 
I& 
justice) buffered strong reactions to contra& violadon. These findings provide 
add'nional support far the strong relationships observed in the Nmn t  study 
between me emotional climate of the workplace (i.e.. woning relation2 and 
mntran. and job ratisfaction and challenge). safety, and prachcerelatad &sues 
(i.e.. insewice oppomnities, active inmhrement in discussions of workplace 
problems and pwibla -1udons. and control over practice) and psycholcgical 
mntmd violation. 
Rcsmrrturing satisfadon. The findings of the wmnt  study depicted 
resmmnng satisfaction as having mcderate to stmng. pceitive relationshrps 
w h  the total RIHCRS and most subscale xom. The exceptions were quality 
Of care and nmportance of refom. both of which deplRed law. positive 
coneladons with msUuctuting satisfadion. These findings indicate that higher 
levels of restrumring satisfaction were slgniflcartly associated wth more 
posit i i  perceptions Of the impact of heath care reforms. 
Congruent with the findings ofthis study. the liirablre provides some 
support for the relationships between job-related and work envimnment factors 
and nu-' satisfaction with resbumdng i n i t i ah .  Research studies have 
ideMed both negative (e.g.. increased workload. cmsr-chating of personnel. 
assignment of nonnursing duties. redistributing patients am= units, les. time 
for client contact. &.) (Amm 8 Crawford. 19%; Aiken et al.. 2W1: B W  et at.. 
,2001; Laschiigeret al.. 2001; Reutter 8 Ford. 1998; Woodwad et al.. 2000) and 
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p~~ i t i ve  practice-related changes (e.g.. development of new rnles, improved 
mmmunication and mllaborafion. etc.) on nu-' mles and responsaili&s 
following restructuring inmatives (ReutIer & Ford). 
Job ratisfaction. The current study's findings indicated mat general job 
satisfaction had moderate to strong. posnive relationships with the total RIHCRS 
and some of the subocalas. The exceptions were nandards of care. quality of 
care, and importance of reforms. which depicted low, positii rdatiinships. The 
findrngt suggest that nu- wim more p a s W  perceptions about the impact of 
reforms (i.e.. job-related and won environment factors) were mom likely to have 
hlgher job satisfaction levels. 
The lmtmture supports me influence of various aspects of the emdional 
climate of the workplace (e.g.. stafflsupervisory reiationshvs. mlteague suppoR 
oqanlrational dimate. supportive work environments. eh.) on nurses' job 
Mtisfanron (Amm et al.. 1997: ArmstmngSfassen et al.. 1996: Bestet al.. 
1997: Brown et ai.. 1999: Cavanagh & m n .  1992 Lumanr & Sommw. 1999; 
McNeese-SmRh. 1997: Pyne. 1998: Rout 2000: Wwdward st ai.. 2000). 
Similarty, practice-related factors (e.g.. mk  expectations. autonomy. decision 
making abilities, oqanhtional wul-m. etc.) (Amm etal.; Blegen. 1993: 
Bmwn et al.. Cavanagh & Coffin: lrvine & Evans. 1995; M c N d m i m :  m e :  
WDodward et at.. 2000) and sfety issues (e-g.. time to daument care. teach 
dients. maintain pmfessional standards. st=) (Baununn at at.. 2Wt; W e )  have 
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also been described as iMwncing levek of job satisfadon. These findings offer 
credibili to the cumnt study's findings of the observed relm'onshipo between 
job satisfadion and the emotional climate of the wodplace. practice-related 
issues. and safety mnams. 
0rg.niz.aionaI commifment In the current study, moderate to strong. 
p o s ~ e  r lationships were observed between organhstional mmmirment and 
the total RIHCRS and some subscale scores. The exceptions were the 
importance of reforms, qua l i  concerns, and standards of care, which depicted 
low. positlie mrrelations wim organizational mmmirment These findings 
suggest that nunes with higher levels of mmmhent to their organiratiins were 
more likely to have mare positive perceptions about the overall impan of health 
care reforms. 
There were very few studies idenmed fmm the lterahlre that inves@ated 
the impan of heanh care reforms (i.e.. job-related and war* environment factors) 
on nu-' organizational mmmiVnent Exisfing -dies repolt that greater 
practicpreiatec opportuni&s (e.g.. greater autonomy andlor decisionmaking 
abilhes. etc.) (Acorn et al.. 1997: Laschingw et al.. 2000: McNeeseSmah. 1997) 
and a more pasitive emotional climate (e.g.. greatermlkague andlor supervisory 
suppan) (Blythe e l  at.. 2001: lngersoll et al.. 2000: Lee & Hendenon. 1999; 
Luthans 8 Sommer. 1999: McN-mM. 1997: Mueller & P*. 1990) were 
a s m t e d  with greater organktbnal mmmhent  Furmer. Math i i  and Zajac 
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(1990) reporfed that many camponents of the wo& environment (e.g.. higher 
mofivation. greater lob involvement greater satisfadion wah cowohers and 
SUpeNisOn, mole Promot!onai oppormnitier. lower rtress levels. etc.) have been 
shown to be signifcady associated with higher levels of organizational 
mmmitmmt. 
intent a stay. Current findings revealed low to moderate. poritiive 
relationships be(ween behaviournl intedons (i.~.. imnt  to stay) end the total 
RIHCRS -re and most subscale scores Thape findings suggest that nurses 
wah greater nntantions of staying wah current employers were more likely 10 give 
more posiijve ratings to the averall impact of reforms. Blyihe et al. (1999) 
#dentfed the influence of practice-related factors (e.g.. promotional 
opportunities. contml over pra-. otherpb apportu-lnites. etc.) and the 
emotional climate (e.g.. siiuational stress. distrbudve justice, etc.) on employees' 
tntent to stay. Similarly. Cavanagh and Coffin (1992) found that a greater sense 
of group cohesion increased nu-' l i k e l i i  of ptayng with current employers. 
NO other studies were aentikd tmm the ILenture that inuertigated the effea of 
similar jobrelated and wok environment faetDrs on nurser' behaviournl 
intentions. Finally. L is imereDting to note that Robinson and Rousseau (1994) 
reported that perceived mnbact violation influend the lmgm of time an 
employee intended to stay wah the employer (acmudng for 36% ofthe 
explained variance). 
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IntsnchEmeD 
The CMBl pmpases that intermediate outcomes have a d i rm and indirect 
effect on intentions. Thus. one of the research questions for the anent study 
explored interactMe effects among intermediate outcomes and theii effect on 
behavioural intentions. 
The findings of the current study depicted moderate to stmng, positive 
Matlonships among all intermediate outmmes. and between intermediate 
outcomes and behawoural mtenfiano. This suggests that lover levels of 
psy~hol~gtcal contrad violation is strongly associated wth greater respucturing 
and general job salbfaction, higher Isveb of 0rganWoMI commitment. and 
moderately associated with a greater IUkelihood ofstay~ng with the employing 
organization. Robinson and Rousseau (1994) reported similar findings on the 
stmng association b e m n  lower levels of contract violation and greater job 
satisfaction. as well as a greater intent to stay. As well. Turnley and Feldman 
(1998.1999) repaited that l o w  levels ofmntrabviolation were moderat& 
assodated with greater loyalty or cornmlbnenttoward Ihe employing organization 
and a lesser intent to kave. 
In addifion. greater resmcturing satisfaction was signmcantiy conelated 
whh greater job salbfaction. organizational mmitmam. and intent to stay. 
Other research findings supportthe posithe impact of managerial leadership and 
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suppon on "uses' job satisfaction ( E m  el al.. 1999: McN-mim. 1997: 
WDodwad el a!.. 2000). organizational mmmimem (Ing-ll et al.. 2000: 
Laschinger et al.. 2OW: McNeeseSrnith). and lment to say (Laxhinger et al.. 
2000). Job satisfanion has also been shown to strongly and pooi6vely influence 
organuational cornmibnent (Blegen. 1993: Comer. 1998: Luthsns 8 Sornmer. 
1999: Mamieu 8 Zajac. 1990: Mueller 8 Price. 1990) and intent to stay 
(Cavanaugh 8 Coffin. 1992: llvine 8 Evans.1995: Parasuraman. 1989). Fulmer 
suppon for the p o s h  relafionship between greaterjob sasfanion and greater 
intent to slay was demonsmted in a shldy of MBA graduates (Robinsod 
Rousseau. 1994). Sirnilam. the presence of a p w h  relationship b-n 
greater loyalty and greater intent to My war described by several researchers in 
studoes of managers and exmves (Mathieu 8 Zajac: Mueller 8 Price: Turnley 
8 Feldman. 1998. 1999). 
Conulates, Ouhomes, andlnhntions 
The current study also explored the effects of mmlateo (i.e.. personal 
characteristics) on tntermediate ouhoma and behavioural imentions. Tha 
findings revealed mat mrrelates had variable effects on msmuuring 
sabsfanion. organMona1 cornmment and intent lo stay. 
Specifically. higher lavels of resbuuuring satisfacfion were V r t e d  by 
nu- primarily responsible for adrninirwtive dvties or who had more than 20 
I SO 
years or more of nursing ewrience. No %oikant -were fwnd ~ O T  age. 
geographic region. education. or years in current position. Support in the 
lnerabrre for the effects of pemnal damcteristia was limited. with several 
authors failing to find sgnmcant influences for personal characteristics on 
intermediate outmmes (Ro* 2000; Tumiey & Feldman. 1998, 1999). Contrary 
to me current study's findings. Blegen (1993) found a low arcciation bewen 
ancreased iob Patisfanion and more years of experience. Other authors reported 
slmllar findings (Cumbey & Alexander. 1998; lrvine & Evans. 1995: Mathieu & 
Zajac. 1990; Pyne. 1998). Conflicting find~ngs also exist on the direction of the 
relationship between resrmcturing satisfacfion and role r-sponslbilities (i.e . 
adminisb'a*e duties) (Acorn et al.. 1997: Lee & Henderson. 1996: Luthans & 
Sommer. 1999: Woodward et al.. 2000). 
In addition. higher levels of mmmibnent were reported by n u n s  who had 
baccalaureate or higher education. or who worked outside of the S t  John's 
region. There were no signRant e m s  found for age. or years in current 
wition.  While there is evidence forthe increase in mmmibnent of okier 
(Lulhans & Sommer. 1999: Mathieu & Zajac. 1990) and higher educated 
(Mdhieu & Zaiac) employees, other studies have failed to find support for the 
effects of age or educaon (Amm et ai.. 1997: Laschiiger et al.. 2000) on lev& 
ofcornmlbnent. 
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FinaUy. nu- wim 20 yean or m o d  nursing experbceczwho were 
older were more lik* to stay with their cumememployer. No s i gnhn t  effecls 
for education level. yeam an current position. primarf area of responsibility, or 
geographic region were evrdent In contrast lo the current study. Cavanagh and 
Coffin (1992) reported that employees  wit!^ I- education were more likehl to 
remain wim Uleir emplying organization. 
PRdicmm o f l n t e d a t e  Outcomes snd Behaviounl Intentions 
Another area of focus of the current nudy was to identify the best 
predicton of intermediate ouhomes and behavicural intentions. The diocusslon 
IS presented acmrding to the relevant intermediate omwme end behavioural 
mntentions. 
Psyshological Conmst ViIation 
m e  CMBl postulates that me determinants (i.e.. jobrelated and mrrk 
environment factors) most influenced by reforms would have a direct effect on 
employee perceptions of prychologtcal mnmct violation. It was reasoned that 
more pcsitive perceptions of heafth care reforms would result in h r  levels of 
perceived psydolDgical contract violation. It was also anficlpated that the 
correlates (i.e.. personal charactetistks) would only have a minimal effect an 
perceptions of mnhad violaton. The findings of the cumnt m y  validate m a  
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pereephs 0: the impact of heam cam reforms afbu nurses' m e d  levels 
of psychological wnmct violation. 
This study's findings revealed thattwo determinants (i.e.. emotional 
dimate of the workplace and safety mncemr) emerged as significant predictors 
of levels of psphoiogcal wntran violation. This lends only partial support for 
me influence of determinants on w n m n  violation. In the cunent study, 
emotional climate surfaced as the best predictor (i.a.. 24.2% of the explained 
variance). foil& by safety wncems. These findings suggested that nurses' 
perceptions of the Impact of reforms on the emnional climate ofthe wohplace 
(e.g.. staff relations. morale. motivation to act as client advmam. remgnifion 
received. etc.) and safety m me workplace (e.g.. periormance, adequacy of 
resources. efiedven- of discharge planning, stc.) influenced the nature and 
occurrence of psychological wnrmct violation. No mmparative rcseard studies 
were found in the heah care litemre. However. mere is empirical suppotl from 
me business sector that demonstraes the mitigating effect of p o s W  working 
relations on perceived psychaiogicai mntract violation (Tumiey (L Feldman. 
1998). 
Rerbucardng Saisfastion 
The causal pmceu of the CMBi theorires that the determinants (i.e.. job- 
and wok-related factors) muM directlyaffect resQuchlring satisfaction 0.e.. 
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managerial and intedkeiplinanl reladons). It was a h  antkiwted that 
pryehologlcal m m a  violation would act as a mediatmg variabk. Further. the 
conelates 1i.e.. personal charaueristics) were expected to on$ exert a minimal 
influence on resrmcturing Misfaction. 
The findings from this gtudy support the direct influenee of the 
determinants on nurses' restructuring satisfaction levels. Practi-law ipsues 
and emotimal climate of the workplace surfaced as me two best predictors of 
restructuring satisfaction (i.e.. accounting for 52.8% and 70.8% ofthe explained 
variance. respectively). Counter to model predictions. these two determlnanfs 
had a stmnger direct eRed on nurses' lewls of restructuring satisfeuion man 
prychalog~cal contract violation. SaffAy arncerns and psychological mlmact 
molation Only wmtibuied an additional 2.9% to the explained variance. 
There were no ~de- research studies that investigated the predicWe 
p-r of various ,&related and wok envimnment factors on nu-' 
resrmctunng satisfaction. Further. no studies were found in the literature that 
explored the predictive power of psydologlcal wntraa W i o n  and personal 
charactemtics on restructuring satisfadon. 
Job Satisfaction 
The CMBl postulates mat determinants would have a direct iMuence on 
job satisfaction. as well as an indirect eRed thmvgh m c t u r i n g  satidaction. 
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The c a w 1  -s depict& by me model presents resmd-g sa6sfaction as 
a significant intervening variable between the determinants psythological 
contract violation. and job oatisfacbon. Therefore. I was expected that 
remnunng satisfaction would surpass the determinants and psychological 
mntram violafion m predictive power However. reshdunng rat'lfadlon faled 
to enter the model and thus b mediating rob was not supported in the current 
study In contrast other Rseanhers found that managerial support (e.g, 
SuperVlMV support. leadership style. communication, etc.) was a rigni%ant 
predictor of job &sfaction (Brow et al.. 1999: Hastings Walk. 1995: 
Woodward et al.. 2000). 
The findings of the current study pmwed partial support forthe effects of 
determinants on nurses' job Satisfaction levels. Similar to psychological contract 
vio!atiOn, emotional climate emerged asthe best predictor ofjob sat~sfaction (i.e.. 
36.5% of the explained variance). There is strong empirical support for the 
predldive influence of the emotional climate of me workplace (e.g., recognition. 
mmmuntcation. work relations. stress, p o s m  work cnvimnment. support. 
strumre. etc.) on nurses job satisfafactnn (Bmwn. et al.. 1999: Cumbey a 
Alemnder. 1998: Pyne. 1996: Rout. 2M)O: Wwdunrd et al.. 2000). 
In the Nrrent study, psychological cormact violation moderated me effects 
of safely concerns on lob oatisfaction. Lower levels of cmtmct violatim and 
more positive pemeptbns of fie emomnal dimate and safely conmms 
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combined to explain 45.7% of the variance in nurses' job satisfamion. Whik 
there was only one study aenbXed that found suppolt for the strong assodation 
between greater psychological m n m n  violation and IM levets of job 
satisfaction (Robinson Rousseau. 1994), me authors did not investigate 
predictive effects 
Further. the correlates (i.e.. personal characteristii) did not exert an 
erect on general job saIkfanion. +Whough this finding is contrary to 
expectations. there are inconsistent repom in the literature. Other authors have 
found support for the influence of personal characmistica (e.g.. years nursing 
experience, age. time with the organization. etc.) on nurses' job satisfanion 
levels (Cumbey &Alexander. 1998: Larchinger et ai.. 2000: Luthans .% Sommar. 
1999: Pyne. 1998: Wwdward. etai.. 2000). 
0qanbstibn.l Commimrent 
It was furmer mniechlred that the determinants (i.e.. job-related and work 
envimnment factors) would exert a d i m  effect on organirational commitment. 
as well as an indireaeffedthmugh job satisfafac6on. According tothe causal 
sequence of the CMBI. generai job satisfaction is idenfifled as a significant 
intervening variabk between the detwmlnank. psychological contract violation. 
restmdunng saWacdon. and organirationai commhent This studyo findings 
confirmed that job satisfaction is the most mfiuan(ial factor for organizational 
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mmmihnent and also m e d i i  !he p r e d i  effeUs of p s w i c a l  mntnd 
violation and determinants. As predicted, psychological mnb'act violation also 
mediated the prediciive effects ofdetwminants. Counter to ewxtations. 
reswcturing satisfaction failed to enhr the regmssbn equation. 
Study findings pmvide Pam1 support for the ei7ects of determinants on 
nurses' organizational rnmmment Initialiy the emotional climate of the 
wonpiace emerged as the best predictor of organastional uxnmibmnt (i.e.. 
accounting for 35.6% of the explained variance). Similariy findings were 
reported in the litemre to support me influence of select wxk envimnmem 
factom (i.e.. motivation. stress levels. satisfadon with supet-disom and 
mwonen. etc) on organmtional mmmitment (Mamie" & Zajac. 1990). 
As predicted. when perceived contract valation was entered imo the 
regmion equatim for organizational mmmimem d moderated me effects of 
two of the determinants (i.e.. emnionai climate of me workplace and safety 
mncems). When general job satisfadion was added im the equation. d 
became the bzst predictor of organbational mmmmnent (explaining 41.5% of 
the variance) and mediated me ei7ects of prychologicai mntran violation and 
en-donai climate of me workplace. Two mme!ates (i.e.. geographic regbn of 
workplace and level of education) entered the regression equatian at mi$ point 
There is avldence to supportthe emcts of psychological mnbact violatnn 
and general pb m c f i a n  on levels of organkdional mmrnibnent However. 
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IW comparable support exists in the heaith care litwature for psychological 
contract wolation. Higher levels of psvhokxgical contract violation were repolted 
as being significant predictas of l w r  levels of organirafional loyaiiy rrurnley 8 
Feldman. 1998. 1999). Also. there has been much support for the influential 
effecn of job satisfaction on organirafional mmmitmem (Blegen. 1993: Hasting 
& WaL. 1995: Mafh i i  8 Zaiac. 1990: Mueller 8 Price. 1990: Price 8 Muelter. 
1986) 
Suppon was also found in the litemre for the predictive paver of 
determinants. Ingenoli et al. (2000) found that great- perceived oqanizational 
readiness for change and the presence of a conrtrudve oqanizatianal witure 
were signficant predimn of greater commibnent. As well. Laschinger et al. 
(2000) reported that greater access to empowerment structures kg. .  
information, resouw.  etc.) and greater interpenanal trust were prediuhe of 
greater levels of commitment 
bmt to say 
It WBS pmposed that tk determinants would exert a direct e f k t  on 
behevloural intentions (i.e.. intent to stay). as well as an indirect effect thmugh 
0rgan.adonal mmmirment According to the causal sequence ofthe CMBI. 
organizational commitment b presented as a rigniflcant interning variable 
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between determinants. psychological contract violation. Rptruchlring satislaction. 
general job satisfaction, and intent to stay. 
Contran, to expectations. me findings of the cumern study did n d  supwrt 
the assumption that omanhationai mmihnent is the best predictor of intent to 
stay. or that a has a mediating influence between determinants and omer 
intermediate olrtcomes. Rather. the current study's findings support the positive 
effect of general job ratisfaction on nurses' intern to stay. Job satisfaction also 
mediated the e m  of deteminams. psyzhological wntract nolation. and 
restructuring satisfaction. As me dominant prediion in the regression model. 
lower lev& of general pb safisfaction (25%) and lower stamlards of care (3%) 
wmbined to acmunt for 28% of the explained variance in nurses' intent to stay 
Few studies were ldendfed that ihest@Red predictive factors for nurses' 
intent to stay. Several studies support the indirecl eik& of determinants (e.g.. 
stress. group whenon. workload. etc.) on turnover intentions through job 
satlsfacfion (e.g.. Ca~nagh 8 Coffin. 1992 Mueller & Price. 1990: 
Parasumman. 1989: Price & Mueller. 1986). Other a m o n  reported on the 
predictive power of job satisfa-n on intent to stay (Cavanagh & Coffin: 
Hasbngs & Waik. 1995). Similarly. Robinson and Rovoseau (1994) and Turntey 
and Feldman (1999) determined that greater reporthg of p e W  
psy&oiogicat mnbact v i d a  war related to greater intentions to qut  There IS 
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aka support for smng Bffects of oqanizationai mmmitment on iment to otay 
(Mutlier 8 Price: Pansunman). 
Implic.lions of findings forthe CHBI 
Findings fmm the w m m  study lend partial support for Me major 
assumpnons of me CMBI. Overall, Me data suggesl Mat nunas' behavioural 
imentions (i.e.. intent lo stay) are derived from a compkx interam-on offacton. 
including determinants (i.e.. impact of health care refoms or jobrelated and 
won environment factors). mvariates or i n m i a t e  outmmes (i.e.. 
psychological comract nolation, genenl job and restructuring satisfaction. and 
organimonal uxnmmnem). and wrrebtes (Personal charactelisdcs). 
Howem. the findings of the current study emphasizes the importance of 
general job satisfanion as the most important determinant of imentbns This is 
in r n w  to the majw assumptions of Me CMBI. which postuiates Mat 
organ!s&nal commiwnt is the key prediRa of behaviounl intentions. Whik 
wrrent &dy Sndings mnflict wim some rereah studies on oqantzationai 
m m m n t  (Mueller & Price. 1990: Panrunman. 1989: Price & Mwllar. 1981). 
there is support for the assumption that commitmem may n d  ihfiuena or 
moderate the eR& of job ds fan i~  on intent to stay (Curry et at., 1985; Price 
8 Mueller. 1986). 
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It was thought that perceptions of the job and w& environment (i.e., 
importance of health care reform. quality of care concerns, safety issues. 
pracficarelated issues, emotional climate ofthe workplace, and standards of 
cam) would have a stranger effect on work4ated amhldes than intent to stay. 
study findings only pamally supported this assumption, as mly one wofk-reiated 
vanable (i.e.. standards of care) was shown to influence intentions. The low 
predictive p-r of determinants in the current study confirms the need for 
further expiorafion. 
it was also conjectured that intermediate oufmmes (i.e.. pDydological 
contract violaion. restructun'ng satisfacfion. job satisfaction. and organizational 
commitment) would exert separate and interactive eff& on each other and on 
behavioural intentions. The linear process represented in the CMBl pmposes 
mat each amtudinal variable would moderate the effect of each preceding 
attrmde. H-r. current study findings dkJ not substantiate this assumption. 
Oniy one aniiude (i.e.. general job satisfadion) was found to consistently 
mderate the effects of preceding amhldinal variables (i.e.. mshchrring 
saisfaaion and mnhacf violation). 
Furthermore. the moderr assumption that cornlater (i.e.. pemnd 
characte~istks) exen a significant aRect an amhldes and behavioural intentions 
was not su~poltpl. On@ two pmonal charaderislics (i.e.. geagnphic region of 
workplace and level of educa6on) wwe found to affect intermediate oufmmes. 
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These findings are supported in slmilar research studies that demonstrate the 
marginal influence of personal charaReristbs on attitvdes and behavioural 
lntenbons (Muelkr 8 Price. 1990: Price 8 Mueller. 1981.1986: Turnley 8 
FeMman. 1998. 1999). 
summry 
This study investigated nurses' peneptanr of the impact of health care 
reforms. work-related annudes. and behavioural intentions following system-wide 
reform of the heanh care system. A secondary alm of the current study was to 
identify key predictors of intermediate outcomes and behavioural intentions. The 
CMBI pmvidd the conceptual framework for this study. 
in general. the current study findings on nurres' perceptions of the impact 
of reforms and &k current levels of pPychologica1 mnhact \nolafion. 
restructuring satiiction, general job satisfadon. organirational wmmltmwn. 
and behavioural intentions *me supported by research literamre. Further. the 
Current findings lend some support for the major premises of the CMBI. The 
findings confirm that behavioural intentions (i e.. intentto stay) are me resun of a 
complex interadon between the perceived impad of health care reforms. work- 
related mitudeo. and personal characte*tia. Speafmily. the findings of the 
wmnt  study supported general fob oatisfadon and prsndanls of care as the 
best predims of nu-' behavloural intendons. Howeyer, the effects of the 
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individual variables on behavioural intentions in the current Study were not 
congruent wrm the proposed linear process of the CMBI. Specifcally. work- 
related variables (i.e. standards of -re) had greater predi* w r t h a n  most 
intermediate outcomes. Further. not all of the intermediate outcomss exerted a 
separate and interactive effect on each other andlor benavioural imentions. 
Current shldy findings st- the importance of the need for addiuonai research 
usmg Ihe CMBl with other nursxng populations. 
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CHAPTER 6 
lmpliutiona 
This chapter discusses the strengths and limitations and implications of 
me current study. m e  first senion outlines me strengths and limhtions of the 
study. The second M a n  provides a summary of the implications for nursing 
Pradi~adminlstration, education. and research. 
Smngthr and UmImtlons 
Findings prov~ded useful insighk into nuner' pe-tions of me impad of 
healm care reforms, their woh-related attitudes (i.e.. psychological contract 
v~oldon, restructuring satisfaction, job satisfanion. and organizational 
commitment). and behavbural ihtentions (i.e.. intent lo stay) following a period of 
system-unde health a r e  r-. Ths study provides comparative data fmm a 
subgroup of nurses on changes in their perceptions of health care refonn four 
yeas after me initiatbn of major restructuring initiatives in Newfoundland and 
Labrador This information is fundamental to the understanding and 
mterpretation of me effects of organizational change on, and responses of. 
nu- over time. 
The small sample size and a slightly more than 60% mponse rate 
reduced the reliability of making substantial inferences hom the findings. 
However. bath me generaliibilii ofthe rindin- 
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the sample were improved by indudi- the total -bee popuIeWn in the 
lnnial(t995) survey, on which the current sample is based. Further, tha inability 
to differentiate the vanom nursing practice areas within the current sample (e.g.. 
acute care. communty haalih. longterm care, etc.) dws not allow for the 
generaiiibili of study findings to specific gmups of nurses within the province 
of Newfoundland and Labrador. 
Fumer. there was potential for response bias fmm the use of self-repon 
~nsmmentr. as well as variation in responses based on indvaual interpretation 
of scale k m s .  Lastb, mllabntion between cmvorkers when completing the 
survey was a distinct possibility. despite SurveyD being sent to home addresses. 
These exvaneow effects could compmmlse the validity of findings, as wall as 
their generaliiabllity to other populations of nurses. 
impliu60ns 
Data from the current study have implications for nursing p r a W  
administration. education. and research. as discussed in the foilDwing sections. 
P R s t i s s l A d m i n i ~ o n  
This study has demonstrated that nurses' perceptions about me impact of 
heanh care reform (i e.. impatance of reforms, emotional dimate. pmdice- 
related issues, qvarty of care. saf* issues. and standads of care) were 
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ouewhelmily uo*. Oversll. nume?. i n m i  mxly were negative abwt al 
aspeas of the work environment (i.e.. emMona1 dimate. practice-related 
wncems. qualay of are, safety wncerns. and standards of care) and only 
slgnth, p o s t i i  about the impoflance of reforms. QuaW of care wncsms were 
mewed most nepatiiiy. followed by emotional climate of the workplacs. 
standards of care, practice-related wnerns. snd safety wncems. Furme,. most 
of these p-ptionr of work-related and work environment facton were shown 
to rlgnmcantly influence nurses' work-related amdes (i.a.. psychologi~al 
contract vtolation, resmrduring &fa-n. job satisfaction. and organizaional 
commitment) and behamoural intentions (i.e.. intent to stay). 
Interestingly. general job pansfaction emerged as the best predictor for 
behavloural intentions of nurser. It is this vanable that employers and 
ouprvisory pcnonnel have the greaten sbiiii to influence thmugh pmksoionsl 
practice ~nitiatives. such as creabng oppormnss for prof-lonal development 
job recognmon, pmmoting advancement. and increasing the qua l i  of 
supmsion Additionally. cumnt research findings can increase nuns '  insight 
Into key factors influencing theirjob satisfaction and marines in which they auld  
assume greater responsibili for impmving satisfibion l&6 m i n  their 
organizations (e.g.. reebng out and padcipating in pmfessional development 
inidati i .  becoming mom lnMlved in decisiorcmakiig oppomnities. increasing 
interacbbns wth ruperv&ms to enhance feedback. etc.). 
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The cunent study findings can also provide employers and organizations 
wth details an the aspects of nurses' job satisfaction that require intervention. 
The need for autonomy, mtedisciplinary approaches, appreciation, job 
recognition. opportunities to improve professional pracfice. adequate m u m  
to provide qualny care. involvement in decisionmaking. improved 
communication. and coworker and managerial supporl are critical in promding 
more positlve wok-related attitudes, enhancing the dimate of the workplace and 
increastng nurses' likelihood of staying with wnent organizations. It is 
imp- that employers celebrate nurses' arurmplshments, be dear in their 
expectations and dehation of responsibilities, invest in staff retraining and 
professional development, and make resources (e.g.. time. financial. etc.) 
availableto nurses. 
Study findings also highlighted the importance of extending research 
effom into factors lnflumcing nurser' work-related atMudes and behavioural 
mntentions. Data gathered would prove benefiaal for organizations and 
employers in mating and implementing initiatives to better nurses' work-dated 
attitudes. The importance of increasing the vistbilii and a-sibilii of 
managers to st& nurses. and m a t i n g  supervisors to listen more ciarely to 
nurser' m n m s  and more regularly seek their inpa is suggested by the 
findings. Involving nursing staff in making dedsions about organMona1 change 
that affect pracdce and encouraging better managerial interactions and 
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wmmunications with staff wuld potentially enhance nunes'  perceptions of 
reforms and impmve wort-dated attitudes. Managers must ensure that nursing 
staff fully understand the organizational rnlssion and goals and how a newvlsion 
relates to end impacts upon nursing practice. 
In addition. it is impeRtive that employers are awan, of nurses' 
expeRa6ons prior to and during the employment contract in an endeavour to 
ensure that nurses' intrinsic and eminsic remuneralons are mngruent with 
empbyer expectations (e.g.. dedication. organ'mtionai loyally, etc.). me 
importance of fowing new psychological wntracts cannot be overemphaslled. 
Add'monally. employers also need to be more involved in idenWyiq and 
sddresslng IOU- of S ~ S  for IIUMS. The intmduction of employer-inWted 
support program (e g.. stress management employersmployee relations 
mums. etc) wuld positiily influence nu-' percepwns of their 
psychological contracts. increase job satisfaction and improve levels of 
organdonal mmmibnent. Lady. employers need to impmve their knokdge 
of the key factors iMuencing nu-' intent to stay and, in response. employ 
r p m c  mtentbn slrategier to enmurage nu- to remain (e.g.. wnverting 
more positions B full-time status. omr greater oppormniks for advancement 
and professional learning. en.). 
Education 
An understanding of the current study's findings has tignficant 
implications for baccalaureate nursing education and the preparation of Mure 
nurses. AS nurse educaiors sWe to meet the fundamental nee& of an 
increasingly complex organization of heath care services and delivery. it is v b l  
that they incorporate information on me soci~awnomic and paliical faclam in 
the work environment that impact on nursing praniee. Nursing students also 
need to become mgnbant of pranising nu-' aMuder and behaviovrs 
regarding the overall impact of heaith care refon. Insight into work-related 
challenger facing the nursing pmfession should be included in their course of 
study. 
In the current study. nu- were more negative than positive about the 
overall impact of reforms. That is. many nums feu that overall reform had 
negative consequences. Howem. most respondents indicated mat they 
undemtowJ the ~mportane of reforms wch as downairin0,r~smmring. it it 
importantmat educators present both the bemm and challenges of heakh care 
refon so as to depict a more accurate picture ofthe changing wnten of heath 
care in all sem'ngs. k most n u n s  in the current study fell empowered to be 
active participants in firming an impartantfuture role for their pmfession, 
perhaps one of the most impartam skills educators can instiU in their students is 
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the ab i l i  to faster positive change to create new and more heakhy 
environments 
Current shldy findings indicated that general job sadsfaction was the most 
pawerful predictor of work-telsted atMudes (i.e.. organizatimal mmmitment) and 
behavioural intentions (i.e.. imnt  to stay). In addition, most nurses had 
mncems about the negative impact of reforms on standards of =re. These 
findings support me need for educators lo enhance siudentp' knowledge and 
mmprehensbn of the profound effects of r e fom on nursing practice standards. 
as well as the importance of professional accountsbili and advocacy in care 
delivery. 
Constderatlon should be given to the impact of work environment factors. 
both p0sWe and negative. on attitudes and behaviours. Innovative approaches 
far cultivating a p o s m  workplace ennmnment should Da discussed. explored. 
and integrated imo the clinacal practice area of students. Effeme organizational 
and priontiition rllk (i.e.. time managemem. organization. mst-mntainment, 
etc.). as well as eRecfive laadenhip and management skills (e.g.. imerpersonal 
communcation. collaborative leadership. activa listening. etc.). can better 
prepare the audent to enter a demanding health care environment and, as such. 
should be standard in undergraduate education. 
Rescrrrh 
The imporfant influence of nurses' perrzptions of the impact of heaiih 
care refonns on their mR-related atfituder and behavioural intentions was 
5UppOM by the findings of the current study. Insight into how nu- perceive 
the Impact of reforms. as well as their current levels of work-related sdttudcs and 
behamum1 Intentions, was also gained through this study. Todevelop a dearer 
understanding of what has and has not worked in the area of health care reform. 
more indepth research is wamnted. There is a vital role for more research in 
this field to increase the accuracy of insights into how current heaHh care reform 
has. and Mure reforms may, impact on nurses' pradce, worbrelated au'ides. 
and bahav~oural intentions. 
AS well. further investigation of other factors thought to influence 
perceptions. attides, and behaviours are required. More empirical data is 
needed by health care organizations to determine whether reform initiatiies are 
rmly meeting intended goals and to enwwage more regular evaluatlm of the 
impact on nurses (i.e.. p~ychological wntmd violMon. restrvduring satisfaction. 
job ssfisfacfion. wmmitment and ihtent to stay) over time. Further research 
would knd suppanto the belief that infDrmed decisionmaking, especially M h  
regard to creafing appropriate suategies to enhance rmrk-~iated amtudes and 
behavioural imentions. is benefidal to nurses' pmfessional well-being and job 
sakfacfion. Greater efforts into the exploration of key work-related and work 
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environment factan thought to influence nurses' tehavioural intentions would 
assist organizations and supervisors in remgnizing the most useful strategies for 
increasing nurse retention. 
Q u a l i i i  research into nurses' perceptins of the impact of health care 
reform and theirwoc%related &des and behavioural imentjons would 
complemem the findings of the cumnt study. More idepth responses 
(gathered through the use of focus group. onmn-one i m w .  etc.) could 
provide greater ins~ght into the l i d  experiences of nunes during the years of 
reform and reveal ways in which workplace mdiions could be improved. Also. 
longitudinal studies would give a more accurate picture of the dfects of health 
care reform on the work liae of nunas over time. 
Lastly, me current study has implicafions for theory development As only 
partial support war provided for the pmored conceptual framework (i.e.. the 
CMBI) by the findings of the current study, more research using this model is 
required. Other models of nune turnover behaviour d d  be uoed in future 
research studies to assist in identifying the most useful conceptual hamework for 
explaintng nunes' behaviwn and attitudes. As well. repeat use of the EAS with 
Other nurs~ng populations auld improve the generaliability offindings and the 
overall strength ofthis tool in assessing key study wriables. 
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smmry 
Limitations of Me cumnt study wen, in relation m the internal and external 
v a l i i i  of the findings, a low reppons rate. voluntary nature of the sample. and 
the use of self-repon data. These considerations lime the generaliibili of 
study results. 
However. findings of the current study have impoltant implications for 
nursing adminisbationlpnm~ce. education, and research. Study findings 
provided knowledge of nurses' perceptions of health care refonns, and their 
work-related amtudep and behaviourai intentions. Fumer. greafer insight was 
gained into factors influencing these and behavioun. Study findings 
supported job satisfaction as the key predictor of nu-' work-related amdes 
(i.e.. organizational commitment) and behaviourai intentions(i.e.. intent to stay). 
Therefore. the current study provides crucial informafion for ogankafions. 
managerial penonnel. and nu- on factors influencing job satisfad-on. 
Implications ofthe findings for nursing ducalion include the need to 
make students aware of the impact of reform on nu- and the scciai and 
poliical environment surrounding nursing. Education related to num 'w rk -  
related attihldep and behaviwral intentions. and possible idwnang factors. is 
also wananted. Addaionaliy, students should be aware ofthe positive and 
negaWe aspects of reform. as w e l l  as possible sbategii to enhance the 
workplacs. 
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Imphtions ham the c u m  study3 findings for health care research 
include the need for further exploration in the area of nurses' pe-ons of 
heaith care reforms. To gain greater inrighi into the SignMnce of heaiih care 
reform for nurses and their practice. both qua'tative and longitudinal research 
studies would be benekiai. Additional research using the CMBI. as well as 
other vJmplementary theoretical frameworks. 16 n-ry to establish their 
reliabilii and validii across various nursing papulations. 
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Appendix A 
cow Lemr and E m p b m  Afthdas SUMY 
I You Will Ody Be HeardlfYou Respond! 1 
Nursing Colleague: 
You were randomty selected to receive a questionnaire on health care reforms in 
the Winter of 1995. Since then, a number of signacant changes have -red 
In the pmncial health care system as a resuR of dowosizing and restructuring 
Initiatives. Because of your involvement in the previous study on the impact of 
health care reforms, we are extremely interested ~n your penonal expenen- 
with and opinlans of reforms between 1995 and 1999 t is imoortant that mu 
answer the quemons yourself and that the questionna~re not shared wiih your 
nuncng colleagues 
We hope that you will hk. mi. oppahlnily m express your v i m .  Your 
input is dclpcnmly needed. If we p.1 the d a l d  nrponu nm. me 
~nformatlon will be presented at the next Annual Genenl Meeting. 
Enclosed s an envelope (Postage p-paid) for you to rehlrn the quemonnaire. 
Thank you for taknng the time to help us wt3 this project 
The deadline reply date is June 21. tges. 
Pan I: General Information 
me ~ ~ f . ~ s i o n  b t  YOU novide in this snon  will be hel~ful in dcsmlnina how 
mpr.wnuuse Ihc wmplc IS m trm. v i k  n m m g  uorkforn 11 udl -1.0 fac,l8latr rornwurc. 
zcw ucsi a1 pnct~cc an. vvhon -6 -one rm om PI- ONLY CIRCLE ONE 
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PLEASE W NOT 
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&- 
I I I am ullllng ,a put ln r F I d d I  "IIRR" 
tqona hrl nom l l ?  c\pmcd ~n order lo 
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I:. I vauldmscptalmonan?. ~ p o f j o b  
arr8qmenl ~n ards la keep vorking for this 
organilanon. 
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ow the follovine rnYr lo NC how yon feel a b u t  your orptk t ion.  A p n  i t  ir impanant lhar 
)au rerpand no all irnnr. PI- circle the numbrrthu &caprums your p i t i an .  
20. Ovnall. lhm h a w e l l  har your orptimtion hlfillcd thr commirmms that wcrc made 
to)a"vhcn >om rere hircd? 
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v q  Pmd\ Paorl) Neuml Fulfilled Very Wdl 
Fulfilled Fulfilled Fvlfillcd 
:I. Olerall. #ha. bow onem has your employer failed ra meet the commirmrntr thu wcm 
made to )ou whm you wm h i d ?  
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v c p  Infrcqund) lnfrcqucnrly Neuml Fmqumdy V e p  
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prcwnl pasirion. 
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Due to tncrrrxd x u i o  and rhomened l m m r  of 
rta\. i t  zr nor al-=)r pssible 10 meet pmks~ional 
cam rran-. 
As n conxqucncc o f m n r  changes in rhc health 
care q N m .  I w appmtarc rhe challenger facing 
m) porc.non. 
.A3 aconwquenceor -or changs iin rhe health 
r)scem. I feel cmpauoed to be an acrtve 
pmxipmf in  afirmlng an omp-l funm mle 
for m) profarim. 
8- 1 work in a l ~ ~ r l i i i i i i m i i ~  I M 
able to g i ~ e  that 'extra' effan uhm mylab 
demands a. 
Due ro the hea) uorkload in mr wmkplaa. 1 f-1 
mall? -fed wrh rhe reduced levd ofcare that 
is pmvlded. 
I 1 6 
Stmngl) Moderarely SliJhdy Slightly Moderately Smngly 
D1u-m Diu-gee Di- Agree A m  
60. Althaqh 1 !rrive m g i v d r u m c m m m t  and 
EOmpCICnr car.. I IM1y -1vc appreciation or 
recoen,,ion for uhat 1 do. 
61. lnc-d d c m d s  and r m a  in Be workplace 
have led m unpl-t working relationships with 
c-%ohen and orher health carr pmvtdm. 
62. In dl= aftermath of-mingeffom. 1 Rnd Bar 
my rime m-gemmt r k i l l ~  hare k o m e  more 
3mporranr. 
63 Imc-d demands and - in the coeplacc 
haveensended a wnw ofdirillvrionmenc and 
low morale. 
M. Sinec m m r i n g  ofthc hnlth car. r)rrcm. I 
find my jab more utirhing andchallengins. 

ASSOCIATION OF REGISTERED NURSES OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
- , .. 
TO: htldorn Selected Member 
FROZI: Association ofRegktlred Nurser olNewfou~~dlrnd 
DATE: IS June 1999 
SUBJECT: Questionnaire. Impact of Health Care Reforms 
Earher lhxr month. the ArJociat#on of Regzrtcd Numu of Sewfoundland (ARW sent 
SOY a querrionnatre on the tmpact ofheallh care r e fom.  
This is a request that you complete the questionnaire and renun it to us .I your input 
would be grratly appreciated Thank you, if you have already rent your response. Please 
call u. if you need another quutionnaire and we will m d  it to you immediately. 
Thank you in advance for your response. 
Your input by 28 June 1999 would be appreciated. 
. . 
NURSES - n W H  GIRTS K S T  WIJARLE RESCURCE 
Appendix C 
Appmval horn Human Investigablon Cornmittas 
Memorial 
Univmity of Newfoundland 
SUBJECT: -the Human f r a i c l t i o m  Committee- M.7Z  
T * k k ~ M D ~ ~ d b F ~ o I ~ s ~ ~ . b u - ) a u  
pmpDvl b t b c  mdy cDuCd 7 h e  bpsn erRIICruCNri.g a Ante C.rr Borpiub 
u Ndoumdlamd & hbn6.r" 
Full rppDnl bu t e n  p m r d  Tor me yeu. born porn ofnew or& u &linrd rn Ibr 
lrmu ddauvc of thu F& Comrmnrt For a hop~u l -bad  y .  I is- 
nonrvb818n lo sek mwrrsrr, anonral rmn the Acdlh CweCemonl8on .(& 
N&thaMaii Ibr wni of b HIC, Ibr priw rrrponsibiliiy fa Ibc ahid 
~ 0 f l k i a Y a I i ~ ~ w i t h f 4 ~ .  
V- M S I y I y s  PhD 
h i m a  Dan 
or h W W .  k g h  VwPmident (Research) 
h. R Willirms Vice-FTedenL M e d i d  MKI. HCC 

n HealthCaue Corporation of st. John r 
k Palrick P* 
Patient R- Umit 
do HdIb Sclmca C m m  dlc 
Our Dr. P* 
t& I b e - e  of s~osin; v v ~  facilities & ~ u d i n ~  an duii .an. em bapiul by 
Spring 2000. Tbe merper run &iNrcd by Govcmmml lo im- c5cimcl. ad w 
org&on implcmmred Ibc other p m c M  i &a m chragc tbc m 
enable impmved qurliry of am. All thnt majet ch.nges coming in 1 rbon pied of 
Iunr hl*c hd m mpm on each phyicim and d m e m k  m wa npanuzmm 
m s m c h p r i o r m & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ i n i d r r i v a r i D c e A p i l 1 9 9 5 b v e ~  
brrn kkcd r. due ur emugh inforrmda, lo N l l u u c  Ibe ctimi- of Ik thnt 
c b l e s  mrhaw we baa able lo srme an appqxiue baseline of dm lo e&Ic os 10 
monitor tbe effecnv- of Ibc ch.oncl a, an oluoin basis. We n - lhu there 
Your rruuth p q e 4  is tbacfne bnh si*-I ad adbmely. b kin* 
mdaIbe-hrmdialoducdbuil&mtbcmmbelp~~qubc~inf~a, 

c h . ~ ~  
Univcrdly Rercnch R o b  
Mswri. l  U n r v a r i l y o f N I I v f o ~  Fvuly ofMdkhe 
300 W Phillip hi= 
SL John's NF AIB 3V6 
& e h 0 l d c n r a t h ~ r y n a 6 h . ; c r c c n s ~ r m d ~ d . ~ h w d n w & x h m  
hen w apply tbc available -Ma The dru Imm this d y  wuld help tdcndfy w b u  is wridas 
andvuhYipblcrrrmr ThcARNNv(Uuuthedluude*clopmuepicrmdpmpo~D 
rddrcrr the problem ncu mu .R m y  wt iub le  10 h addition sc riU &wr D 
inform the public md policy &err of& m l v  of* b ordcr w impmve bdthcm 
services o fbe public. 
-.- 
Gdve D i m  
NURSES - HEAUH UREY U08T RESOURCE 
W ~ O t  
NEWOIJNDMD AND LABRAWR 
Deptment of 
Health and b m m d t y  Scniar 
Office of the Daputy Minister 
Wrth S. 1909 
Faculty of Medicine 
300 Rince Philip Drin 
St JoWr. NE. A1B 3V6 
The p r a m  pmpaed on rnedmnq the impact of ' in acute M 
. h p i a  in N d m ~  4 hdorwi l lbe  ~foDIDp~&=th. D e m n t  
of H d L  and Con~~~unity krviar mthh lhru wars. We taw mlhlnmud 6 t h  ymu 
p u p  lor the p a t  five yun m obtain .vide= 10 infmm our poLcy makin# in social 
vav nvb v m m w  -uon ma bed utilization. Low t a m  a c e  ncads. ud 
dm. uaLnU0~ We rotend to mntinus thaa h h e s  b e ~ n d  thc life of tbu mwmm md 
. - -  
pmblem of a c u t e ~  . r m y d a e ~ o p a m ~ b ~ ~ ~ l i c y & .  
rwMgers. ampl~yrr rruuchrr. we will rvppmt a ryttuD a p p c h  
vring widem to palicy making. We envision MI only maintaining mllabontion with 
you p a p  but enh- i t  
The Dewtmem of H d t h  and ndbmmmity %vices r u p p o ~  the p m w  
vny skongly and Is committed lo midem b a d  decision rmldns 
YOW SinCemLy. 
R - 




